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The dissertation examines the practices of leisure and consumption in early 
twentieth-century Buenos Aires through both intellectual and mass cultural 
productions. Using works by authors such as Horacio Quiroga and Roberto Arlt 
together with articles, images, and texts from the Argentine mass media, I examine 
how national, social and civic identities were intimately tied to, and were 
constituted through, technologically mediated leisure practices. Sports and film 
spectatorship, the reception of radio and the reading popular texts were all 
activities that opened spaces for the rehearsal of forms of citizenship and 
encouraged the formation of communities and publics both in line with and contrary 
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 The first three decades of the twentieth century brought a rapid pace of 
modernization in Argentina. Even though it had not reached the level of industrial 
development of the United States and Western Europe, the country surpassed most 
of its Latin American neighbors in termos of both industrial development and the 
establishment of urban infrastructure.1 Argentina was also undergoing significant 
political and demographic changes, most notably with the implementation of the 
1912 Sáenz Peña Law and the assimilation of primarily European immigrant 
populations. Large-scale reforms were transforming the country’s urban centers, 
particularly that of Buenos Aires, where the increasing access to modern means of 
transportation such as the subway and tramways allowed for the city’s expansion 
and concomitant rise of peripheral neighborhoods whose working class inhabitants 
were provided easier access to the center. These modes of transportation also 
increased contact between previously segregated sectors of the population.  Literacy 
was also expanding and with it the publishing industry and the press.2 Argentina 
shared many facets of modernization with Europe and North America, but also faced 
many of the limitations facing its Latin American counterparts. Modernity’s 
promises were saturating the country in the form of domestic and imported 
                                                        
1 “By 1925, the country possessed 16 percent of the overall South American population and territory, 
but the percentages increased dramatically in some categories usually related to modernization. 
Argentina had 42.7 percent of the railways, 45 percent of the telephones, 55 percent of paper 
consumption for publications, 58.4 percent of the cars, 60 percent of the postal activity, and 61 
percent of the telegrams produced and consumed in the area” (Rocchi 52). 
 
2 “La prensa periódica, previsiblemente, sirvió de práctica inicial a los nuevos contingentes de 
lectores, y los nuevos contingentes de lectores, y la prensa periódica, previsiblemente también, creció 





consumer goods as well as the products and practices of mass culture, though 
Argentina was also struggling to establish and maintain political, economic and 
identitarian stability and unity on par with those of North America or the major 
European powers. Furthermore, emergent populations including recent immigrants, 
transplants from the interior, and a growing working class were beginning to 
trouble the country’s existing social order. 
 The passage of the 1869 Ley de los vagos represents one of the earliest 
attempts by Argentina’s political elite to control the leisure time of the country’s 
population. As the nation continued to slowly advance in many areas of its industrial 
and economic development, its leaders pushed toward the modernization of the 
country’s social and political spheres.3 One of the primary targets of the legislation 
was the wandering gaucho, whose existence was effectively outlawed as landowners 
established clear property divisions and began to modernize farming practices. The 
unregulated lifestyle of this intermittently unemployed figure was no longer 
necessary to agricultural production and in fact represented a symbolic threat to the 
processes of modernization. The law’s definition of a vagrant can be summarized as 
follows: 1) individuals without an income or profession; 2) those having a 
profession but who do not habitually practice it; 3) those who have an income that 
is not high enough to support themselves, who do not have a licit occupation and 
who regularly gather at bars [pulperías], gaming houses or other questionable 
locations. While the first two sections of the article are perhaps predictable, the 
                                                        
3 In addition to the Ley de vagos, military campaigns such as Julio Roca’s “Conquista del desierto,” 
publications such as Juan Fausto Domingo Sarmiento’s Facundo o civilización y barbarie en las 
pampas argentinas, and the passage of a unified civil code all demonstrated a growing concern for the 




specific reference to socially undesirable activities such as drinking and gambling 
signals to an issue of growing concern for the governing bodies: the regulation of the 
leisure time of the population, and the determination by the ruling classes of the 
activities (or periods of inactivity) they deemed acceptable for the general public. As 
the country’s population grew exponentially in the following decades, so too did the 
technologies for distracting the expanding workforce.  
  Argentina’s immigration policies of the second half of the nineteenth century 
and early twentieth century encouraged the arrival of hundreds of thousands of 
primarily European workers in an attempt to “civilize” the country through both 
racial integration and increased local production. These populations had either 
experienced large-scale industrialization first hand or, through their very journey to 
Argentina, were experiencing the effects of international modernization. They 
brought with them the socialist and anarchist ideals that would, through their 
actions, facilitate the passage of legislation such as the 1905 “Primera ley obrera” 
which designated Sunday as a day of rest for workers. With the day of leisure, 
however, came limits to the way in which time could be spent. The same law 
required that establishments serving alcohol remain closed on Sundays.  
 The flood of immigrants also led the country’s leaders to invest extensively in 
projects aimed at instilling a sense of national pride into the newly arrived 
populations. This was done through the employment of both explicit educational 
projects in the country’s schools as well as an overall increase in the patriotic 
propaganda with which the immigrant would be confronted in his everyday life, and 




Ya iniciado a fines de los ochenta, se afirmó a lo largo de la década del 
noventa a través de un conjunto de iniciativas patrióticas, como la 
realización de monumentos, la construcción de un panteón nacional, 
la organización de celebraciones y conmemoraciones, y una tenaz 
labor historiográfica de relevamiento y relectura del pasado. A ellas se 
vinculó la preocupación por definir y afirmar la existencia de una 
cultura nacional... (Bertoni 165) 
Patriotism was often taught directly through official celebrations of national cultural 
activities that occupied the “free time” of the country’s new immigrants. As 
Argentina entered the twentieth century, the leisure time of the working classes 
concerned the ruling elite not only out of a paternalistic concern for worker hygiene 
or for the explicit purpose of nationalizing the foreign population. The increased 
access to time and activities that were previously only available to the country’s 
traditional ruling classes, represented a problem in part because the clear-cut 
distinctions between social sectors so evident in earlier decades were beginning to 
disintegrate, at least with regards to the kinds of activities in which these groups 
were beginning to participate:  
La estructura política argentina heredaba asimismo un esquema con 
marcadas prevenciones hacia una ampliación sin condiciones de la 
ciudadanía; prevenciones que habían consumado un régimen elitista 
en los marcos de un sistema política excluyente. La presencia de las 
nuevas multitudes venía a complejizar este panorama y a replantear 




Industrialization both at home and abroad brought with it an increase in the 
quantity and variety of products available to ever widening sectors of the 
population. Moreover, a growing number of Argentines had access to both free time 
and an increasing number of activities with which to fill occupy it. Immigrant 
communities, the political, social and literary elite, and the emergent middle classes 
had many structured forms of socialization that materialized in clubs, organizations, 
societies and trade unions. Nevertheless, the public was also interpellated into 
communities of spectatorship and consumption that exceeded these traditional 
forms of sociability. Participation in these communities fell outside the boundaries 
of traditional modes of organization and was based upon the engagement in 
activities or forms of cultural consumption. It was through the practice of varying 
forms of leisure activities that the masses, including the lower classes, the emerging 
middle class as well as “high society,” both disrupted and attempted to maintain the 
traditional structures of knowledge and sociability. 
 Some of the most potent drivers of national public unity emerged separately 
from the official public spheres, first and foremost in the figures and practices 
associated with mass culture. Early twentieth-century Argentina was very much 
inhabited by publics in formation: residents who had not yet been integrated into 
political life but who were nonetheless being rapidly introduced to modern forms of 
consumption on a large scale. As Fernando Rocchi notes in his study of 
industrialization in Argentina: 
The members of the working class were consumers and contributors 




their sale of cheap suits, pants, overcoats, and furniture in working-
class newspapers, such as the Anarchist La Protesta and the Socialist 
La Vanguardia. Contemporary magazines also offered a graphic 
demonstration of the phenomenon. In one of many examples, a 
photograph shows a gathering of the Federación Obrera de La Plata 
[…] calling for the revocation of the social laws. The group of 
proletarians […] is dressed up in suits, hats, and berets produced by 
Argentine factories. Not surprisingly, a cigarette producer targeted 
consumers with a brand called El Obrero. (63) 
These circumstances gave rise to a situation in which the unfulfilled desires of a still 
largely disenfranchised population, citizens who were only recently invited to 
participate in the political order, were cathected onto mass cultural figures and 
activities. The expression of both concrete and intangible needs of the populace was 
both directly and indirectly tied to seemingly apolitical commercial activities. As the 
market expanded, so too did the demand for political participation: 
It does not seem to be a coincidence that, in this atmosphere, claims 
for political democratization took on special strength nor that those 
claims gained the widest audience in the areas where the economic 
changes were profound. The rise of a consumer society paralleled the 
growing challenge to closed politics, which would result in the 1912 
law of secret and mandatory suffrage, which was already universal 
but manipulated by political brokers, and the victory of the opposition 




The appearance of choice made possible by the expansion of the market of 
consumer goods to a larger cross-section of the population was translated into the 
sphere of democratic politics (though women’s suffrage was still decades away). 
This was not the result of “consumer society” alone. More specifically, the 
emergence of the aesthetic regimes, technologies and leisure practices associated 
with the expansion of consumerism, allowed for the opening of a field of action 
which was previously inconceivable to large sectors of the population. Many of the 
figures, products and practices that I will examine in this study were particularly 
successful in harnessing the heterogeneous scope of desire of a considerable cross-
section of the population. While entertainment practices and objects were for the 
most part far from expressing an explicit politics, the cinema, sports spectacles, and 
radio programs popularized in the first three decades of the twentieth century 
functioned sporadically as points of convergence for a varied “horizon of experience” 
(Hansen / Kluge). They also established a climate that the Peronists would seize 
upon in the populist cultural programs of the 1940s and 50s. Entertainment 
practices interpellated certain artists and intellectuals working at the time, who, 
while still working in traditional spheres, also began engaging with mass cultural 
forms though primarily out of economic necessity. These figures would become 
important mediators in the negotiations between popular established forms of 
aesthetic practices.  
In order to decipher some of the key terms of this dissertation, we must look 
briefly at the historical and theoretical underpinnings of leisure, entertainment, and 




formulation, “[…] the term “leisure,” […] does not connote indolence or quiescence. 
What it connotes is non-productive use of time. Time is consumed non-productively 
(1) from a sense of the unworthiness of productive work, and (2) as an evidence of 
pecuniary ability to afford a life of idleness” (28). Significantly, leisure time is 
neither inactive nor empty. On the contrary, for Veblen it is occupied in some form 
of activity while functioning as a mark of social status and distinction – a process 
that Veblen terms “conspicuous consumption.” According to this schema, leisure is 
diametrically opposed to time spent working and functions as an important 
indicator of social ranking. Those who could afford to engage in non-productive 
activities, activities that yielded little or no economic or material reward could, 
through this very inactivity, distinguish themselves from those struggling to reap 
the financial benefits of their labors. Beginning in the nineteenth century, however, 
the laboring classes had begun to gain access to such “non-productive use of time” 
(28), particularly in Europe and North America but also in Argentina.   
This transitional moment is precisely the starting point of this project’s first 
chapter. In this section I examine the role of filmic practices and illustrated 
publications in shaping Argentina’s political imaginary. At the turn of the century, 
members of Argentine high society presented themselves and their leisure practices 
as models for emulation and exemplars of national identity. The leisured classes 
utilized technological improvements in printing and film to maintain their position 
through the display of their conspicuous consumption in new media. The most 
important newspapers began publishing “Society Pages” in the final decades of the 




the activities of the country’s elite. This drive toward self-representation did not 
impede the country’s popular classes from emerging as an increasingly important 
actor in Argentina’s cultural and political life. As the working and middle classes 
began engaging in evermore-accessible entertainment practices, the elites 
eventually lost their place to both direct and indirect representations of popular 
desires. Movie stars, contests and fan letters began to displace members of high 
society as the dominant figures of print entertainment.  
Veblen’s limitation of the idea of leisure as a means to display wealth and 
idleness must be complicated in this context. Engagement in the “non-productive 
use of time” during this period was still intimately connected to the structuring 
relationships of class, but new forms of entertainment also became critical to 
forming a particular kind of political subject. Even as the Argentine upper classes 
struggled to maintain their status through the reproduction of “a unitary set of 
distinctive preferences” (Bourdieu 173), a new set of practices, intimately connected 
to changes in the political and economic spheres, began to transform perceptions of 
identity. The supremely inclusionary nature of what Negt and Kluge have termed 
“industrial-commercial” public spheres began to interfere with the exclusivity of the 
established bourgeois public spheres. Mass entertainment practices interpellated 
large sectors of the public in a very active way, allowing them to see themselves and 
their desires represented in spheres of visibility from which they were previously 
excluded. The real and imaginary spaces of entertainment became important sites 
for the formation of spectator-citizens, which simultaneously engendered and 




consumption was an effective way of occupying the time of Argentina’s working 
classes, it also demonstrated the potential to upset the bourgeois moral order. For 
this reason I conclude the opening chapter of my dissertation with a brief 
examination of attempts to discipline the transgressive behaviors associated with 
cinematic practices, more specifically, calls to regulate and modernize spaces of film 
consumption. 
In The Making of the English Working Class, E.P. Thompson notes how the 
disciplinary patterns that developed during the Industrial Revolution reached 
beyond the factory walls and began structuring the daily lives of the workers, 
including their leisure activities: “The pressures towards discipline and order 
extended from the factory, on one hand, the Sunday school, on the other, into every 
aspect of life: leisure, personal relationships, speech, manners” (401). These 
disciplinary structures were extended into the very body of the worker. Drawing on 
the work of Michel Foucault, Jonathan Crary has traced the development of 
techniques for the channeling of attention within an historical and ontological shift 
that took place during the nineteenth century in which perception was repositioned 
into the body. According to Crary, this change was responsible for the proliferation 
and advancement of visual technologies such as film and illustrated publications. 
For Crary, the technologies of vision pertain to a capitalistic mode in which they 
become “transient elements within an accelerating sequence of displacements and 
obsolescences, part of the delirious operations of modernization” (Suspensions 13) 
whose tendency is to impose a disciplinary order through a process of constant 




undermine any stable or enduring structure of perception, this logic simultaneously 
attempted to impose a disciplinary regime of attentiveness” (Crary Suspensions 13). 
The attention of the spectator, therefore, is engaged in the processes of consumption 
and inserted into the functioning of power as it is continuously reproduced through 
the practices and technologies of Western capitalism. 
 In the second chapter, I examine how two writers working in turn-of-the-
century Argentina saw the potential of sporting and other physical practices to 
disrupt mass culture’s disciplinary tendencies. Roberto Arlt and Horacio Quiroga 
both had a tendency to associate femininity and passivity with mass culture, a belief 
they shared with many of their intellectual counterparts in the West.4 Both 
countered this perceived threat with an aesthetic practice that sought to disrupt 
modernity’s alleged feminizing influence. I dedicate a significant portion of the 
chapter to examining the popularization of boxing in Argentina primarily through 
the figure of Luis Ángel Firpo, the Argentine boxer who fought the American Jack 
Dempsey for the title of World Heavyweight Champion. While Firpo served as an 
ideal commercial product, his emergence as a new paradigm for Argentine identity 
contributed to a general reinvigoration of practices rooted in the body.  In this 
section I utilize the literary and journalistic work of Arlt and Quiroga to show how 
they proposed real and aesthetic solutions - both in their own physical practices as 
well as their literary and journalistic productions - to counter widespread mental, 
physical and social degeneration. For these authors (as for many of their 
                                                        
4 “The fear of the masses in this age of declining liberalism is always also a fear of women, a fear of 
nature out of control, a fear of the unconscious, of sexuality, of the loss of identity and stable ego 




contemporaries), modernity and industrialization had weakened the body’s natural 
functioning and the mind’s critical capacities. Arlt and Quiroga utilized their 
aesthetic practices to expose such weakness by laying bare the brutal material 
realities that were so often disguised in earlier literary productions such as 
modernismo or in the phantasmagoric representations of mass culture. 
 While Arlt and Quiroga’s literary and journalistic works represent significant 
contributions to national literary production, their approaches and discourses also 
raise questions about the relationship between Argentine intellectuals and the 
consumers of mass culture. Arlt and Quiroga were alternatively highly critical or 
ambivalent about the feminine or feminized audiences for whom they wrote. They 
occasionally described the consumers of mass culture as ignorant, passive or even 
obtuse, and often dismissed their critical capacity.  This tendency is exacerbated in 
the work of the Teatro del Pueblo, to which Arlt would later contribute, and 
specifically in the declarations of its director, Leónidas Barletta. In the third chapter 
of my dissertation, therefore, I look at the Teatro del Pueblo, its contributors and its 
director and their relationship to practices associated with mass culture. This 
section represents a slight departure from the earlier chapter as it looks at a quite 
deliberate attempt at mobilization through entertainment. Throughout my 
dissertation, but particularly in these last two sections, I utilize the theoretical 
elaborations of Jacques Rancière to problematize the question of reception and 
intellectual production.  
 One of the primary presuppositions of modern aesthetic practices that 




characterized the spectator as an inherently quiescent receptor. He undermines the 
tacit and explicit tendencies of philosophers and aesthetic practices from Plato to 
Brecht to equate most forms of spectatorship with the incapacity to discern the 
illusions and deceptions of most forms of aesthetic and cultural production. By 
characterizing the tradition of attempting to awaken the masses from their 
unconscious surrender to aesthetic manipulation as ineffective (Emancipated 40), 
Rancière forces the reconsideration of the critical capacities of the spectator.5 He 
highlights the activity involved in the reception of cultural products, and attempts to 
restore a degree of agency to the spectator. “Viewing,” he writes,  
[…] is also an action that confirms or transforms this distribution of 
positions. The spectator also acts, like the pupil or scholar. She 
observes, selects, compares, interprets. She links what she sees to a 
host of other things that she has seen on other stages, in other kinds of 
place. […]They are thus both distant spectators and active 
interpreters of the spectacle offered to them (Emancipated 13) 
The participant in cultural practices is repositioned as an interpreter-observer 
experienced in the creative recasting of aesthetic materials. In Argentina, Leónidas 
Barletta proposed transforming the country’s theatrical practice by focusing on 
audience reception. Instead of recognizing some of the most effective means of 
                                                        
5 Rancière posits several important questions in this regard: “What makes it possible to pronounce 
the spectator seated in her place inactive, if not the previously posited radical opposition between 
the active and the passive? Why identify gaze and passivity, unless on the presupposition that to view 
means to take pleasure in images and appearances while ignoring the truth behind the image and the 
reality outside the theatre? Why assimilate listening to passivity unless through the prejudice that 





interpellating audiences utilized by the mass media and Argentina’s theatrical 
traditions, he dismissed or demonized their influence. Barletta’s proposed ignoring 
earlier or undesirable cultural forms as a means of reinvigorating local theatrical 
practice. This, I argue, was one of the principal reasons that Barletta failed to reach 
the audiences he hoped to draw. Instead of acknowledging the legitimacy and 
variety of desires harnessed in the practices of entertainment, he insisted on 
producing works that were educational rather than entertaining. 
 Rancière’s reconfiguration of the figure of the spectator is particularly useful in 
this context.  Unlike Barletta, Rancière demystifies the power of aesthetic 
production to homogenize experience through his emphasis on the disunity of both 
desire and perception: 
[…] there is no fatal mechanism transforming reality into image; no 
monstrous beast absorbing all desires and energies into its belly; no 
lost community to be restored. What there is are simply scenes of 
dissensus, capable of surfacing in any place and at any time. What 
‘dissensus’ means is an organization of the sensible where there is 
neither a reality concealed behind appearances nor a single regime of 
presentation and interpretation of the given imposing its obviousness 
on all. It means that every situation can be cracked open from the 
inside, reconfigured in a different regime of perception and 
signification. (Emancipated 49) 
A critical question that Rancière does not account for, however, is how these “scenes 




cultural products temporarily converge around or through a single point, figure, 
demand or goal.  
 In his work on populism, Ernesto Laclau has sought to identify how certain 
publics are effectively constituted through both difference and commonality, or, in 
his words, how they form “a totality that embraces all differences” (Laclau 69-70). 
Laclau’s writing is also useful in theorizing the formation of publics in the cultural 
productions and leisure practices of early twentieth-century Argentina. When 
Laclau speaks of totalities, he is careful to distinguish their mutable and varied 
nature in group, and specifically populist dynamics. Instead of referring to a singular 
desire yearned for by a conglomeration of individuals, he describes how one 
particular objective, figure or desire can function metonymically to encompass and 
represent a heterogeneous array of demands. In other words, Laclau aligns his 
theory of politics with a Gramscian rather than a traditionally Marxist approach, 
specifically with his understanding of hegemony: 
[…] While Marxism had traditionally had the dream of access to a 
systematically closed totality […], the hegemonic approach breaks 
decisively with that essentialist social logic. The only possible 
totalizing horizon is given by a partiality (the hegemonic force)which 
assumes the representation of a mythical totality. (116) 
This momentary assumption of universal signification by a particular figure, object 
or demand can manifest itself in cultural production as well as political processes. 
As we shall see in most of the practices and objects we will consider, the overlap 




or inadvertently, successfully and unsuccessfully, sublimate the multi-varied 
demands of their consumers.  
 Laclau, while for the most part in agreement with Rancière’s “rediscovery of 
the people” (Laclau 244) (in our case the spectator), makes an important distinction 
between his work and that of the French thinker, a distinction that will be critical for 
the development of my arguments concerning the reception of mass culture in 
Argentina. Rancière, he argues, is too quick to associate the constitution of a people 
(and consequently of a politics) with the progressive politics of the Left:  
Rancière identifies the possibility of politics too much, I believe, with 
the possibility of an emancipatory politics, without taking into 
account other alternatives - for example, that the uncounted might 
construct their uncountability in ways that are ideologically 
incompatible with what either Rancière or I would advocate 
politically (in a Fascist direction, for instance). […] Objects that are 
impossible but necessary always find ways of gaining access - in a 
distorted way, no doubt - to the field of representation (246-7). 
In the above quote Laclau refers to Rancière’s Disagreement: Politics and Philosophy, 
and yet the same objection could be raised against his notion of the spectator, which, 
as he makes clear in both the content and the title of work we have been citing, The 
Emancipated Spectator, he associates with a predetermined political orientation. In 
turn-of-the-century Argentina, the masses were beginning to acquire a more 
hegemonic position through both the expansion of consumer culture and their 




emerged as metonymically represented totalities in the figures and practices of 
mass culture, they were not always clearly associated with emancipatory or 
revolutionary politics. I close the project by examining precisely how mass cultural 
practices such as the ones examined in this study succeeded in fashioning the 
public’s imaginary to the point of facilitating a politics informed by entertainment.  
The Peronist political and cultural programs of the 1940s and 50s built upon 
discourses and imaginaries that had been established in previous decades precisely 
in many of the objects and practices brought to light in this study.  
A note on sources - Illustrated Magazines in turn-of-the-century Argentina 
 One of the most important leisurely activities to experience explosive growth 
during the early decades of the twentieth century was the expanding readership of 
illustrated magazines. Popular magazines bore witness to shifts in aesthetic 
preferences that were directly correlated with social and political transformations 
and provide contemporary readers with partial yet significant material and visual 
evidence as to the connections between forms of entertainment and socio-political 
modalities.  These publications provided affordable entertainment to a newly 
literate population, and like the filmic medium they preceded, also allowed for 
unprecedented access to the visible world. The latest products, movie stars, sports 
idols, or fashionable locals were rendered available for visual consumption in the 
pages of illustrated publications from newspapers to fan magazines. However, their 
visual accessibility was occasionally also a reminder of their physical absence. The 
two-dimensional world of the magazine was a catalyst for desire that expanded the 




economic limitations. In Argentina, the publication of illustrated magazines took 
root at the turn-of-the-century and, as Eduardo Romano has noted, such texts 
established ‘[…] un escalón intermedio entre el libro, todavía reservado a unos 
pocos - las primeras colecciones populares rioplantenses son ya de comienzos del 
siglo XX - y quienes no habían tenido acceso a la lectura” (Paren 46). These 
publications provided fast and easily consumable information to readers at all levels 
of the social strata while offering “[…] the complete reproduction of the world” 
primarily through their photographic representations (Kracauer quoted in Hansen 
Experience 29). One of the earliest and most successful magazines of the period in 
Argentina, Caras y Caretas, shared this characteristic with its European (French and 
Spanish) predecessors but was somewhat unique in its conquest of a socially and 
economically diverse readership (Romano 57). The magazine marketed itself to a 
truly mass audience. 
 Caras y Caretas published articles and photographs of current events at home 
and abroad, contained society pages, a section entitled “Galería de inmigrantes” and 
another called “Tipos y costumbres,” as well as literary contributions, numerous 
photographs and illustrations. The society pages and similar columns provided a 
window through which the lower classes could observe (desire and imitate) the 
nation’s moneyed classes. Conversely, sections such as “Tipos y costumbres” and 
“Galería de inmigrantes” allowed the upper classes to follow (discipline and 
domesticate) the country’s popular figures and newly arrived immigrants. It was 
also a mirror through which all of these could see themselves validated and thereby 




images, and texts would have provided entertainment for a shared experience 
among members within individual families. Even the most specialized magazines, 
which would become increasingly popular in the 1920s and 30s, sought to engage 
with a variety of interests. The magazine Imparcial Film, for example, had a title that 
implied a distinctly cinematic theme, carried the subtitle “semanario 
cinematográfico, artístico y sportivo” and included news of local sports teams, short 
stories, poetry and advice columns. Women’s magazines, El Hogar being the 
paradigmatic example, included sections for children and for what would at the time 
have been a subject of more masculine interest (though certainly not exclusively), 
for example, pages covering local and international sporting events and news. While 
many of these magazines were directed at specific populations (Cine Universal for 
movie-goers, Billiken for children, Gráfico for men etc.), most if not all of these 
publications exceeded the thematic scope of the publication. 
Por entonces, un periódico popular como Crítica tiraba unos 300.00 
ejemplares, mientras las revistas continuaban diversificándose: el 
mundo de la radio y el cine, que ocupaba un lugar cada vez más 
importante, alimentaba otro género de publicaciones, como 
Radiolandia. Aunque cada género apuntaba principalmente a un 
sector de la sociedad y a un tipo de lector, los contactos y cruces eran 
frecuentes: Crítica, que tenía su fuerte en la crónica amarilla, daba 
lugar a los escritores de vanguardia y confiaba a Borges la dirección 
de su suplemento de color. En 1926 La Novela Semanal anunciaba la 




historietas… (Gutiérrez 55) 
 The magazine was a virtual and independent fantasy world where everything was 
within the visual reach of the reader while contributing to the generation of new 
forms of sociability. As Eujanian notes:  
Esa lectura compartida, en la que los materiales de lectura pasaban de 
mano en mano, habla de todo un circuito de sociabilidad en que las 
revistas, diarios y libros se convirtieron en mediadores de toda una 
red de relaciones sociales y en una excusa para trazar nuevos lazos. 
(Eujanian 34)  
And yet beyond the forms of sociability generated by such material circulation of 
goods was the reader’s awareness that the materials and cultural productions with 
which he was engaging were being shared “[…] simultaneously by thousands (or 
millions) of others of whose existence he is confident, yet of whose identity he has 
not the slightest notion” (Anderson 35). Such awareness allowed the reader to 
situate him or herself in relation to both global and local communities of readership, 
spectatorship and consumption.  
 The juxtaposition of images of local events, figures and groups alongside 
those outside of the country or the city in illustrated magazines (and newspapers), 
provided Argentines with a point of comparison from which to understand local 
developments. National self-understanding relied on a process of differentiation and 
identification made legible through both image and text. On the one hand, with the 
increasing standardization of the entertainment industry, the rise of classical 




spectators could situate themselves in an international “imagined community” of 
consumers (Buck-Morss / Anderson). On the other hand, the increased but not 
unprecedented cultural porosity facilitated by the global circulation of information 
and images very likely heightened the drive toward a differential definition of 
national identity and a questioning of Argentina’s role on the world stage. Sales of 
Caras y Caretas, for example, tended to be at their highest during moments of both 
local and international significance: 
Sus picos coinciden con aquellos años en los que se produjo un hecho 
trascendente a nivel nacional o internacional. En 1904, tiró 80.760 
ejemplares en promedio y tuvo un primer pico en el año de los 
festejos del centenario, llegando a 109,700 ejemplares. Descendió a 
108,000 en 1911, para trepar en el año de la reforma electora de 1912 
a 111.000 enemplares. Nuevo descenso en 1913 (100.000 ejemplares) 
para alcanzar en 1914, año en que estallaba la Gran Guerra, los 
110.000 ejemplares. (Eujanian 105) 
Magazines provided readers with material and visual evidence of the country’s 
relationship to the global community while contextualizing (and at times 
aggrandizing) the significance national developments. Illustrated magazines were 
certainly not the first texts that generated a sense of national consciousness. As 
Benedict Anderson has argued, the emergence of local newspapers was an 
important factor in the perpetuation of common interests among American creoles. 
What was new to Argentina’s magazines in the early twentieth century was their 










Páginas libres: Inclusion and Representation in Early Argentine Cinematic 
Practices 
 
In an advertisement in the September 6, 1919 edition of Cine Universal, the 
Buenos Aires based magazine invites its subscribers to participate in a beauty 
contest to be judged by the readers themselves, offering the chance to “all young 
women ages 15 and older” to “[…] take part regardless of social class […]” (“Nuestro 
primer gran concurso” N. pag.).6 This initial challenge was popular enough to 
encourage a whole series of contests, each offering the magazine’s readership the 
promise of momentary fame as well as the chance to enter into a sphere of 
representation that was portrayed as both participatory and democratic (while also 
increasing the sales of the magazine). 
Such contests presented these young women with a potential entry into the 
sphere of visibility through the occupation of a place among the pantheon of silent-
film stars that filled the pages of cinematic magazines. Popular publications and 
competitions also offered their readers a possible reordering of the rigid hierarchies 
of class difference, couched within the rhetoric of democratic selection. The 
advertisement continues as follows: 
Cada semana publicaremos los retratos que merezcan figurar a juicio 
de esta Dirección, y su inserción se hará por riguroso turno. La 
votación será popular pudiendo cada uno enviar el número de votos 
que desee, siempre que cada voto sea acompañado por el cupón que 
                                                        
6 “Cine Universal inicia un concurso de belleza desde el presente número, en el cual pueden tomar 




irá inserto en la página. De las fotografías publicadas semanalmente, 
la que haya obtenido mayor cantidad de votos, ocupará un sitio de 
honor en esta publicación. (N. pag.) 
The copy of the ad contained in the edition at the Biblioteca Nacional in Buenos 
Aires is marred with a predictable defect—a square in the center of the page has 
been cut out. One of the magazine’s original readers, perhaps a participant herself, 
has clipped out the form required to vote. It is difficult, in fact, to find cinematic 
magazines that do not bear the scars of a readership eager to either participate in 
the world of cinematic fantasy or to possess and bring closer the objects of their 
desire.  
 This chapter will address the successive formation and disintegration of 
spheres of participation as manifested in early twentieth-century Argentine 
publications and films that established the conditions for the emergence of 
communities of spectator-citizen-consumers through filmic reception. Magazines 
such as El Hogar paraded images of the Argentine aristocracy as they appeared in a 
local production of the foundational fiction Amalia in 1914 that attempted to 
reinforce the hegemony of the country’s elite. Less than a decade later, however, 
publications such as the previously mentioned Cine Universal and Caras y Caretas 
embraced the increasing accessibility of film and its reception by interpellating their 
readership through endless contests and invitations for popular participation. Film’s 
utopian promises—and its periodical counterparts—deployed the ideals of 
capitalistic consumption and mass culture, channeling sexuality and redirecting 




readers were excluded from engaging in real political practices.  
 Drawing on the work of Oskar Negt and Alexander Kluge, Miriam Hansen has 
noted how the industrial-commercial public spheres exemplified in early cinematic 
practices offered a model of absolute inclusion that differed from the inherently 
exclusionary structures of the bourgeois public sphere (Hansen, Negt Kluge). The 
industrial-commercial public spheres, she writes, “[…] seized upon hitherto 
unrepresented discourses of experience as their raw material, if only to appropriate 
them—as commodity—and render them politically ineffective” (92). She goes on to 
argue that: 
[…] with neither a legitimation ideology nor experiential substance of 
their own, the industrial-commercial public spheres grafted 
themselves onto older forms of cultural practice, creating an unstable 
mixture which, for particular constituencies under particular 
circumstances, could produce conditions of an alternative public 
sphere. (Hansen Babel 92) 
By examining the conditions of film reception in early twentieth-century Argentina, 
I will unravel the extent to which certain cinematic practices established “the formal 
conditions for an alternative public sphere” (Hansen Babel 90) in a transitional 
moment of Argentine history. The publications and practices that I examine in this 
chapter are privileged spaces in which one can observe the shifting power dynamics 
between dominant and emergent groups in early twentieth-century Argentina. 
Cinematic publications in particular, through their mimicry of democratic practices, 




troubled dominant structures of morality as well as the terms for political and social 
inclusion. Prior to the emergence of specialized publications devoted entirely to the 
cinema or other popular pastimes, however, the local elite7 monopolized the visual 
and print culture of the city and the nation. In order to fully understand the impact 
of this transformation in the visual culture of Buenos Aires, we must first delineate 
the status of social representation in the years prior to this shift in aesthetic 
paradigm. 
 Buenos Aires’ high society was a “child of the press” (Leandro Losada 311). 
The elite began appearing regularly in local newspapers and magazines toward the 
end of the nineteenth century, a tradition that continued, albeit with diminishing 
frequency, through the 1930s (288).8 Prominent newspapers such as La Nación, La 
Prensa, and El Diario, often founded by families associated with the elite, all 
published regular society columns beginning in the 1890s. As illustrated magazines 
and supplements grew in importance, many of these publications offered a glimpse 
into the private lives of the city’s privileged classes. Philanthropic events were one 
of the preferred subjects for the press’ coverage, though leisurely activities of all 
                                                        
7 Argentine high society was not an entirely homogenous group and yet many of its members were 
brought together by various common interests, and were often unified by their social and leisurely 
activities. As Leandro Losada writes: “Ese universo social y cultural delineaba tonos identitarios, 
forjaba lazos de identificación entre sus integrantes y creaba límites y fronteras de admisión, que 
hacían de la alta sociedad una elite (en el sentido de una minoría escogida) en la vida social de la 
Buenos Aires de la época, a pesar de que entre las familias que la integraban existieran a menudo 
diferencias en cuanto a sus grados de riqueza, de poder político o sofisticación cultural. Familias e 
individuos que pensaríamos en plural al ver su lugar y su desempeño en el rumbo y los destinos de la 
sociedad (como miembros de las elites políticas, económicas del momento), formaban un actor en 
singular en el marco de la vida social” (XXII). From this point forward, references to “high society,” 
“the elite,” and similar terms will be used to define a group who share a space in the exclusive social 
life of the country.  
 
8 “Las noticias sociales en los grandes diarios de Buenos Aires (como La Nación, La Prensa o El Diario) 
nacieron en la belle époque”. Although there was occasional coverage, “[f]ue en los años 1890 cuando 




kinds provided abundant material for the upper classes to establish a significant 
presence in the local spheres of representation. The elites at this time were pressed 
to maintain their status as the dictators of taste, tradition, and, by extension, 
national identity, and they did so in part through the expression of a series of social 
mores. As Pierre Bourdieu notes in his elaboration of the concept of cultural capital, 
the instruments for the reproduction of symbolic capital are critical to both the 
survival of a given class as well as the maintenance or acquisition of one’s position 
within it. He writes: 
Reproduction strategies, the set of outwardly very different practices 
whereby individuals or families tend, unconsciously and consciously, 
to maintain or increase their assets and consequently to maintain or 
improve their position in the class structure, constitute a system which, 
being the product of a single unifying, generative principle, tends to 
function and change in a systematic way. (Bourdieu 125)  
The leisure practices of Buenos Aires’ privileged classes and their reproduction in 
print and eventually in film provided an ideal venue for this group to sustain and 
increase their importance in a moment of social and cultural transformation. The 
period between roughly 1880 and 1920 represented both the height of this group’s 
visibility and the beginning of its decline.9 The entrance of a new set of actors into 
                                                        
9 “Los años que se marcan entre 1880 y 1920 son un arco temporal de sumo interés porque nos 
permiten ver el ocaso de un tipo de sociedad y el amanecer de otro, radicalmente distinto. A 
principios de este período, la sociedad era aún preponderantemente criolla y su centro de gravedad 
estaba constituido por las elites nativas. Cuarenta años más tarde, la proporción de la población 
extranjera o que en su defecto tenía orígenes inmigratorios de una o dos generaciones era el cuadro 
predominante, mientras que los cambios acelerados a partir del ochenta habían hecho germinar 
grupos sociales inexistentes o de poco peso hasta entonces —como la clase obrera y los sectores 




the local social and political scene was partially responsible for the proliferation of 
forms of representation and social conventions that encouraged porteño high 
society to distinguish itself from the flood of immigrants and emergent middle 
classes that were beginning to transform the city and the nation. Leisure, and, just as 
importantly, its display or “conspicuous consumption,” (Veblen) was key to the 
establishment and maintenance of the unity of the upper classes at a crucial moment 
in its development. Cultural distinction for this group was tied to a set of rituals 
connected to the adoption of a “Europeanized” lifestyle that often diluted the Creole 
way of life that had once been a defining characteristic of the class. The group 
adopted modern cultural practices and forms of consumption while attempting to 
maintain their connection with historical motifs and traditions. Much of the 
symbolic capital associated with the European cultural codes was taught and 
learned in the society pages of the abovementioned newspapers: “un medio muy 
importante para que las pautas de la vida europeas y los códigos de high life 
comenzaran a radicarse en suelo porteño. Los diarios colaboraron en la educación 
mundana” (Leandro Losada 290). 
 Far from relying exclusively on titles and inheritances, the high society of 
Buenos Aires at the turn of the century had established the recreational 
infrastructure to consolidate a unified class identity. Between around 1900 and the 
mid 1910s, they oversaw the construction of a variety of venues that accommodated 
current political and economic conditions and thereby created: 





[u]na “aristocracia” que ahora sí, dispone de escenarios de la altura de 
su garbo pretendido: el palacio del Jockey Club en la calle Florida, el 
Hipódromo, los parques de Palermo, el nuevo Teatro Colón, los 
palacios de Plaza San Martín, Barrio Norte y de manera más incipiente, 
Recoleta. (Losada XXVII-III). 
As the group established prescribed social rituals, and erected the spaces in which 
to carry them out, it acquired ever more visibility. This was, in fact: “[…] el período 
en que, […] la alta sociedad adquiere su mayor relevancia como el centro de todas 
las miradas, como el grupo de referencia en lo tocante a modales, gustos y aficiones 
para quienes aspiraban a construir su status prestigioso” (Losada XXVII-III). The 
press was crucial in educating both the established elite and those hoping to enter 
their social circles on appropriate codes of conduct, acceptable conventions, and 
notable figures. The illustrated magazine El Hogar, geared primarily to the female 
contingent of the country’s high society and emergent middle classes, was one of the 
most effective in transmitting and perpetuating these values: 
No había acontecimientos, viajes, fiestas, bodas, modas y lugares de 
esparcimiento que no hallasen en la sección de fotos de la revista un 
lugar destacado. De ese modo se transformó, con mayor fidelidad que 
otras publicaciones de su tipo, en un vehículo de las normas y valores 
propios de la aristocracia argentina, y por su intermedio, de la 
nacionalidad. (Eujanian 109) 
Buenos Aires’ high society made use of the print media as a means of defining not 




 The group also made periodic use of the new medium of film as a means of 
extending its influence. Certain developments in local cinematic production were 
closely associated with the trends in the newspaper industry; a large sector of the 
upper classes was initially drawn to the novelty of the apparatus and, eventually, to 
the possibilities it offered for dictating the terms of social visibility. Even ex-
president Carlos Pellegrini was among those who attended one of the first 
screenings of the vivomatograph in July of 1896 and, according to Le Petit Journal, 
“quedó subyugado por el encanto de las vistas” (qtd. in Caneto 30). When the 
technology became available for Argentines to film themselves and their environs, 
the porteño elite did not miss out on the opportunity to once again occupy the 
spotlight. For example, the prestigious Casino theater projected, in 1898, a series of 
images filmed in Palermo that was publicized in the “Vida Social” section of La 
Nación: 
Casino. Un interés mayor que el que despertaron los paisajes y 
escenas exóticas reproducidas por el “American Biograph”, 
despertarán las vistas tomadas en Palermo y que el lunes próximo 
veremos proyectadas por el maravilloso aparato en la escena del 
Casino. Se nos asegura que las fotografías aludidas son tan nítidas 
como las europeas, reconociéndose perfectamente a muchas personas 
que descuellan en nuestro mundo social. (qtd. en Caneto 35) 
This kind of event was relatively common in Buenos Aires, and there are records of 
similar screenings that extend into the 1920s. Filmmakers would publish notices in 




Nación as a means of attracting their prestigious readership, and future consumers, 
to appear in their short “vistas.” Even though, as in the United States, the cinematic 
experience was, for a time, often relegated to popular establishments that offered up 
the spectacle for low or no cost such as “kermesses, plazas, barracas, ferias, bares, 
prostíbulos” (Caneto 31), film would eventually occupy a place in the entertainment 
culture of groups from across the social spectrum.10 Up until the 1920s newsreels, 
most non-fiction and documentary films produced in Argentina reinforced the elite’s 
drive to dominate the spheres of visibility. In fact, the short documentaries and 
newsreels produced by Max Glücksmann, who despite being an immigrant had 
settled comfortably into the elite, paid scant attention to the real conflicts taking 
place between the working and upper classes. The entrepreneur focused instead on 
filming activities that legitimized the State and its representatives (Marrone 31-
32),11 or, imitating the society pages of the printed press: 
El principal interés era, en ese momento, publicitar a un patriciado 
que se volvía más aristocrático mostrando sus intensas horas de ocio 
y recreación, tratando sus ceremonias íntimas, enlaces y funerales 
como si fueran actos de Estado. Reflejo de su intensa vida social y en 
un estilo belle époque, moderno y esplendoroso, que irá apagándose al 
                                                        
10 Unlike movie houses in the US, however, theaters in Argentina, and in Buenos Aires in particular, 
remained separated along class lines: the Casino theater charged an entrance fee of one peso (Caneto 
76) while the Salón Ligure, a bar and café, located in the working class neighborhood of La Boca, 
projected films for free as a means of attracting customers. In the following years, the average “Cine 
de barrio” charged around 20 cents per function. (Caneto 79)  
 
11 “El filme El arribo del presidente de los Estados Unidos del Brasil doctor Campos Salles al puerto de 
Buenos Aires, de octubre de 1900, fue realizado por el médico Pedro Arata, aficionado a la fotografía. 
Es el más antiguo que conserva, y con él el presidente Julio Argentino Roca y el ex presidente 
Bartolomé Mitre inician la serie de ‘ilustres de la patria’ cinematografiados; los hay presidentes, 
presidenciables y ex presidentes que se legitiman por este medio más allá del mundo endogámico y 




mediar la primera guerra, la elite se presenta en las notas en las 
Regatas internacionales en el río Luján, en la Cacería del zorro en el 
Talar de Pacheco, en las bulliciosas Jornadas en el Golf Club de Mar del 
Plata, en Palermo doma o en sus Paseos matinales por Palermo. 
(Marrone 35) 
All of this is not to say that the popular classes were entirely lacking in a means for 
representation, that they did not participate in leisure practices of their own, or that 
publications or even occasional films directed at popular audiences did not exist. On 
the contrary, these nascent forms of self-representation in both politics and the 
media were quite likely one of the driving forces for the elite’s push to dominate 
modern spaces of entertainment and visibility. It is not surprising then, that the first 
feature-length film to be produced in Argentina was created by the country’s high 
society. 
 In December of 1914, El Hogar published a two-page spread on what they 
termed the “acontecimiento social de la semana” [social event of the week] (Kohen; 
El Hogar): the premiere of Amalia, a film adaptation of José Mármol’s 1944 
“foundational fiction” (Sommer). The translation of Argentine political history into 
national cinema, and its subsequent representation in El Hogar, demonstrate this 
group’s desire to facilitate a collective re-imagining of the future of Argentina as a 
modern nation while maintaining its recently consolidated political and economic 
position.12 The documentation of the premiere in El Hogar with a format and text 
                                                        
12 It is important to note here that even though Amalia was organized by society women, it was not 
necessarily a mark of their freedom or liberation.  The organization of charity events such as this was 




identical to those used in the magazine’s society pages, signaled to the event’s status 
as a mark of distinction.13 The movie’s cast was made up of amateur actors selected 
from Buenos Aires’ elite and was produced by Angiolina Astengo de Mitre, the 
daughter-in-law of Bartolomé Mitre (former president and founder of the 
newspaper La Nación), to raise funds for charitable causes. The film’s content 
imitated both the society pages in which it would later appear and the charity event 
for which it would be screened. The opening four minutes of the production 
individually introduce the select cast while another ten minutes of the movie are 
dedicated to a dance scene in which the actors could display their opulent costumes 
and draw a connection to a history of exclusive social engagements. The actual plot 
of the film was subordinated to the display of the wealth of Buenos Aires’ high 
society and drew a direct connection between this group and the country’s 
founders.14 The ostentatious premiere at the Teatro Colón, meanwhile, marked the 
opening of that year’s theatrical season and exemplified the determination of 
Argentine high society to continue to dictate national identity through the 
representation of both themselves and the country’s history.  
  Héctor Kohen has convincingly argued that the film version of Mármol’s 
Amalia had to be modified to accommodate the country’s contemporaneous social 
                                                        
13 I am using Bordieu’s notion of distinction here wherein divisions between classes are established 
through a set of differential and socially constituted practices or “habitus”: “The dialectic of 
conditions and habitus is the basis of an alchemy which transforms the distribution of capital, the 
balance-sheet of a power which transforms the distribution of capital, the balance-sheet of a power 
relation, into a system of perceived differences, distinctive properties, that is, a distribution of 
symbolic capital, legitimate capital, whose objective truth is misrecognized” (172). 
 
14 I am in agreement here with Matt Losada’s assertion that: “[…] the film comes across as an 
indulgence of the privileged class in the pleasure of seeing itself on film, more attraction than art, and 




and political situation. The original text focuses on the fictional love story between a 
young widow, Amalia, and Eduardo, a Unitarian fleeing from the Federalist regime 
of Juan Manuel de Rosas. Amalia and her cousin, Daniel, who is masquerading as a 
federalist, hide Eduardo and attempt to aid him in his escape. Though the plot of the 
film generally follows the original, the film version downplays the importance of the 
Unitarian/Federalist divide and instead highlights the cohesion of the patrician 
class.15  The film deemphasizes the conflicts within the national oligarchy and 
instead visually reinforces this group’s hegemony over the increasingly important 
popular classes. 
 A photograph taken from Amalia’s first cinematic incarnation would grace 
the pages of the recently inaugurated Plus Ultra16 in 1916. The image illustrates an 
article titled “Tertulias de antaño” and occupies roughly the upper third of the page, 
while both the photo and the text are framed on either side by historic portraits of 
society women of the independence and pre-independence period. The article opens 
with a brief description of the tertulias of the pre-independence period and goes on 
to describe those of the independence wars: 
Luego vinieron las tertulias donde se rezó por los padres, esposos, 
hermanos y novios que luchaban en las guerras patrias; y por último 
las veladas del Terror Rozista, turbadas por los mazorqueros y 
disueltas por la fuga y el destierro. Tal vez la costumbre de pasar 
                                                        
15 “Para una elite jaqueada por varios flancos, la figura de Rosas se ha vuelto atractiva: poderoso y 
carismático terrateniente, capaz de dominar a las masas, enemigo de las novedades de la modernidad 
en tanto atenta contra sus intereses” (Kohen). 
 
16 Plus Ultra was the response by the editors of the popular illustrated magazine Caras y Caretas to 
the success of El Hogar. The magazine charged 1 peso for the publication as opposed the Caras y 




largas temporadas en París no sea una moda, sino un caso de 
atavismo. (N. pag.) 
The tenuous connection between the involuntary exile of the country’s founders and 
the fashionable trip to Paris is clearly a lighthearted remark, but it also speaks to the 
predicament of a group struggling to retain its cultural relevance while adjusting to 
the homogenizing forces of modernization.17 Just as the creators of Amalia had used 
the new medium of film to express their modernity and their continued relevance 
during a time of change, the anonymous author of Plus Ultra brought fashion and 
tradition into close proximity through forced comparisons and the anachronistic 
attempt to associate social status based on birthright.18 More than even a shared 
historic or cultural heritage, certain practices, well documented in the press of the 
time, were particularly effective in maintaining the group’s cohesion while 
differentiating its members from the working and emergent middle classes.  
 At the time of Amalia’s debut, the response to filmic spectacle in general and 
its consumption by the popular classes was already being questioned by the voices 
of high society. Though audiences of nearly all social strata participated in cinematic 
spectacles during the earliest stages of its development, the upper and intellectual 
classes would often view film with a certain amount of wariness. In fact, the same 
                                                        
17 “[…] las modas, usos y costumbres que se dieron en Buenos Aires lejos estuvieron de ser originales. 
Esto fue así porque las referencias sobre las que la alta sociedad porteña modeló sus conductas 
provinieron del exterior (de Europa), y porque la belle époque fue el momento culminante de la 
integración de la economía mundial, haciendo más rápida que en cualquier período anterior la 
difusión de tendencias y consumos entre distintas regiones del planeta. Los avances del capitalismo 
son claves para aprehender por qué se dio el abandono de los usos criollos y se los reemplazó por 
otros más cosmopolitas” (L. Losada XXII). 
 
18 This rang even more true in Buenos Aires than in other Latin American cities where members of 
the elite were often less “aristocratic” in the sense that the group was quite diverse and included 
many individuals and families whose ancestors did not count among the founding fathers of the 




edition of El Hogar that documented Amalia’s premiere contains what appears to 
undermine the elite’s cinematic creation: an editorial condemning film’s erotic 
content and its accompanying “tendency toward melodrama.”  
Como se besan las parejas en el cine, no lo hemos visto nunca en el 
teatro, ni aun en las últimas operetas vienesas. […] Los buenos padres 
de familia llevan a sus niños, “para que se instruyan”, sin sospechar el 
cúmulo de conocimientos prematuros que brindan a su prole. […] 
 Indudablemente, si el cinematógrafo estuviera en buenas 
manos y fuera un divulgador de conocimientos científicos, artísticos, 
geográficos, industriales, etc., todas las alabanzas serían pocas. Pero si 
ha de continuar el género que cultivaron los señores Montepin, 
Ponson du Terrail y Maurice Leblane, atentando a la moral y al buen 
gusto, más valiera que los hermanos Lumière no inventaran el cine, 
librando así al mundo de una calamidad pública. (Ortiga Anckerman) 
The publication of this extended indictment of cinematic practices alongside images 
and text documenting Amalia’s premiere is significant. The country’s cultured 
classes with their beneficent behavior and their representation of a tempered 
national romance surely exemplified Anckermann’s definition of “good hands” and 
“good taste.” It was the foreign, the erotic, and the popular that troubled El Hogar’s 
critic, and would continue to concern film’s most adamant critics (and even its 
supporters) in the following decades. At the time of Amalia’s premiere, European 
melodramas and North American pictures dominated the local market and despite 




for many an infringement on the moral propriety of the upper classes and on this 
same group’s standards of taste. Cinema, and precisely the kind of physical desire 
and popular narratives that seemed to accompany its productions, constantly 
challenged the dominant, normative terms of moral propriety, and, according to 
many, threatened to upend the social order.  
 Despite their best attempts to maintain their standing, the democratization 
of culture that had surged after World War I, and that was already making itself felt 
at the turn of the century, presented a challenge to the status quo. Mass culture was 
first and foremost inclusive. Thanks to a significant decrease in illiteracy—a forty 
percent reduction between 1870 and 1915 (Ulanovsky 25)—a growing middle class 
(Cantón 54), and a higher employment rate (Cantón 59), a significantly larger sector 
of the Argentine population demanded to see itself represented in the publications 
and cultural productions it was consuming. The implementation of the Sáenz Peña 
Law in 1912, which mandated universal and obligatory suffrage for males over 18, 
and the subsequent election of the radical party candidate, Hipólito Yrigoyen, in 
1916, also significantly reconfigured the terms of political participation for a large 
part of the country’s population. However, the real policies of the party’s leaders, in 
combination with the ongoing exclusion of a significant portion of the population, 
were reminders of the ongoing limitations of representation in the country’s public 
sphere. 19 Women would not be accorded the right to vote until 1947, and the Ley de 
                                                        
19 “[D]urante toda esta etapa [1915-20s] los elementos sindicalizados eran bastante escasos. Menos 
del 5% de los obreros urbanos y rurales cotizaba en un sindicato. Sin embargo, en las acciones de 
lucha los gremios lograban movilizar a buena parte de la masa obrera, especialmente en lo que se 
refiere a las reivindicaciones y derechos mínimos. En cambio, parecen haber tenido menos éxito en el 




residencia or Ley Cané enacted in 1902 allowed for the expulsion of any immigrant 
who “disturbed public order” without judicial process. Yet similar to Negt and 
Kluge’s formulation of the industrial-commercial public spheres, the mass media in 
Argentina indiscriminately encouraged the participation of individuals of every 
social class and gender. The resulting social integration through entertainment 
would have a significant impact on both Argentina’s contemporaneous and future 
political configurations.  The cinema, its reception, and its accompanying practices 
and discourses were an effective form of interpellating individuals who were 
otherwise marginalized from mainstream political involvement in the country. This 
was achieved both directly, through contests and devices similar to the beauty 
contest which opened this article, as well as through the identificatory modalities of 
many of film’s narratives. 
 Shortly after the publication of Anckermann’s commentaries, World War I 
interrupted the steady stream of films produced in Europe that had initially 
dominated Argentine theaters. Between 1915 and 1921 local filmmakers attempted 
to compete with the dominance of international productions. Even though Argentine 
audiences, like those worldwide, would eventually succumb to the dominance of the 
North American “majors,” the number of pictures produced locally experienced a 
brief surge with around 100 films produced in these six years (Karush Culture of 
Class).  This temporary rise in local filmmaking warrants further investigation in the 
context of this study: most notably, the international and local success of the 1915 
Nobleza gaucha and the local popularity of several of the director José Agustín “El 
                                                                                                                                                                     
conciencia de sus intereses económicos y sociales, pero faltaba el elemento que articulara en un todo 




Negro” Ferreyra’s productions during the later half of the silent period. 
 Both the 1915 Nobleza gaucha and Ferreyra’s silent productions offered the 
Argentine working classes and their preferred forms of cultural consumption, an 
unprecedented filmic visibility as protagonists within local narratives. Karush has 
convincingly argued that: “films like Nobleza gaucha offered domestic audiences an 
alternative modernism, a way of inserting a mythical national past into a rapidly 
modernizing present” (Kindle File). I would add that the inclusionary character of 
such films was a critical aspect of such a project. Nobleza gaucha, directed by 
Eduardo Martínez de la Pera and Ernesto Gunche, was the first international box 
office success produced in Latin America and tells the story of how a wealthy 
landowner, Don José Gran, kidnaps the love interest, María, of a young gaucho, Juan. 
Juan and his immigrant, bumpkin companion, Genaro, then travel to the city to 
rescue María, though Genaro abandons Juan before they begin the rescue. Narrated 
with intertitles quoted directly from José Hernández’s 1872 popular epic poem, El 
Gaucho Martín Fierro, and Rafael Obligado’s Santos Vega, the film was undoubtedly 
in dialog with the Creole literary and theatrical traditions.  The inclusion of an 
Italian immigrant however, has been more of a problem for critics and has been 
interpreted from two directly opposing points of view. Matt Losada, following 
Andrea Cuarterolo, argues that “the criteria for national authenticity are shifted 
from the spatial—the Lugonian urban–rural opposition—to the social, by allying the 
gaucho with the immigrant in populist opposition to the landowner” (497) while 
Schroeder Rodríguez, in consonance with Antonio Paranaguá, contends that the film 




urban sectors borne of immigration, represented in the film by the unreliable 
immigrant who abandons the gaucho in his hour of need (Paranaguá 24; Schroeder 
Rodríguez 48). I would argue from a more moderate position that it is neither an 
outright celebration of alliances between immigrants and working class Creoles nor 
an absolute condemnation of the growing immigrant sector. The film cannot be read 
separately from representations of immigrants already present in gauchesque 
theatrical traditions dating back to the late nineteenth century. The figure of the 
Italian immigrant, and specifically the Cocoliche, had begun to appear from some of 
the earliest gauchesque productions, particularly Juan Moreira.  By characterizing 
him as a comic figure, the role he would play in Nobleza Gaucha, Pera and Gunche 
both integrate him into local culture and domesticate him. Referring more generally 
to the gaucho theatrical tradition, Ángel Rama notes: 
La burla omnipresente en el personaje Cocoliche tiene dos caras; por 
una el público criollo condena, por otra se divierte y perdona, 
aceptando tácitamente la incorporación a la nacionalidad. Por esa 
misma burla el inmigrante paga la nacionalización transformándose 
en figura irrisoria. (168) 
Even beyond the explicit integration of the Italian immigrant, one of the 
overwhelming, if at times unintended, functions of Creole literature in a newly 
literate population was the nationalization and integration of a diverse population. 
Gaucho literature was popularized in a moment when such a lifestyle would have 
been equally unreal for immigrants and Creoles alike. Immigrants used the genre to 




distinguishing themselves from the new arrivals (Prieto 18). Drawing on the 
country’s theatrical tradition, Pera and Gunche liberally interpreted historical 
facticity and instead responded to the needs of a diverse public. Similar to the elite’s 
production of Amalia, Nobleza Gaucha filtered and transmitted national culture 
through the latest technology of representation, though in this case symbolically 
included a heterogeneous population into the processes of modernization.  
 Such an argument would be equally compelling in the case of José Agustín “el 
negro” Ferreyra, one of the most popular and prolific local directors during the 
silent film era in Argentina. By using the conventions of Hollywood cinema to 
represent the marginalized settings of Buenos Aires’ popular classes, Ferreyra’s 
silent productions were, like Nobleza gaucha, able to insert a “mythical national” 
present “into a rapidly modernizing” moment of Argentine history. Ferreyra’s 
productions focused in large part on Buenos Aires’ working class and impoverished 
groups and neighborhoods and were frequently filmed using non-professional 
actors on location in the city’s streets and suburbs (Cuarterolo 166). Buenos Aires’ 
previously unrepresented sectors and spaces were brought to light through 
Ferreyra’s entertaining renditions, but, similar to Nobleza Gaucha’s Genaro, these 
lighthearted comedies could also have served to pacify fears about groups that 
appeared to threaten the moral and social order: 
Ferreyra dirigió su cámara hacia la gente pobre, allí donde la vida se 
desliza con resignada naturalidad. El hecho de que los rasgos más 
vivos fueran los de la pintura de tipos y del paisaje, mientras que su 




burdas, a menudo ridículas, en contraste con la autenticidad del fondo, 
ofrece la clave de su producción. (Calcagno qtd. in Cuarterolo 165) 
The simplistic plotlines and benignly ridiculous characters that characterized 
Ferreyra’s films neutralized anxieties surrounding Buenos Aires’ marginalized 
sectors while integrating them into the sphere of mass culture. Most of the reviews 
of Ferreyra’s work were consistent with the above quote; the arguments of his films 
are almost always subordinate to the representation of the environment.20  Though 
much praised, the films drew criticism for their tendency to fall into caricature.21 
Nevertheless, Ferreyra’s pictures were not entirely normative. By including 
outsiders (such as prostitutes, compadritos) and even presenting them in a 
sympathetic light, Ferreyra offered an alternative representation of national reality 
and subjectivity for the very groups who would be consuming them; the working 
classes tended to be the most avid consumers of local productions (Karush Culture 
of Class).22 
 Many of the films and their plots were even drawn from the titles and lyrics 
of tangos and drew directly on local, popular culture. The short, La vuelta al bulín, 
one of Ferreyra’s few existing silent pictures, exemplifies such an approach. With its 
privileging of performance, the film constituted a form of “cinema of attractions” to 
                                                        
20 “El argumento del film es nada o es poco. O es el pretexto en el avistar más humano que geográfico 
del paisaje” (Couselo Ferreyra 49). 
 
21 In a review of Ferreyra’s 1922 La muchacha de arrabal for example, writer and critic Horacio 
Quiroga criticized the such a reliance on stereotypes: “En el mejor de los casos, esos compadres y 
esas milonguitas podrían definirse como ‘tipos anónimos representativos de un ambiente’. Pero no 
viven, porque el autor no tuvo fuerzas para infundir en su individuo los rasgos capaces de 
individualizar a un tipo de ambiente hasta hacer de él un hombre” (Cine y literatura 245). 
 
22 “Throughout the period, the Argentine movie audience was divided roughly along class lines: while 
Argentines of all classes saw Hollywood films, the audience for domestic movies was composed 




borrow Tom Gunning’s term common in Argentina’s cinematic culture of the time.23 
The movie, divided into three acts, foregrounds the comic actor Álvaro Escobar, and 
was shown between live routines by Escobar himself, tangos, and other variety 
shows. With its direct relationship to other performances, La vuelta al bulín was 
more concerned with spectacle than narrative (though the exact circumstances of 
the film’s performances have yet to be researched in detail). The movie had a simple 
plotline based on a tango of the same title, and tells the story of a comic drunk and 
his domineering wife. Seduced by the promise of riches and a better life, the wife 
runs away with a wealthy man who brings her to work in a cabaret but, true to the 
formula of most of Ferreyra’s films (Couselo Ferreyra), the runaway wife is deluded 
by the lifestyle and returns to the simple life of the suburbio. Ferreyra imbues the 
space of the suburbio with a sense of moral uprightness that he contrasts with the 
corruption of the city’s center. As Jorge Luis Couselo notes, he rarely, if ever, exceeds 
the boundaries of a certain propriety: “[a]unque toca frecuentemente el pecado y la 
cloaca del bajo fondo nunca ahínca en el detalle desagradable que si el cine de 
entonces no asimilaba tampoco estaba en su temperamento” (Ferreyra 50). 
Ferreyra’s adhesion to a strict moral code was not always greeted with the same 
praise as that offered by his biographer. When Argentina’s first film critic and now 
canonical author, Horacio Quiroga, reviewed Ferreyra’s 1922 La muchacha del 
                                                        
23 “What precisely is the cinema of attraction? First it is a cinema that bases itself on the quality that 
Léger celebrated: its ability to show something. Contrasted to the voyeuristic aspect of narrative 
cinema analyzed by Christian Metz, this is an exhibitionist cinema [...] From comedians smirking at 
the camera, to the constant bowing and gesturing of the conjurors in magic films, this is a cinema that 
displays its visibility, willing to rupture a self-enclosed fictional world for a chance to solicit the 




arrabal, he scorned the manner in which the director’s excessive propriety 
interferes with the film’s narrative credibility:  
El joven artista, al que por frecuentar los bajos fondos suponemos 
corrido en la apreciación de estas orquídeas de fangal, nos sorprende 
con una timidísima tentativa de besar la mano a la milonguita, por 
toda audacia de amor. Y esto, dos, tres, diez días después de vivir con 
ella en su estudio. (246) 
Ferreyra’s moral prudence however, was most likely due to the particular 
demographic of film spectators.  As the lower classes were granted increased (and 
idealized) access to forms of visibility, middle class women were also beginning to 
engage with cultural forms from which they had previously been excluded. As 
Florencia Garramuño notes: 
Las primeras películas argentinas y brasileñas, aun antes del cine 
sonoro, apelaron al mundo del tango y del samba. El cine mudo contó 
con la presencia de músicos de tango y de samba que tocaban en las 
salas donde se exhibían los filmes […]. Muchos de los espectadores 
asistían a esas exhibiciones no tanto para disfrutar de los filmes, sino 
de la música que se tocaba en esas salas, y a la que los espectadores de 
clase media —sobre todo mujeres— no podían asistir en sus otros 
ambientes más típicos de moralidad, según se suponía, abiertamente 
más dudosa. (210) 
The films represented filtered the life of the suburbio and tango mileux through 




environments to the audiences who consumed them, which now included women. 
Even though Ferreyra drew upon many of the narrative and stylistic techniques of 
Hollywood production in his work, the persistence of local forms of performance 
well into the 1920s signals to the efficacy of such techniques in interpellating groups 
previously excluded from public life into new forms of sociability. By the time of the 
release of both La muchacha del arrabal and La vuelta al bulín, local forms of 
expression were already to a great extent being supplanted by international, and 
primarily Hollywood, forms of cinematic consumption; Ferreyra’s films were some 
of the few that survived the onslaught,24 and the director even continued working 
into the sound period. The increasing tendency toward inclusiveness in local 
cinematic productions extended into the realm of illustrated magazines; fans from 
across the social spectrum were invited to actively participate in communities of 
spectators, consumers, readers, and writers. 
 Beginning in the 1920s, local and international film stars began to replace the 
elites who had previously occupied a significant portion of Argentina’s illustrated 
magazines—in popular publications such as Caras y Caretas and with the creation of 
magazines geared specifically to cinematic audiences like Cine Universal—but also in 
El Hogar (Eujanian 109). The “progressive erosion of the oligarchical system” 
(Laclau 177) in the country coincided with their gradual disappearance from a 
significant sphere of visibility.  The weddings, charity balls, and social mores of 
Argentine high society increasingly lost their place to the gossip, intrigues, and 
                                                        
24 “By the early 1920s, Argentine film production had dwindled. Over the next decade, locally 
produced films would account for only 10 percent of box-office receipts […] In 1931 in the midst of 
economic crisis, only four Argentine films were released; the following year, the number had 




perceived beauty and glamour of film stars. The hegemonic processes of 
entertainment culture parallel (or precede) those of the political sphere, where, as 
Laclau reminds us:  
[…] Any political transformation implies not only a reconfiguration of 
already existing demands, but also the incorporation of new demands 
(that is, new historical actors) in the political scene—or its opposite: 
the exclusion of others who were previously present there.  (153-54) 
The stars of mass entertainment did not simply replace society divas; rather, the 
disorderly transition from one hegemonic power to the next allowed for the 
emergence of new forms of representation and identification as evidenced in the 
products and practices of mass entertainment. The visual consumption of, and 
participation in, new forms of leisure transitioned from the reverence and 
observation of a privileged class to collective scenes of imagined participation which 
were materialized in the aesthetics and techniques of the mass media. 
 Film had made its debut in Buenos Aires only six months after its initial 
appearance in France and, by the 1920s, cinematic consumption in Argentina was 
the highest in Latin America. As early as the late 1910s, the star system was gaining 
a foothold, and with it came the popularization of fan magazines. One of these, Cine 
Universal—whose contest opens the article—began publishing in March of 1919, 
and from the outset, employed a rhetoric of moral propriety, inclusion, and 
participation.  
[Cine Universal c]onsidera que la cinematografía es el arte que está 




entidad colectiva que se llama pueblo, obra a la que es un deber de 
que todo el que siente amor por el arte mejor involucra el concepto 
educativo, aporte los más sanos y positivos valores […]. (“Al 
incorporarse”) 
The magazine carried out its “cultural work” by using reader contributions or 
inclusionary contests to fill its pages, which were otherwise brimming with photos 
of local and international film stars and productions, gossip columns, and, 
occasionally, works of fiction and poetry. Cine Universal employed the well-tested 
formula of including sections fueled by reader/contributor interactions such as 
“Contestando preguntas,” “Corazón en la mano,” “Páginas libres” and “La página de 
los curiosos.” These segments corresponded to a more general trend, which, as 
Beatriz Sarlo has argued, revealed the need on the part of publications at the time to 
form a connection with a growing readership on whom they depended for their 
continued success—interpellating and forming him or her as a reader while directly 
responding to their tastes and demands (82). The Páginas libres were one of the 
most blatant expressions of this tendency, accepting virtually all reader submissions 
until, eventually overwhelmed, the magazine was forced to abandon the practice. 
The Páginas were divided into two sections: one featured literary contributions 
such as poetry or short stories, and another, “gráfica,” showcased readers’ artwork.  
During its period of publication, the gráfica section was filled with readers’ sketches 
of local and international film stars, many of which were most likely copied from 




 The film audiences who sent their drawings to Cine Universal broke down the 
actors into their most basic elements, essentially rewriting them through their own 
affective and erotic experiences.  The star was certainly, as Buck-Morss notes  
[…] a product for mass consumption whose multiplying image 
guaranteed the infinite reproduction of the same. … [T]he star’s body 
was itself a sign, and its meaning was erotic sexuality … [T]he 
Hollywood screen provided a prosthetic experience of collective 
desire. (148)  
Nevertheless, through Cine Universal’s multifold calls for participation, the star was 
also rewritten through the experience of the individual. The heterogeneous scope of 
audience desire was channeled into the body of the star and yet the infinite 
variation of such needs reasserted itself in the magazine through the unsteady 
scrawls of the amateur artist. Through this process, the ideals of an original or 
individual inscription appear to exceed this “[…] infinite reproduction of the same,” 
as the heterogeneous audiences write themselves into the act of making culture 
through their highly personal contributions to magazines.  
 More threatening than the seemingly benign drawings and love poems was 
the libidinal charge and general threat to moral propriety that these cinematic 
practices and their accompanying “erotic sexuality” represented. Even industry 
magazines complained about, and attempted to discipline, the “unscrupulous clients 




inclinations of fauns and satyrs” (“Un grave peligro” 1).25 In the sphere of actual 
filmic production, the movies of Rudolph Valentino, to cite one paradigmatic 
example, had the same frenzying effect on Argentine fans (female and male) as they 
did on North Americans. Miriam Hansen has suggested that “the collective 
dimension of [Valentinos]’s appeal [was] accentuated in precisely those moments of 
direct display which inscribe the viewer as a member of a public body rather than 
an isolated peeping tom” (283). Surprisingly, this more recent analysis coincides in 
some respects with that of Roberto Arlt, whose popular commentaries were 
contemporaneous with such displays. In April of 1933, the communist militant 
Rodolfo Ghioldi invited Arlt to participate in the publication Bandera Roja: Diario 
obrero de la mañana, but already with his third contribution, “El bacilo de Carlos 
Marx,” Arlt incited a polemic in which Ghioldi himself would participate.  The article 
suggested that middle-class young women, liberated by their sexual initiation in 
Hollywood films and darkened cinema, were quickly awakening to the paradoxes of 
bourgeois morality and inevitably infected with the communist bug. In his response 
to the dismissal of such ideas by Ghioldi, Arlt extended this awakening to the women 
of the working classes: 
¿De qué se compone el público que concurre a los dos mil 
cinematógrafos que hay instalados en el país? […] Lo que a mí me 
parece que Ghioldi no conoce, volviendo a la “mujer que va al cine”, es 
                                                        
25 Los cines que deben ser templos del arte, escuelas de moralidad, diversión culta y recreo inocente, 
se van convirtiendo en antros pecaminosos, donde es fácil toda insinuación al sensualismo siendo los 
mayores cómplices la obscuridad y los empleados. Las sombras encubridoras sirven de velo al 
misterio y los acomodadores hacen la vista gorda previa propina dada con largueza por los clientes 
poco escrupulosos que ven en los cines sitios a propósito para cazar palomas y satisfacer eróticas 




el público proletariado que concurre al cine […]. Puedo decirle lo 
siguiente, compañero: De cien proletarios… 90 ignoran quién es 
Carlos Marx… pero 90 pueden contestarle en qué estilo daba besos 
Rodolfo Valentino […]. (Arlt qtd. in Fontana 62) 
In this polemic, Arlt clearly articulates his opinion that the sexuality expressed in 
cinematic productions and theaters had the potential to awaken the public to the 
contradictory standards of bourgeois morality as well as the incitement to capitalist 
consumption. This is a position that Arlt would rarely adopt in such an 
unquestioningly affirmative manner. Even when he lambasts mass cultural objects 
and specifically Valentino however, Arlt concedes the power of these objects to 
incite both desire and imitation.  In one far less sympathetic chronicle for example, 
Arlt attacks men “que se pase[n] los días y las noches frente a un espejo frunciendo 
los labios y las cejas para parecerse a Rodolfo” (Notas 40). Arlt was immune to the 
power of the Italian actor to elicit a transgression of the standards of masculinity 
and characterizes this imitative desire as more emasculating, vain, and outright 
obtuse than liberating. He even explicitly critiques the mind-numbing power of the 
actor and the medium over the masses in Los siete locos when Arlt’s character El 
Astrólogo famously rants about “un término medio entre Krishnamurti y Rodolfo 
Valentino”(91). The figure in the Astrólogo’s plan would appear in films to be shown 
“en los barrios pobres, en el arrabal” as a way of exploiting the most “uneducated” 




horas en los lavaderos” (91).26 Though his analysis of the culture industry and of 
mass culture in general is often critical, nuanced, and even contradictory in many of 
his journalistic and fictional works than in his polemic with Ghioldi, Arlt consistently 
affirms the potential of film’s erotic charge to mobilize the masses.27  
 Arlt’s commentaries, together with the innumerable scholarly, popular, and 
industry texts circulating at the time, suggest that the emergence of women, 
immigrants, and the working classes as a community of desiring subjects, even 
while the activities and objects of their desire were far from emancipatory, was 
beginning to trouble the existing social order. Decades before women were 
permitted to vote in national elections, they were casting their ballots to decide on 
the most popular films and actors or to elect Argentina’s next film star. The Ley de 
residencia on the other hand, would not be revoked until 1958, even as working-
class immigrants had long been at the center of local cultural representations. In 
their status as individuals who were subject to both formal laws as well as strict 
codes of moral conformity and modes of conduct without the agency of determining 
such codes, these activities were sure to have reminded female and working-class 
                                                        
26 “… y elegiremos un término medio entre Krishnamurti y Rodolfo Valentino… pero más místico, una 
criatura que tenga un rostro extraño simbolizando el sufrimiento del mundo. Nuestras cintas se 
exhibirán en los barrios pobres, en el arrabal. ¿Se imagina usted la impresión que causará al 
populacho el espectáculo del dios pálido resucitando a un muerto, el de los lavaderos de oro con un 
arcángel como Gabriel custodiando las barcas de metal y prostitutas deliciosamente ataviadas 
dispuestas a ser las esposas del primer desdichado que llegue? Van a sobrar solicitantes para ir a 
explotar la ciudad del Rey del Mundo y a gozar de los placeres del amor libre… De entre esa ralea 
elegiremos los más incultos… y allá abajo les doblaremos bien el espinazo a palos, haciéndolos 
trabajar veinte horas en los lavaderos” (Arlt Los siete locos 140-41). 
 
27 In a 1936 chronicle, Arlt offers a slightly more explicit and understanding psychological analysis of 
film’s attraction: “Hombres y mujeres van a buscar al cine, aparte de la distracción, una explicación 
de los problemas que complican sus existencias. 
 Van al cine a buscar experiencias. Conocimientos de la naturaleza humana. Procedimientos 




consumers of “the precariousness of a social mobility predicated on consumerist 
ideology” (Hansen 293). Paradoxically, the satisfaction of such desires in the sphere 
of mass entertainment most likely placated more vehement desires to enter into the 
political sphere. 
 Argentine high society continuously attempted to counteract erotic and 
transgressive behaviors associated with film going. In Argentina, as in North 
America, the adoption of a disciplined form of film consumption in movie houses 
was a gradual and inconsistent process. With an immigrant population still in the 
throes of assimilation, a growing bourgeoisie, and a shifting urban demographic, 
Argentine audiences, much like their American counterparts, initially used the 
cinema as a space of socialization and participation.28 The settings for film 
exhibitions were varied ranging from storefronts to restaurants to brothels, and 
there is evidence that these establishments continued to act as venues for 
screenings well into the 1920s, as evidenced in industry magazines, business 
owners encouraged a more normalized form of film reception based on codes of 
moral and hygienic propriety. Very similar to the transitional process that was 
taking place in the United States, theater owners and distributors worked “[…] 
toward the creation of a larger mass-cultural audience that submerged all social 
distinctions under the banner of middle-class values and standards of respectability” 
(Hansen Babel 96). Even so, cinematic publications reported disruptions by 
audience members as well as immoral and improper conduct as regular occurrences 
that persisted at movie houses and other cinematic venues at least into the 1920s.  
                                                        
28 For more on modes of socialization in North American cinema, see Miriam Hansen, Babel and 




 Argentine film spectators frequently acted in ways that transgressed 
acceptable forms of behaviors either through sexual acts in the theater or their 
boisterous reactions to films or the conditions of the theaters. These desires and 
acts were gradually repressed as codes of conduct were standardized by business 
owners or by general trends in the international film industry. In another example, a 
column on the opening page of the September 18, 1919 issue of La Película criticized 
the conditions of Buenos Aires’ peripheral theaters or “cines de barrio” as a 
“deplorable spectacle” and “lacking in order and hygiene,” and, significantly, cited 
the theater owners as being responsible for the resultant disturbances: 
En esos cines nada se cuida. La proyección es pésima, y las cintas 
usadas de lo más viejo y peor: por su parte, la orquesta, fiera y 
discorde —a veces la orquesta se reduce a un piano reumático— 
ayuda a que la sensación de disgusto sea más aplastadora. Muy 
frecuentemente las películas se cortan, y entonces el público 
acostumbrado a vengarse de la mala forma en que lo tratan— patea y 
silba brutalmente. Aquello es un infierno... ("Un espectáculo 
deplorable") 
Industry professionals were working to establish a standard of cinematic reception, 
and the spaces in which films were projected were critical to such a project. The 
writers at La Película were drawing a distinction between the respectable conduct 
and conditions of the central theaters and those frequented by the working-class 
inhabitants of the suburbs. The spaces of projection were seen as part of the array of 




cinemagoers responded violently when a film was projected improperly, the 
establishment owner was largely responsible for creating the conditions for such an 
occurrence. If licentious behavior was taking place in the theaters, it was because 
employees and management were turning a blind eye. The norms for “proper” forms 
of conduct were transmitted as part of an entire experience, and the public would 
only comply if business owners upheld their end of this unspoken commercial 
agreement.  
 Fan magazines circulating in Argentina at the time also tried to guide 
filmgoers’ patterns of consumption and enjoyment. For example, the inaugural 
edition of the fan magazine Cine Universal, dated March 29, 1919, initiated a series 
entitled “Las grandes salas cinematográficas” (N.pag.) with an article on the Rialto in 
New York. The piece begins by admonishing the building’s façade “which reveals 
neither order nor taste in spite of being one of the most important things that 
should be taken care of given that it is a movie theater,” but describes the interior as 
being replete with “artistic charms” (n.pag).29 The article proceeds to describe in 
detail the movie palace’s complicated lighting and projection system as well as its 
impressive organ. Nevertheless, the writer claims that: “[I]ts most interesting 
feature is, indisputably, the immense chandelier attached to the center of the main 
dome which produces a majestic effect” (n.pag).30  While audiences valued modern 
features and technology, the level of ornamentation, both inside and outside of the 
                                                        
29 “lo que debe criticarse es el estilo arquitectónico de la fachada que no revela orden ni gusto alguno 
a pesar de ser esta precisamente una de las cosas que más debían cuidarso puesto que se trata de un 
teatro cine. […] que se muestra, por el contrario lleno de encantos artísticos”. 
 
30 “[…] lo más interesante de todo es sin disputa la inmensa araña adherida al centro de la cúpula 





building, was one of the key indicators of the movie palace’s noteworthiness and 
quality. The public took for granted that the theater’s technology would be the most 
modern, but these aspects of the filmic experience were secondary to, or even 
disguised by, its luxurious adornments. Audiences welcomed modernity and 
technology, but only when the dim light of chandeliers and the soft velvet of the 
theaters seats and chairs softened the harsh reality of the industrial and 
technological conditions that made such a space possible.31 
 The following month, the same publication would introduce the section: 
“Nuestras grandes salas cinematográficas” [Our Great Movie Houses] (n.pag). This 
column, in both its presentation and its content, attempted to communicate that all 
of the glamour and exclusivity of North American theaters could also be found in the 
local movie palaces. The piece in the April 19th edition is surrounded by a 
constellation of Hollywood stars that float around the text, each framed in a circular 
bubble, as a preview of the actors that will appear in the year’s films. The author 
justifies his decision to open the series of articles “with the Select, one of the 
principal theaters in the metropolis, where the cream of our ‘haute’ gathers daily” 
(n.pag).32 Even the name of the theater, the English ‘Select,’ attests to a desire for 
                                                        
31 Wolfgang Schivelbusch makes an important comment on the gradual adoption of upholstered 
furniture on the part of the European bourgeoisie, a practice that began with the covering of seats in 
railroad coaches in an attempt to cover industrial nature of travel as well as vibration (122). This 
upholstery became the norm in the furniture of the bourgeoisie and “[…] ceased to be functional 
when it appeared in realms such as the living room, where there were no mechanical-industrial jolts 
or jerks to be counteracted. Thus the jolt to be softened was no longer physical but mental: the 
memory of the industrial origin of objects, from railway stations or exhibition halls constructed out 
of steel to chairs constructed out of wood” (123). We can trace a similar attempt here to cover the 
industrial nature of cinematic consumption. 
 
32 “con el Select una de las principales de la metrópoli, donde diariamente se congrega lo más 





representation in cinematic practices, though only in their most cosmopolitan, 
luxurious, and potentially exclusive forms. The article flaunts how Argentine high 
society inhabited a glamorous and exclusive cinematic experience that rivaled that 
of its North American and European counterparts. The article emphasizes this 
message by surrounding the chronicle with the portraits of William Hart, Douglas 
Fairbanks, Lillian Gish, and Mary Pickford, visually associating Argentine high 
society with the current members of the international elite who might in this way 
maintain their position in the national spotlight. The stars in this article however, 
literally displace the elites and signal to the larger mass cultural forces that were 
forcing them from the spotlight. 
 Through the comparison of these socially differentiated publications and 
practices, I have shown how the particular conditions of film reception in Argentina, 
and the cultures they produced, underwent a shift in aesthetic paradigm that 
coincided with, and helped to further, significant social and political transformations. 
Women, immigrants, and the working classes, while excluded from the national 
political scene during a time of increasing democratization, were nonetheless 
invited to participate in an alternate, and apparently benign form of cultural 
“democracy.” This literal playing at politics, particularly the media’s tendency to 
encourage unchecked physical desire as well as its inclusive publications, called into 






Chapter 2 - “Un cross a la mandíbula:” The Sport and Aesthetics of Firpo, Arlt, 
and Quiroga 
 
No hay duda. El deporte todo lo invade; su influencia es definitiva, aun en esos 
inocentes “asuntos” que los señores jueces titulan “asalto premeditado y a mano 
armada” (Arlt “El deporte de la delincuencia”). 
 
I. Man and Machine: Arlt, Quiroga and their Bicycles 
 In 1899 a young and still inexperienced writer, Horacio Quiroga, would 
describe his satisfaction at overcoming the limitations of nature by using a 
somewhat humble but at that time extremely popular apparatus: the bicycle. 
Exalting the synchronism of the body and this seemingly modest technological 
device, he writes:  
Reducir en un organismo de esas dimensiones los grades impulsos de 
la biela, de la hélice, de la pala; encerrar entre dos ruedas dentadas y 
una cadena el misterio de los grandes movimientos; hacer saltar, bajo 
un golpe de cuádriceps, velocidades, que quedan en un segundo a 20 
metros detrás, es a nuestro modo de ver, la más vigorosa conquista de 
nuestro siglo. (“De deportes” 82-3) 
The article appeared in Revista del Salto: Semanario de literatura y ciencias sociales, 
a magazine Quiroga founded as an aspiring writer, and indirectly touches on what 
would become some of the topics which would eventually dominate his work: 
humankind’s relationship to nature and his environment, modernity, and, as Beatriz 
Sarlo has examined in depth, pioneering and technology. Cycling was a perfect 
hybrid of such elements: the cultivated body in synthesis with the workings of the 




documented his expeditions in Uruguay in other local publications (Jitrik 10), uses 
this text to glorify the cyclist’s domination of both technology and nature. He 
overcomes both the limitations of the body, his environment, and the apparatus as 
he travels extensive distances in unprecedented times. For Quiroga, it is the sense of 
physical accomplishment that distinguishes the bicycle from other modern forms of 
transportation:  
La bicicleta es la máquina de actualidad y del porvenir. Vendrán 
grandes perfecciones en los modernos de locomoción, vendrán los 
automóviles ideales, submarinos, globos dirigibles, todo lo que se 
quiera y es digno de nuestro adelanto y entusiasmo; pero condensar 
en un casi-juguete los medios de gran movilidad, de gran sport, de 
gran diversión y de gran ejercicio, es el postrer esfuerzo de este siglo, 
talvez impotente para producir otro semejante. 
 Porque el gran atractivo de la bicicleta consiste en 
transportarse, llevarse uno mismo, devorar distancias, asombrar al 
cronógrafo, y exclamar al fin de la carrera: mis fuerzas me han traído! 
(“De deportes” 83) 
Through this hybrid of the physical and the technological, man is able to surpass the 
capacities of the body alone, and Quiroga values physical accomplishments as much 
as technological developments. Cycling, as sport, requires the exertion of the body in 
conjunction with the apparatus in order to achieve an independence of motion. 
Before this can happen, the body must be developed and shaped; it is an organic but 




Quiroga’s trip to Paris and his subsequent excursions to the jungle, stands in stark 
contrast with the darker visions of both technology and the modern body that 
would dominate his later work. Nevertheless, the fascination with the relationship 
between physis and technology would remain a central theme in both Quiroga’s 
fiction and life. The abovementioned article was one of many texts published during 
the period commenting on the craze for bicycles that had taken hold in the River 
Plate region,33 to which the author himself appears to have fallen prey. 
 In a piece published in Caras y Caretas the same year as Quiroga’s 
commentary, an anonymous author documents the arrival of several accomplished 
cyclists to the region, and, by way of introduction, uses a colorful analogy to express 
the synthesis of man and bicycle:  
Claro es que tal afición, cada día más extendida, atrae hacia Buenos 
Aires las más acreditadas marcas de bicicletas, cada una de las cuales 
cuenta, generalmente, con un campeón de nota, que es 
constantemente asistido por un manager entrenador, perito á la vez 
en los cuidados que en el sport hípico se prodigan al jockey y al 
caballo de carrera, pues el ciclista adosado á su máquina es, á la vez, 
caballo y corredor, realizando una curiosa reversión hacia el antiguo 
centauro, aunque mucho más feo. (“Lucha ciclista” N.pag.) 
                                                        
33 In one 1898 cartoon entitled "Ciclomania", the cartoonist Villalobos pokes fun at the craze by 
depicting a cyclist at the gates of heaven with the following dialogue:  
San Pedro. - ¿Tu nombre? 
Ciclista - Perfecto Pedal. 
San Pedro. - Figuras entre los escogidos: pero no puedes entrar con bicicleta. 





The commentator paints the cyclist and the bicycle as a cyborg-like creature, 
describing him as a centaur “albeit much uglier,” with the machine replacing the 
horse as the object of mythical fusion. The way in which the author describes the 
phantasmagoric entry of the bicycles into Buenos Aires inverts the hierarchy 
between man and machine. The “most accredited brands of bicycles” are “generally 
accompanied by a champion of note and his manager.” It is the bicycle as a 
consumable product that enters first and secures the champion’s place in the city, a 
fundamental aspect of the sport nowhere mentioned in Quiroga’s article. In other 
words, success in the sport was bound to the latest product.  “Cyclemania” was not 
the result of exclusively human desires, but rather a mechanistic desire guided by 
the products themselves. Despite Quiroga’s seeming idealism, the aspiring author 
and sportsman became familiarized with all of the major brands of bicycles 
(Delgado 53) as he was training to become a champion cyclist. Moreover, the 
exchange value of the bicycle would be essential for Quiroga when, during the 
author’s trip to Paris, he was forced to pawn his bicycle in order to pay for food.34 
 In 1928, nearly thirty years after the publication of Quiroga’s text on cycling, 
another young writer, Roberto Arlt, would reflect on the decline of the activity that 
Quiroga once described as “always the fashionable sport” (Diario 217). Arlt uses the 
commercial space – repair and rental shops which, by that time were “una 
especialidad en el gremio de la mecánica prehistórica” – to reflect on the sport and 
                                                        
34 “Fui ayer a ver bicicletas en la Avenue de la Grand’ Armée. Hay máquinas desde 20 francos hasta 
450. He visto una Rudge de 11 ½ kilos, manubrio y trasmisón a voluntad, por 195 frs. Es muy 
possible que la compre mañana o pasado” (Quiroga Diario 115). 
 





the cycles of consumption. Once a necessity for every young man trying to impress 
his girlfriend “by demonstrating his command of the machine,” the bicycle seemed 
to be nearly obsolete, “used by only wealthy carpenters and modernist welders.”  In 
Arlt’s chronicle, the bicycle shop becomes a virtual graveyard with moribund 
machines and the appendages of apparatuses adorning the window displays:    
Las vidrieras de estos tabucos de malísima muerte, son un compendio 
de pobreza y de cosas desiguales. 
 Se exhiben allí cuerdas para fonógrafos, piñones de bicicletas, 
revólveres en compostura, cartones con cortaplumas, cajas de 
municiones de acero para rodados, linternas eléctricas, cristales de 
color, manubrios de goma, púas para discos, etc., etc., etc. 
 Atiende el comercio desolado, y con su ringlera de bicicletas 
descuajeringadas, un chico siempre melancólico […]. (Bicicleterías y 
ciclistas) 
The melancholic clerk, surrounded by the corpses of broken-down bicycles and 
other apparatuses, was evidently a sympathetic figure for Arlt who as a boy also 
worked as an apprentice at a bicycle shop (Saítta 22). Unlike the young Quiroga, 
who was clearly seduced by the promise of technology, the boy, “bored of seeing 
that morning never ends,” sits in a cemetery of junk, the remains of one of 
capitalism’s endless, passing fads. Like the characters of Arlt’s novels El juguete 
rabioso, Los siete locos and Los lanzallamas, the young clerk inhabits a space littered 




of modernity’s broken promises. Similarly, Quiroga’s later work would modernity’s 
outcasts in the hetertopic35 spaces of the jungle.  
 While Beatriz Sarlo has identified a likeness between Roberto Arlt and 
Horacio Quiroga’s fascination with invention and its capacity to connect novice 
readers of the Argentine popular classes to technical know-how, equally suggestive 
is how both authors recognized a remarkable transition from the light-hearted 
adoption of the leisurely practices offered up by the technologies (of entertainment 
and in general) to the disillusionment with and devastation made possible by 
modernization and industrialization. The real-life technological explorations and 
mechanical tinkering of these authors may have connected them to the realm of 
popular know-how, yet their literary productions explore how the adoption of 
technological practices at the margins of industrialization are detrimental to those 
who inhabit such spaces. The literary productions of both authors offer up a vision 
of figures experiencing modernity from its periphery. In Quiroga’s texts, we witness 
the mutilated bodies of the city’s exiles, while Arlt’s characters experience their exile 
within urban spaces and their disfigurement is both psychological and physical – 
though clearly no less a result of the ills of modernization. As we shall examine more 
closely later on in this chapter, the authors themselves also underwent distinct 
physical transformations, in large part in response to the technologization of 
everyday life.  
                                                        
35 I am referring here to Foucault’s notion of spaces that “"have the curious property of being in 
relation with all the other sites, but in such a way as to suspect, neutralize, or invert the set of 




 As Arlt closes his Aguafuerte, he describes the bicycle shop as a reminder of 
lost innocence, or more specifically, as “the mechanical symbol of our lost youth:” 
Vino la guerra, vinieron las cintas por series interminables, vino la 
melena, vino el diablo, y hoy, la bicicleta, se ha convertido casi en un 
artículo de museo, en uno de esos artefactos que, al verlos suscitan en 
nuestro recuerdo un calofrío de emoción piadosa, ya que la bicicleta, 
fué el símbolo mecánico de nuestra juventud perdida. (Bicicleterías y 
ciclistas) 
Significantly, the first rupture he lists as separating the idealized past from the 
mutilated present is the First World War, but he also signals to several more 
frivolous trends no less significant in initiating a shift in the mechanisms of 
perception. By the late 1920s the bicycle was, for Arlt at least, merely an artifact, a 
reminder of the broken promises of the harmonious cooperation between man and 
machine, the apparatus as a facilitator of man’s capacities, the utopia of the machine 
that would ease man’s work load and usher him into a glorious new era of 
industrialization. The unprecedented violence of the war, made possible by 
mechanization and the global scale of the conflict, altered perceptions of both 
technology and national identities. Sports and entertainment practices such as those 
listed by Arlt favored representations of the body cleansed of the machine and 
fortified through a return to a more “natural” or pre-industrial state. Paradoxically, 
this was often made possible “precisely on the basis of the most intensive 




practices and the cultivation of the body were popularized through the mass media 
and, specifically, the popular press.  
II. Learning to Breathe: Rediscovering the Body  
 In 1921 the popular sports magazine, El Gráfico, published an article with the 
following headline: “El noventa por ciento de las personas no sabe respirar.” Urban 
life had taken its toll on the populations of modern cities, health was no longer a 
question of the body’s “natural” functioning, and it was time to relearn the most 
basic physiological activities:   
Pocos saben respirar, caminar, pararse o sentarse debidamente y 
hacer los ejercicios que más convienen a la naturaleza de cada uno. 
La mayoría no sabe hacer casi nada que pueda producirle un 
aumento de verdadero vigor y radiante salud, color a las mejillas y 
brillo a los ojos. (“El noventa por ciento”) 
Even though Argentina was not as industrialized as Europe or North America, the 
rhythms, products and stresses of modernity were felt throughout the country and 
particularly in urban areas. The creation of technologies directed toward the 
cultivation of the physique was one of the solutions offered to remedy the ills of 
modern life, and the aesthetics of health and fitness resonated in both industrial and 
cultural production. The nineteenth century’s utopian ideal of a “body without 
fatigue”36 had culminated in the early twentieth century’s fascination with health 
                                                        
36 “Underlying the anxiety and hostility which surrounded fatigue is a utopian ideal of its suppression. 
The result would be not only a vast release of mankind’s latent energies, a productivity without 
constraint, but a civilization resistant to moral decay and disorder. Behind the proliferation of 
scientific and scholarly treatises on all aspects of fatigue lurked a projection, the daydream of the late 





and physical fitness. The widespread practice of sports was intended to counteract 
the detrimental effects of modernization, and the gradual yet growing industrial 
sector in the country required a reliable, healthy, and stable workforce. The body 
was another machine to be fine-tuned, developed and cultivated, even while 
techniques for the strengthening of the body were often coded as a return to the 
natural. Such tendencies were most clearly manifested in the international 
popularization of boxing, which shook Argentina after the rise of the local fighter, 
Luis Ángel Firpo. Firpo, Quiroga, and Arlt each represents a unique yet 
interconnected response to the processes of modernization and the subjection of the 
body to the technologization of everyday life. They also recognized the physique as 
an important locus for the establishment of social and political identities.  
 Firpo’s physical prowess became the object of popular spectacle and a 
symbol of national hope and modernization. He transformed his body and image 
into a product for international consumption but also branded himself, and 
consequently Argentina, as a unique and desirable product, desirable even to its 
own population. Firpo’s image became a site that generated literary productions, 
mythologies, and even products for consumption. Meanwhile, Quiroga’s 
transformation into a man hardened by nature (Rama Inéditas 5) and his physical 
relocation to the jungle manifested itself in the publication of his stories in the 
popular press. These stories offered a unique perspective on the development and 
modernization of Latin America through the direct narration of modernity’s jungle 
heterotopias. Lastly, Arlt’s physical transformation as he describes it in several 




on, the national / urban body’s physical transformations. In his experiences, 
observations, and literary experiments, Arlt himself becomes a medium for the 
illumination of the present and he attempts to transform the future through a 
visceral reinvigoration of the aesthetic practices. As we shall see most clearly in 
Amor Brujo, the physical body in Arlt’s texts is a center of desire, an organism 
deteriorated by the strains of modern life and an entity subject to a violent 
awakening through physical force. Its representation, therefore, becomes critical to 
broader critical, cultural, and aesthetic practices. 
Luis Ángel Firpo: Boxing and the National Body 
 The obsession with physical fitness in post WWI Argentina was on par with 
that of other highly modernized cities, albeit with its own local particularities. In 
September of 1923 a relatively inexperienced Argentine boxer would ignite the 
imaginations and passions of the entire nation. Luis Ángel Firpo, a working-class 
young man from the suburbs of Buenos Aires, was set to fight the world champion: 
the American Jack Dempsey. Firpo was a shrewd and independent self-promoter 
who effectively managed the publicity machine that would bring him celebrity at 
home and abroad. Even though Argentina’s prohibition of prize-fighting forced him 
to train and seek fame outside of the country, the boxer, through his initial success 
and eventual challenge to Dempsey, would come to represent the potential for a 
new physical, economic, and political model for Argentina. Newspapers and 
magazines were quick to characterize the Dempsey-Firpo fight as a confrontation 
between the Anglo and Latin races, and the Argentine boxer’s success was 




strong sense of identity. The boxer’s physique represented the return to a more 
“natural” or pre-industrial state while simultaneously reflecting the power of 
techniques for physical cultivation. Firpo’s was the object of constant mechanical 
intervention through its endless reproduction in magazines, newspapers and film. 
Every second of his fights was replayed at the cinema or narrated and rebroadcast 
over the radio, at that time a relatively young medium in Argentina that was only 
just beginning to cover prizefighting.  
 Firpo’s ascent to stardom was part of a broader phenomenon taking place in 
the early decades of the twentieth century, particularly after the First World War: 
the rise of the celebrity athlete. Prizefighters occupied an extremely visible place in 
the pantheon of sports stars due in part to the connection between cinema, the star 
system, and boxing. Even though the projection and transportation of fight films 
would eventually enter a legal gray zone in many states and countries (Streible 267), 
celebrity pugilists frequently appeared in filmic productions.  Indeed, Firpo’s 
celebrity followed that of other champions, specifically Georges Carpentier and Jack 
Dempsey, who had set a precedent in the creation of the boxer superstar.37 The 
interconnectedness of fame and boxing was not arbitrary or coincidental; it was 
part of a concerted effort aimed at marketing the fighters. As “[…] sellers and sold in 
                                                        
37 “The Weimar press positively swooned over Carpentier’s handsome features in the early 1920s, 
and one sports weekly eagerly anticipated a feature film that gave the fighter ‘the opportunity to 
display his athletic physique.’ Carpentier’s acting talent was beside the point, the article gushed, since 
he was ‘so strong, so noble, and soooo good-looking!’” (Jensen 51). 
 
“Jack Dempsey rose to a level of fame comparable to that of baseball’s Babe Ruth. Movies could not 
easily exploit his prizefights, but they capitalized on his celebrity. Dempsey appeared in serials, 
shorts, and feature films, married Hollywood actress Estelle Taylor in 1925, and socialized with 






one” (Benjamin Writer 41), they were products developed for consumers of both 
genders:  
The modern pugilist is last of all a fighter. A lecturer, and endorser of 
belts, underwear, shaving cream and storage batteries he must be. An 
apt speaker on the radio, a handy man with his pen when contracts 
are being flourished, knowing in the art of publicity – these are the 
gifts which must be cultivated by the pugilist of today. As he will need 
to contest on average but one bout a year, his ability is of far less 
importance. (Turnis qtd in Boddy 224) 
While women were meant to swoon over their virile bodies, men were encouraged 
to admire their strength and skills as subjects worthy of emulation. Above all, boxers 
were literally valued – for the stakes involved in gambling, for their image on a 
product or in a film, and for their presence at events. Remarking on the 
popularization of boxing in Weimar Germany, for example, Jensen notes how: 
The pugilist’s fame and fortune derived from the marketing of their 
bodies as well as their fighting skills, and it tapped into a public 
voyeurism […]. Part of the financial success of the male prizefighter 
stemmed directly from his self-presentation as a heartthrob in films, 
photographs, and the ring itself. (52) 
This was certainly the case in the United States, Europe, and eventually in Argentina 
where Firpo, aided by the local press, would draw upon many of the same 
techniques as his North American rival. Around the time of the Firpo-Dempsey 




de un marido celoso” / “The Jealous Husband’s dream” which shows a man 
dreaming that a poster of Firpo hung next to his bed has come to life to seduce his 
wife. As a symbol of local modernity, hygiene, and prosperity, the strength and 
virility of the boxer’s body were also associated with the construction of national 
identity. Firpo’s images helped to sell magazines and newspapers and fill local 
cinemas, and simultaneously contributed to the normalization of a new healthful 
paradigm for Argentina. Just as “in 1921, [when] Dempsey knocked out the 
European light heavyweight champion, Georges Carpentier, the press described the 
victory as one for the frontier spirit (and old bare-knuckle days) against decadent 
European modernity” (Boddy 210), Firpo’s confrontation with Dempsey 
represented, in the Argentine imagination of the mass media, the virility of this 
South American country and its capacity to challenge both the economic and 
political dominance of North America.  
 Firpo recognized from his earliest fights that he was establishing an image 
meant to appeal as much or even more to the Argentine market than the North 
American one. He was a notoriously shrewd businessman (Estol 86), and had an eye 
for marketing himself even before cementing his reputation in the US.  Firpo arrived 
in the United States in 1922, and despite the fact that he had already earned the title 
of South American champion, he was a virtual unknown in the country. Upon his 
arrival in North America, Firpo had difficulties finding both venues and opponents, 
but when a match was finally arranged between him and Tom Maxted, Firpo, 
thinking in advance of the publicity and monetary rewards it would bring him in 




película […] porque sabía que todos los argentinos irían a verlo después” (Estol 
86).38 From at least the time of his arrival in the United States, Firpo clearly knew 
how to “make himself” (Brecht quoted in Jensen 50) and was already well aware of 
his place within the national imaginary. The young boxer realized that attaining 
success locally (in this case within Latin America, not within Argentina’s borders 
due to a prohibition of prizefighting in that country), would not be sufficient to gain 
his compatriots’ full admiration. Seeking fame abroad, and specifically in the United 
States, would be the only way to gain recognition and legitimation at home. Firpo’s 
success was registered in the New York Daily Sun, several New Jersey papers 
(where the fight took place) as well as La Nación, La República, La Razón, La Unión 
and Crítica in Argentina (Estol 92-3), and soon after he began receiving telegrams 
from the Argentine Consulate “[…] de todas partes, de Buenos Aires, del interior, de 
amigos de clubes, de entidades […]” (Estol 93). He quickly attained the kind of 
recognition he had been seeking, but his success cannot be solely attributed to the 
manipulation of the media. Firpo was filling what appeared to be a more widespread 
need in the years following the First World War, as Argentina became more 
economically successful and sought to obtain international cultural recognition.  
                                                        
38 Firpo’s capacity for publicity and knowledge of the cinematic medium was not limited to his first 
fight. In a conversation with one of his financiers, Firpo made it clear that he always had the film in 
mind: 
A mí todo me parecía bien – dice Firpo – y claro, agradecía el entusiasmo y la iniciativa del señor 
Agusti, pero me tenía preocupado el asunto de la película… 
- ¿La película?.... 
- Sí. Porque estaba seguro que le podía ganar al australiano en el primer round. 
- ¿Y eso?... ¿Qué tenía que ver?... 
[…]- La verdad es […] que cuando se filma una pelea, si termina en el primer round, virtualmente se 





 Argentina did not participate in the war but was impacted both culturally, 
through extensive press coverage, and economically, through the exportation of 
goods to countries directly involved in the conflicts. Prizefighting in Argentina and 
abroad had become increasingly popular in the years following the conflict and 
intellectuals across the globe became ever more concerned with the moral and 
physical degeneration of the urban population, a problem that the international 
conflict seemed to make more apparent.39 Writers in both Argentina and abroad 
speculated that sports such as boxing could harness, and symbolically redirect, the 
perceived human propensity for devastating and large-scale conflict. Sports 
generally, and boxing specifically, were seen as potential remedies for the perceived 
physical deterioration of city dwellers worldwide whose bodies had been weakened 
by mechanized modes of travel such as the railway, trams or direct involvement in 
industrial production.40 The physique of the boxer was touted as a model capable of 
correcting the ills of modernization and of molding a warrior machine equipped to 
go to battle. In the United States, for example, boxing films were used to train 
soldiers when country entered into the conflict: 
[…] while the war effort distracted from the business of prizefighting, 
it did more to legitimize and institutionalize boxing than any efforts 
by partisans of the professional sport. Boxing was chosen as the 
                                                        
39 “If modern society had softened Germans, then pugilism would reinstill the toleration of violence, 
even an appreciation of it, and thereby banish whatever pacifist impulses had crept into German 
society. Boxing, more than any other sport in the Weimar Republic, cultivated a specifically violent 
masculinity, which the sport’s enthusiasts cast as a national necessity” (Jensen 59). 
 
40 “The man, for the time being, becomes a part of the machine in which he has placed himself, being 
jarred by the self-same movement, and receiving impressions upon nerves of skin and muscle which 





means for “changing the ordinary lay minded individual into a fighting 
machine” during the First World War. (Streible 268) 
In Weimar Germany, which did not have the same boxing tradition as the U.S. or 
England, the increasingly popular sport was even introduced into military training 
after the war in order to compensate for the decreased size of the armed forces: 
The 1919 Versailles Treaty drastically reduced the German military’s 
size and composition […] and therefore army training could no longer 
fulfill its role as the country’s school for manhood. Sports, including 
boxing, stepped into this vacuum by virtue of their claim to impart 
physical fitness, discipline, and skills that might prove useful in hand-
to-hand fighting. (Jensen 60) 
Though boxing was practiced in sports clubs in Argentina, prizefighting was illegal 
in the country until 1924. Nevertheless, the rise of Firpo abroad, particularly in the 
period immediately preceding the Dempsey fight, led commentators to praise the 
benefits of the sport’s popularization. Boxing idols, and specifically Firpo, would 
encourage a literal strengthening of a nation weakened by the stresses of urban life 
and nascent industrialization. Not surprisingly, Firpo’s fight with Dempsey was 
covered most extensively in newspapers directed at the popular classes such as 
Crítica and Última Hora, though it also received extensive coverage in publications 
directed at the upper, middle and intellectual sectors such as Atlántida, where, the 




physically: “el hombre más perfecto del mundo”41 [“the most perfect man in the 
world”] (“Algunas anécdotas” 20). Another article published in Atlántida went so far 
as to suggest that the intellectual classes could benefit from the emulation of 
fighters such as Firpo and Dempsey: 
Cuando falta el sostén de un organismo sano, cuando se rompe el 
equilibrio entre la mente y el cuerpo, toda la inteligencia no basta para 
salvar al hombre de la degeneración. 
 Llenas están las ciudades de seres atormentados por la 
tremenda desgracia de sobrellevar una cabeza que no guarda la 
debida relación con los demás órganos del cuerpo. Esta falta de 
proporción y de armonía produce la abundancia de inteligentes 
fracasados, desesperados, abúlicos, que no saben jamás a ciencia 
cierta lo que quieren y pueden. Viven, en fin, una vida artificial, 
siempre excitados por substancias tóxicas; sin una hora de paz íntima, 
sin reconciliarse con ellos mismos, <<a salto de mata>> en las 
fronteras de la locura y del suicidio lento. 
 El remedio es el que traen los <<brutos>> como Dempsey y 
como Firpo, que tienen los huesos en su sitio, los músculos 
endurecidos por severa disciplina, los nervios en normal plenitud de 
nutrición y vibración, los órganos en armonioso desarrollo y 
funcionamiento. (Vigil 4) 
                                                        
41 “Hace apenas unos días que el mundo se enteraba de un admirable estudio que sobre el físico de 
Firpo ha hecho uno de los hombres de ciencia más respetados de Norte América, consagrándolo 





The way in which the press covered the Firpo fight marked an important transition 
in the coding of the working-class body by Argentine high society. Instead of being 
understood as a source of moral, physical, and racial degeneration, Firpo’s strength, 
perceived virility, and fame were promoted as beneficial to the nation. The 
“everyman” that Firpo embodied represented a new paradigm for emulation and 
national pride.   
 Firpo was a figure who provided visibility and a point identification for the 
working classes and immigrants, but he was also “carne de cañón” [“cannon 
fodder,”] as Roberto Arlt would describe another boxer years later  (“Hablamos de 
los hinchas”). In his role as object of entertainment, he was an expendable product 
useful for selling newspapers, magazines, films, not to mention the nation itself.42 
Firpo as a name, a brand, and an idea, provided, in the sphere of entertainment and 
spectacle, “the anchoring point of an equivalential chain” (Laclau 182).43  His 
physical organism and all of its reproductions became a space where the idea of a 
national body could be projected and materialized.  Firpo’s ubiquitous presence in 
the local press ignited the population’s imagination, and politicians were quick to 
seize the opportunity to align themselves with this source of national pride.  On the 
day of the fight a handwritten letter signed by the nation’s president, Marcelo T. 
                                                        
42 Take, for example this advertisement taken out by the Circuito Cinematográfico Argentino in La 
Pelicula for the Firpo-Herman match: “Si no ha exhibido en su cine esta película no debe dejar de 
hacerlo. ELLO LE REPORTARA ENORMES GANACIAS, y si usted duda pregunte a cualquiera de los 
cinematografistas que la han exhibido y continúan exhibiéndola y podrá darse cuenta que afluyen a 
sus taquillas tantos pesos como castañazos de ‘Firpo’ a su rival; eso está demostrado en la calidad y 
cantidad de exhibiciones que a continuación detallamos [...]” (“El éxito…” N.pag) 
 






Alvear, was published in the popular newspaper Crítica in which he praised the 
nation’s excitement. He wrote, “El entusiasmo y la confianza con que el pueblo 
espera el resultado del combate del campeón argentino, es una de las tantas 
manifestaciones de nuestro vigoroso nacionalismo.” (“El Presidente…”). The note 
accompanied those of several other Argentine statesmen, all of whom were aware of 
the popular significance of the fight. Alvear, an aristocrat, enthusiastic sportsman, 
and populist politician, recognized the power of associating himself with Firpo in 
the eyes of the public. He was only the second president elected by the popular vote 
in the young democracy and would have been conscious of the importance of 
showing support for popular causes even though, or perhaps especially, if they were 
related to the seemingly frivolous pastimes of the people. Firpo’s victory and 
success were in line with the narratives of a recently democratized country whose 
popular sectors were attaining limited political access, and whose recently acquired 
literacy was paving the way for increased social mobility. Firpo’s rise from his 
working class origins to world-class fighter who enjoyed both the financial and 
social benefits that such success entailed, was reminiscent of a rags to riches 
narrative that the Argentine population would have recognized from both 
Hollywood productions and sentimental literature (Sarlo Imperio 25). The language 
addressing Firpo’s racial origins, however, tended not focus on his immigrant roots. 
The fighter was described most often as a specimen of the Argentine race, and he 
even understood himself as such. For example, in Estol’s biography based on his 
interviews with the pugilist, the author writes how Firpo’s 1922 journey home, his 




[e]ra […], para él, un momento extraordinario en su vida. Sabía con 
cuánto entusiasmo se había victoreado su nombre en la Argentina y 
qué profunda satisfacción viril y deportiva sentían sus compatriotas 
por esos triunfos suyos que resumían de alguna manera, el triunfo de 
la sangre victoriosa de un pueblo nuevo en las lides deportivas. (Estol 
114 my emphasis) 
Firpo as a biological specimen was a source of pride for his fellow nationals through 
which they could feel a “virile satisfaction” that represented the “triumph of the 
victorious blood of a nation new to sporting disputes.”  In other words, Firpo’s 
victories symbolized a racialized and gendered construction of nationhood – novel 
only in the fact that it was now a second-generation immigrant and not a Creole who 
acted as the racial exemplar. Argentina, through Firpo, had overcome, or had the 
potential to overcome, the racial and sexual degeneration so feared by turn-of-the-
century theorists both at home and abroad. Through Firpo, the immigrant body was 
coded in the mass media as an example of the potential superiority of the Latin, and 
more specifically, the Argentine race. Such language was at the heart of Firpo’s 
rhetoric and was furthered by the Argentine press. In one article published after the 
Dempsey match, and characteristically titled “La virilidad de un pueblo,” the 
anonymous author responded to the doubts that would have inevitably arisen after 
the Argentine pugilist’s defeat and stressed Firpo’s continued importance as a model 
for the country’s youth: 
Los hombres y las razas no se hacen en un día, ni en un combate, ni 




 Firpo ha señalado un camino, y ha dejado una gran enseñanza 
para la juventud argentina: Firpo todavía está de pie, con su fuerza 
descomunal, su fiereza incomparable y sintiendo que en su corazón se 
reconstruye una nueva moral, sólida, enérgica y optimista.  
 El campeón sudamericano - que obligadamente lo será del 
mundo - tuvo otras grandes luchas antes de subir al ring: peleó, puede 
decirse, con el ambiente axfisiante [sic] que lo rodeaba. Quienes veían 
diariamente a nuestro campeón, no contemplaban en él al bronce que 
simbolizaba el anhelo deportivo de un pueblo o, mejor dicho, de una 
raza. (“La virilidad de un pueblo”)  
The author’s message here could not be clearer; the Argentine boxer represented a 
racial and moral model for the country and especially the country’s youth, even 
though such an example was still in formation. By defending Firpo’s loss, the author 
of the commentary was attempting to protect the nation from symbolic defeat. 
References to fight as a battle between the Latin and Anglo races had abounded in 
the sensational and ample coverage of the preparations for the fight, and the 
pugilist’s strength was unequivocally connected to the power of the nation. The 
physical aggression that characterized boxing often lead the press to depict the 
sport as a stand-in for the devastation of armed combat witnessed during the First 
World War. The real life violence between the fighters that played itself out in the 
ring redirected the extensive destruction made possible by the technologies of the 
conflict. Live spectators and those who witnessed the fight as it was transmitted 




voyeuristically without physically engaging in violent acts. In both Europe and the 
United States “[…] the fighter seemed to channel the brutality of an entire era that 
witnessed battlefield slaughter, street fighting, and political assassinations” (Jensen 
52).44 This same sentiment was echoed in Argentine publications: 
En lugar de trabarse en lucha las dos Américas, se pondrán frente a 
frente los dos hombres, y el más fuerte vencerá [...]. 
 Si a Dempsey nadie lo derriba allá, y a Firpo nadie lo derriba 
aquí, ellos son los genuinos representantes de sus pueblos en el ring. 
En ellos luchan las naciones y satisfacen las primordiales finalidades 
de la guerra, sin la feroz destrucción de cuanto hicimos y amamos, y 
sin la negación de cuanto nos dignifica a nuestros propios ojos. 
 […] Esto es admirable. Nos distinguimos de los salvajes en las 
luchas por la superioridad. (Vigil 4) 
By harnessing and redirecting the violence of war, the boxers avert a potential 
(albeit unlikely) military encounter. The reversion to hand-to-hand combat 
epitomized by boxing seemed to encompass a “primordial” instinct, and yet the 
containment of such violence within the space of the boxing ring, newspapers, 
movie theaters and radios was the essence of modernity. Argentina, in comparison 
with the United States, was still not considered an important military power, and 
                                                        
44  Furthermore, “[i]t communicated a truth about postwar society better than any drama or visual 
art form ever could: ‘As mercilessly, as furiously as the boxers go at one another, so bitterly do we all 
fight for our existence.’ Even as the flights reflected the political violence and street fighting that 
rocked the first several years of the Weimar Republic, they may have provided a small measure of 
reassurance to watching the throngs as well. ‘Violence, yes, but divided into tolerable doses,’ writes 
the historian Birk Meinhardt with regard to Weimar Germany’s boxing fever. “And the most 





more than anything else, Firpo’s fame and success brought recognition to a country 
still largely ignored by the public of more powerful Western countries. He had, after 
all, succeeded in making Argentina synonymous with his name and consequently 
with boxing, a fact upon which the national press would comment extensively: 
Aplaudo a Firpo, pues, como sportman, y lo aplaudo también como 
argentino, pues gracias a él ya serán muchos menos los 
norteamericanos que crean que la Argentina es la capital del Río de la 
Plata, o Buenos Aires es la primera ciudad de la república de Río de 
Janeiro.  
 Si ha habido, en realidad, una pelea que se le pueda llamar del 
siglo, es ésta. Es la superioridad de las Américas que se ventila. Desde 
más allá del Ecuador los rubios sajones nos miran sin temores. Hay en 
su indiferencia y desconocimiento un poco de conmiseración y otro 
poco de egoísmo. Firpo tiene la misión de vindicarnos. Su cruzada por 
las tierras del dólar y de las cabriolas apunta un sueño de liberación, 
pues él nos ha de dar la libertad de acentuar nuestra potencia de raza 
conquistadora. (“¡Firpo!...” 11) 
Firpo’s undeniable tenacity and physical strength were clearly evidenced in his 
fights and their many filmic reproductions. He was offered up as a marvelous 
physical specimen and model for the country’s youth but, just like the “Bull” after 
which he was named, he would also become, in his fight with Dempsey, a pawn 
sacrificed for his entertainment purposes. Firpo’s defeat was registered by many 




made by the referee and evidence of a racist and jingoistic culture that would never 
allow a non-Caucasian or non-American contender to achieve victory within the 
country.  
 Nevertheless, the rise of an Argentine in a dominantly Anglo / European 
sport allowed the press to build on an important oppositional dynamic wherein the 
Argentines could confront the Americans on their own terms. Through the 
recognition of Dempsey as a powerful North American adversary, the Argentines 
further consolidated a sense of identity. The opposition between the Anglo and Latin 
races opened a space for a shared national affiliation even within distinct socio-
economic groups that occasionally differed in their appraisal of Firpo as a fighter. 
The media’s role in the formation of publics and the constitution of Firpo’s persona 
was fundamental; newspapers, magazines, and films succeeded in uniting the 
disparate groups who were continually exposed to images and articles. In other 
words, the small differences in opinion regarding Firpo’s capacities were 
outweighed by the reiteration of the fighter’s importance as a national hero. As 
Laclau notes: 
[…] repetition plays a multiplicity of roles in shaping social relations: 
through a process of trial and error, it makes possible a community’s 
adjustment to its milieu; a dominated group, through the recognition 
of the same enemy in a plurality of antagonistic experiences, acquires 
a sense of its own identity; through the presence of a set of rituals, 
institutional arrangements, broad images and symbols, a community 




Firpo was clearly more than just a fighter. While he may not have been at all a 
political figure, his match with Dempsey succeeded in igniting a space for the 
projection of desire even more successful than that of political figures such as Alvear, 
who latched onto Firpo’s image in order to curry favor with the public. Firpo’s body 
provided a model for emulation, or, at the very least, an inducement for the 
Argentine public to shake off the allegedly feminizing influences of modernity and 
consumption. The conditioned body and the masculine practice of boxing 
popularized in Argentina by Firpo presented an alternative to the decadent 
aesthetics of the turn of the century.  
III. Quiroga’s Vulnerable Bodies 
 While the popular press may have reveled in and even exploited this fame, 
there were also those who had hoped that the nation would gain recognition for 
Argentina’s artistic or literary accomplishments. A little over a month before the 
Firpo – Dempsey fight, Horacio Quiroga published an article in Atlántida magazine 
responding to a New York columnist who had written an column admonishing 
Americans for only learning about Buenos Aires through Firpo. Quiroga, however, 
disagreed with the North American commentator:   
Si algo ocultamos en la prensa de nuestra vida nacional, es porque no 
nos honra, en primer término, y porque no merece que se lo conozca, 
en segundo. Mas cuando un acontecimiento logra encarnar y realizar 
de modo tal las aspiraciones culturales de una nación, que la prensa 
entera abre cuan grandes son sus columnas a la exaltación de ese 




lo anterior, -ese acontecimiento honra a nuestra nación, mereciendo 
por tanto que se le lance triunfalmente a través de las fronteras. 
(“Cantico Nacional” 8) 
Quiroga describes the Firpo-Dempsey match as an event that was not only 
deserving of the local and international attention that it was receiving, but also one 
“that succeeds in embodying and materializing […] the cultural aspirations of the 
nation.” He recognized the momentary subordination of other national cultural 
activities to the physical achievements of Firpo. Even more representative of the 
Argentine nation than the country’s own literary or artistic productions, the boxer, 
the publicity, and narratives that constituted his aura provided an important 
vocabulary with which the nation could express its desires. This might seem 
surprising given Quiroga’s profession as a man of letters, and yet Quiroga’s own 
literary and physical transformations signal to a shift in his perception of local 
modernization consistent with the kind of aesthetic modernity exemplified both by 
boxing and the kind of mediation that facilitated its popularization.  
 Quiroga’s metamorphosis from dandy to outdoorsman and pioneer 
accompanied a gradual aesthetic transformation in his literary production. The 
decadent Latin American modernismo that inspired his early work45 gave way to his 
                                                        
45 One of the earliest examples of Quiroga’s experimentation with modernismo can be found in a 
poem he published in Revista de Salto in 1899:  
“En el blanco jarrón de la sala/Languidecen las dulces violetas./Las corintias columnas de mármol 
Sostienen el bronce de escúltica griega/So sus pechos nupcial incensario/De cincel praxitélico, perla. 
En sus muslos - querida del Arte-/Contempláse carne la lúbrica idea./La dulzura retrata su frente. 
Su lamprófora veste de hebrea/Ciñe el vientre con broches dorados/Que las curvas del vientre 
revelan./Pide amores la virgen estatua./Desde el cetro de su alta belleza,/Su mirada desciende 





brutal and violent jungle narratives, as Quiroga abandoned the dandyism of his 
youth46 for the unkempt ruggedness for which he would become known.  
 The changes in Quiroga’s appearance began to take place during his trip to 
Paris in 1900, even before his first expedition to the jungle. It is not unreasonable to 
speculate that the author’s lifestyle and aesthetic transitions were influenced by this 
journey. Quiroga, like many of his Latin American contemporaries, made a 
pilgrimage to the Mecca of modernity at the turn of the century: Paris during the 
1900 Universal Exposition. Unlike many of his compatriot writers however, the city 
was, for him “a series of unanticipated disasters” [“una sucesión de desastres 
inesperados”] (Delgado 145). Quiroga, alone in Paris and unable to contact his 
family, quickly ran out of money. As he began to struggle for survival, he underwent 
a significant transformation. As the young author noted in the journal he kept 
during the trip: “¡Cómo la desgracia puede cambiar – con la continuación – todo el 
carácter de un individuo!” (Diario 162). Just as hunger forced the writer to change 
his behavior in order to survive, his lack of resources caused a considerable shift in 
his appearance: 
Su indumentaria revelaba a la legua la tirantez pasada. Un mal jockey 
encima de la cabeza, un saco con la solapa levantada para ocultar la 
ausencia de cuello, unos pantalones de segunda mano, un calzado 
deplorable, constituían todo su ajuar. Costó reconocerlo. Del antiguo 
                                                        
46 In one of many examples of his dandyism, Quiroga’s biographers write: “A pesar de vivir de la 
bohemia, su culto por el dandysmo persistía y no rehusaba asistir a reuniones y fiestas mundanas. Su 
silueta atildada era familiar en las reuniones que la ‘élite’ acostumbraba realizar las tardes de los días 
festivos en el ‘Puente de las Duranas’, o en las veredas de la Legación Argentina, o en la pista del 





semblante solo le quedaban la frente, los ojos y la nariz; el resto 
naufragaba en un mar de pelos negros que nunca más, tal vez en 
recuerdo de su aventura parisina, se rasuraría. (Delgado qtd. in Diario 
112-3) 
Quiroga had begun his gradual transition from dandy to frontiersman, and his first 
lessons in survival would not take place in the jungle but in Paris, where at times he 
lived “una vida bestial” [“a beastly life”] (Diario 133). When Quiroga did make his 
first trip to the jungle, however, his metamorphosis would truly begin. In 1903 
Quiroga accompanied his literary mentor, Leopoldo Lugones, on an archeological 
expedition to Misiones as the group’s photographer. Though Quiroga kept his beard, 
he still dressed as a dandy and was initially resistant to changing his attire for the 
trip, even for practical purposes. Quiroga came completely unequipped for the first 
expedition and held out as long as possible before making any changes to his 
appearance. Eventually, however, the circumstances would force him to undergo a 
transformation as dramatic as the one he experienced in Paris:  
Los atavíos del equipo de Quiroga [...] fueron quedando poco a poco 
por el camino. Primero las botas hiperbólicas, buenas para 
representar el ogro de Pulgarcito, pero no para aquellos bregares. Las 
sustituyó por las de estilo militar, que usaba el resto de los 
expedicionarios. Luego le tocó el turno a los pantalones demasiado 
estrechos y que maturrango como era, se le iban subiendo al galopar 
del caballo, dejando en exhibición unas pantorrillas ridículamente 




espectáculo producía y del trajín a que lo obligaba el tener que andar 
bajando continuamente aquel terco arrezagar de sus bragas, se 
decidió, aunque a regañadientes, por las bombachas. Después hubo de 
trocar los sombreros de brin, que el viento le arrancaba 
continuamente de la cabeza, así como las espinas y ramajes cuando 
andaba entre la selva, por un jockey al que sus propias manos, con 
hilos de arpillera, armaron de barbijo. (Delgado 149-50) 
Quiroga only started wearing military boots, riding pants and a jockey hat out of 
necessity, and yet what he initially resisted would eventually form an integral part 
of his identity. Quiroga’s biographer embellishes the narrative with Quiroga’s first 
do-it-yourself story as he fashions with his own hands the strap for his jockey hat. 
Eventually, Quiroga’s proclivity for pioneering and “DIY” will become an integral 
part of his life and his writing, or what Beatriz Sarlo has identified as: 
[…] el gusto literario por la experiencia vivida de un Robinson 
moderno, que recorre por sus propios medios el camino de la 
invención y las aplicaciones de la imaginación técnica: una figura de 
escritor que, totalmente desconocida en el Río de la Plata, remitía sin 
embargo a personajes de Jack London: naturalismo y materialismo 
filosófico en estado práctico. (Imaginación 24) 
As Quiroga developed his literary and manual work, he increasingly questioned the 
seamless integration of man and machine exemplified by his early passion for 
cycling. In addition to being drawn to Paris’s literary charms, Quiroga also visited 




infected with “ciclomania,” he acquired a new bicycle very soon after he arrived. 
Eventually, Quiroga would have to sell the apparatus in order to eat, and he could no 
longer afford to go to the races. Even though Quiroga would maintain his passion for 
cycling (and even cultivate new passions for cars and motorcycles) the author’s 
perspective on the bicycle as object transformed, at least temporarily, from an 
apparatus for leisurely entertainment to a commodity whose exchange value was 
fundamental for his survival. Initially, the bicycle represented the promise of 
modernity and the utopic union of man and the machine. What becomes clear in 
Quiroga’s diary, however, is the young man’s gradual disappointment with the 
promises modern living was supposed to bring and, above all, the impossibility of 
enjoying the metropolis without the economic means to do so. One of the qualities 
Quiroga praises in his early article on cycling does not fade in his later work: the 
sense of self-sufficiency made possible by a simple apparatus.  
 In their description of his first expedition, Quiroga’s biographers describe the 
at times laughable ordeals of a cosmopolitan intellectual struggling to keep up in the 
jungle. Similarly, many of Quiroga’s own fictions would narrate, in a much darker 
tone, the struggles of modern pioneers who moved from the city to the country. In 
these texts the harmonious integration of man and machine falls to the wayside as 
the characters, who attempt to dominate nature, the machine, and even the market, 
often end up in violent conflict with each of these. The possibility for self-sufficiency 
is what drives many of these individuals, and as Beatriz Sarlo notes, this sense of 




Una idea del pionerismo no sólo geográfico sino técnico está en la 
base de estos constructores fronterizos en todos los sentidos del 
término. El interés ficcional reside en la comprobación de sus límites y 
la resolución de avanzar trabajando con la conciencia de que ellos 
existen como obstáculo pero también como impulso narrativo e 
ideológico. (Imaginación 34)  
In Quiroga’s fiction, his characters’ relationships with technology and their 
surroundings are, more often than not, far from harmonious and productive. 
Invention, technology and nature are, as Sarlo suggests, obstacles, but they are also 
much more. They continuously threaten one’s moral and even physical integrity. 
The jungle, where many of Quiroga’s stories take place, is a space set apart from 
urban modernity and technologies and yet, as the fictional pioneers bring their 
technology into this “virgin” space, this seeming isolation reveals as much about 
modernization as it does about the jungle. The violent and uncanny occurrences and 
transformations are uncanny precisely because, as Freud writes, they are not “new 
or foreign, but something familiar and old” (148). The images in Quiroga’s jungle 
fictions are disturbing not only because of the repeated invocations of the castration 
complex,47 but also because they remind us of the technologies and physical 
vulnerabilities present in the urban spaces they pretend to oppose. The colorful cast 
of characters that dominate many of Quiroga’s short story collections, but which are 
                                                        
47 “Dismembered limbs, a severed head, a hand cut off at the wrist, feet which dance by themselves—
all these have something peculiarly uncanny about them […]. As we already know, this kind of 





perhaps most prominent in Los desterrados,48 are figures whose bodies have been 
physically altered by their pioneering and technical experiments. One of the most 
memorable of these characters is Quiroga’s Van Houten: 
Van Houten […] era belga, flamenco de origen, y se le llamaba alguna 
vez Lo-que-queda-de-Van-Houten, en razón de que le faltaban un ojo, 
una oreja, y tres dedos de la mano derecha. Tenía la cuenca entera de 
su ojo vacío quemada en azul por la pólvora […] y era sobre todo muy 
feo, a lo Verlaine de quien compartía casi la patria, pues Van Houten 
había nacido en Charleroi. (Cuentos 618) 
Van Houten bears the scars of the work he has carried out in Misiones, primarily 
mining. Literally disfigured, he is known as “What’s-left-of-Van-Houten.” This 
character suffers the effects of modernity in a much more brutal and visceral way 
than the turn-of-the-century neurotics who preceded him in modernista literature.49 
Through his desire for enrichment and social advancement, Van Houten, a renegade 
miner, who together with his brother was “the first to use dynamite in his work” 
                                                        
48 Quiroga inventories several of these characters in Los desterrados: “Misiones, como toda región de 
frontera, es rica en tipos pintorescos […] Así Juan Brown, que habiendo ido por sólo unas horas a 
mirar las ruinas, se quedó 25 años allá, el doctor Else, a quien la destilación de naranjas llevó a 
confundir a su hija con una rata; el químico Rivet, que se extinguió como una lámpara, demasiado 
repleto de alcohol carburado; y tantos otros que gracias al efecto reaccionaron del modo más 
imprevisto” (Cuentos 626). 
 
49 In his Diario, Quiroga also emphasizes the difference between the suffering brought about trying to 
survive and that of aristocratic or artistic malaise in at least two separate entries:  
“[…] comer Esta palabra, tan sencilla y resuena cuando es sólo un detalle, es terrible cuando se torna 
único pensamiento, única acción. ¡Pensar todo el día, a todas horas, sufriendo constantemente : ¿Por 
([que]) amor, neurastenia? No porque nos va faltar qué comer” (142) 
 
“¡Ah, amigo Brígnole! Depresiones nerviosas y musculares que nos hacen buscar con ansia la recta 
incomprendida de nuestro Destino! ¡Qué poco es todo eso, cuando lo que se examina no es el 
porvenir, sino el momento, cuando se cambiara la Gloria por la seguridad de comer tres días 





(Cuentos 619), subjects himself directly to the effects of technologization and 
industrialization. Paradoxically, it is through their habitation of relatively 
undeveloped spaces that Quiroga’s characters experience the shocks of 
modernization. Their bodies are not offered the same kind of protection available to 
their urban (bourgeois) counterparts. As they attempt to dominate or simply inhabit 
the natural environment and extract its raw materials for export to urban centers, 
their physical and mental integrity are compromised. This is certainly the case with 
Van Houten, but also comes to light in many of Quiroga’s other works, such as: the 
“ex sabio” and “ex hombre” Dr. Else and his daughter in “Los destiladores de 
naranja;” the moribund Supercasaux, who lives with his two children in the jungle in 
“El desierto;” or Benincasa who is eaten by ants in “Cuentos de amor de locura y de 
muerte” (Cuentos), to name just a few. In each of these texts the mental and 
physiological integrity of the characters is pushed to the limits and beyond as they 
struggle to survive in the jungle. The currents of modernity that drive these 
“desterrados” or exiles – immigrants and migrants from all over the world – to seek 
wealth or a new life abroad develop and inhabit the jungle, also mark them. This 
very process plays itself out in one of Quiroga’s more autobiographical texts, “Silvina 
y Mont”, a shorter version of the novel Pasado amor. In this work the main character, 
Mont, returns from his attempts to develop the jungle and, transformed, is reunited 
with a young woman he knew when she was a child: 
Mont, pues, cansado de una vida urbana para la cual no había sido 
hecho, había trabajado nueve o diez años con un amor y fidelidad tales 




no quedaba sino un hombre de gesto grave, negligente de ropa y la 
frente quebrada por largos pliegues. (Cuentos 529) 
Mont’s physical alteration and love affair with a very young woman are rooted in 
details from the author’s own biography and yet, as we have seen already, Quiroga 
did not, at least initially, adapt so easily to life in the jungle. It is likely that Quiroga’s 
recognition of his initially limited capacity for survival in the wild fueled his desire 
to inhabit a relatively undeveloped space. It was an attempt to regenerate a body 
weakened by modern living and the urban environment. If this text was indeed 
autobiographical, the work referred to in the quote would have been, for Quiroga at 
least, both physical and intellectual. In fact, in Quiroga’s fiction the separation 
between writing and physical labor disintegrates. Writing, as labor, becomes both a 
means for survival and a form of pioneering: 
[…] para Quiroga escribir un cuento no era tarea específicamente 
distinta a rozar un sembrado, arbolar su meseta, construir una canoa, 
destilar naranjas o leña, fabricar cerámica, disecar un surcuá, abrirse 
camino en el monte con su machete, experimentarse como pionero. 
[…] A esos principios adaptó su lenguaje y técnica de narrador. 
(Inéditas 8) 
Even if we look past Quiroga’s literal pioneering and technological experimentation, 
his existence as a writer paralleled that of many of his characters. The author 
worked in several bureaucratic posts in order to supplement his income, but the 




productions. He often commented on the monetary value of writing and the real 
labor of the author: 
[…] muy distinta es la posición del hombre que debe dedicarle, no sus 
horas de ocio, sino las más lúcidas y difíciles de su vida, pues en ellas 
le van dos cosas capitales: su honra, pues es un artista, y su vida, pues 
es un profesional. Para él se yergue el mercado literario; sólo él 
conoce sus fluctuaciones, sus amarguras y sus goces inesperados. 
(Obras inéditas 90)50 
Quiroga’s jungle narrations were inextricably linked to the (primarily urban) 
market that would consume them. Writing about this milieu was both a form of 
income (survival) and a form of writing about the present. Quiroga constructs a 
vision of the natural environment that is elaborated through the lens of the urban 
intellectual. This position of an outsider looking in situated him in a privileged 
position from which to consider and construct these spaces in order to 
communicate them to distant readers. Quiroga does so with a graphic materiality 
that reflects the technologies of reproduction current in his day and with which the 
author would have had to compete. Quiroga was literally an author-photographer, a 
character that would also appear in his narratives.  In Quiroga’s “La cámara obscura,” 
for example, the author’s fictional double takes a death portrait of a local judge: 
[…] yo debía revivir al individuo ya enterrado que veía en todas 
partes; debía encerrarme con él, solos los dos en una apretadísima 
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tiniebla; lo sentí surgir poco a poco ante mis ojos y entreabrir la negra 
boca bajo mis dedos mojados; tuve que balancearlo en la cubeta para 
que despertara bajo tierra y se grabara ante mí en la otra placa 
sensible de mi horror. (Cuentos 655) 
Just as the photographer makes the horror of death visible through his apparatus, 
Quiroga’s narrative reveals the horrors of the jungle and its inhabitants to his urban 
readers. By traveling to the outside of urban life and examining an area in 
development, its exiles and its excesses, Quiroga reveals the brutalities of the 
metropolis itself. Quiroga and his characters are not offered the same protection 
from the processes of industrialization as their urban counterparts. Quiroga’s texts 
showcase the physiological and psychological vulnerabilities as directly and harshly 
as possible, and the author himself praised such qualities in the work of his 
contemporaries. In an open letter to Benito Lynch, Quiroga exalts the brutality of 
Lynch’s texts and even encourages him to take it a step further: “La misma honradez 
aquí para sentir que para ver: siendo el cuento suficientemente brutal, nada le 
hubiera sido a usted más fácil que extremar la nota, y hacer una tragedia para los 
ojos” (Obras inéditas 37). The space of Quiroga’s jungle fictions is viscerally violent 
and while he may not employ the language of boxing directly to describe his 
aesthetic (as we shall see with Arlt), most of his fiction departs from the 
emasculating verses of Latin American modernismo and replaces them with an 
aesthetic brutality equal to that of the pugilistic spectacle. The ivory tower of 





IV. Roberto Arlt’s Literary Violence  
 Roberto Arlt explicitly engaged with “the language of boxing” as a means of 
reinvigorating Argentine literary production. He drew on the sport’s imagery and 
attempted to collapse the separation between literature and life so characteristic of 
the modernista tradition. As he harnessed the brutal materiality of pugilistic 
language, Arlt highlighted the connections between the aesthetics of literary 
production, modern technology and physical practices. He makes this connection 
clear in his prologue to Los lanzallamas: 
El futuro es nuestro, por prepotencia de trabajo. Crearemos nuestra 
literatura, no conversando continuamente de literatura, sino 
escribiendo en orgullosa soledad libros que encierran la violencia de 
un <<cross>> a la mandíbula. Sí, un libro tras otro, y <<que eunucos 
bufen>>. (8) 
 Action, virility and shock characterize Arlt’s ideal of literary production. Instead of 
contemplating or passively absorbing a work of art, the audience is struck by it; 
violent confrontation replaces passive receptivity and sterile creation. Arlt 
conceives of writing as production and recognizes it as a form of work. He 
distinguishes the impotency he sees born of leisure51 from the virility, physicality 
and violence of his form of “industrious” literary creation: 
Nos lo hemos Ganado con sudor de tinta y rechinar de dientes, frente 
a la <<Underwood>>, que golpeamos con las manos fatigadas, hora 
                                                        





tras hora. A veces se le caía a uno la cabeza de fatiga, pero… mientras 
escribo estas líneas pienso en mi próxima novela. (Lanzallamas 8) 
The author does not isolate himself from the world of work and is in fact subject to 
both the processes and effects of production. With the increase in literacy that came 
about as a result of educational reforms, authors and artists like Roberto Arlt 
belonged to a new class of intellectuals who had emerged from the popular sectors. 
Arlt, unlike many of his contemporaries of the leisured classes, found himself 
subject to the rhythms similar to those of industrial production. He churned out 
chronicles like a machine, and was consciously influenced by, and in competition 
with, the technologies of reproduction (particularly film and photography) that had 
already imposed their dominance by the 1920s. Arlt had learned from an early age 
to associate writing with a profit (Saitta 21),52 and, unlike many of his 
contemporaries, he was not so quick to separate intellectual work from labor. On 
the contrary, he often remarked on how he needed to write in the journalistic 
medium out of economic necessity. The intensity of these rhythms made Arlt 
particularly vulnerable to fatigue – he even mentions the word fatiga twice in the 
above quote to refer to his physical state – an ailment he would attempt to remedy 
by practicing Swedish Gymnastics and even boxing. 
 In December of 1929, Roberto Arlt did the unthinkable; he went to the gym. 
Anyone who is familiar with the Aguafuertes porteñas, Arlt’s short commentaries 
published in the newspaper El Mundo, will understand the significance of this event. 
                                                        
52 For more on Arlt and the relationship between money and literature see also Piglia “Roberto Arlt: 





In many of the Aguafuertes, which document the author’s impressions of urban life 
in Buenos Aires, Arlt describes himself as lazy and confesses his admiration for 
those of a similar disposition. For example, when Arlt describes his incursion into 
the world of physical fitness, he expresses his surprise at his newfound physicality, 
characteristically referring to himself as a “fiacún inveterado.” Addressing his 
readers directly, Arlt goes on: “Imagínense ustedes, yo, que he dicho y he elogiado 
siempre a los que se tiran concienzudamente a muertos, ¡metido a gimnasta! Es un 
plato. Me doy cuenta” (“La gimnasia sueca”). Arlt began training at the YMCA at the 
recommendation of his doctor after falling into a state of near exhaustion,53 and 
while he followed his physician’s orders, the author also assumed an ironic and 
critical distance from the activities in which he had taken part. The article continues: 
“[…] a pesar de todo, estoy orgulloso. Según parece, he batido el record en chambón. 
En los anales de la Asociación parece que hace mucho tiempo no se contaba con un 
caso semejante”. In this, and several other Aguafuertes, Arlt generally subscribes to 
the standards of health, hygiene and various other leisure activities popular during 
the period advocated by groups such as the socialist party (Gutiérrez 65),54 even 
though the journalist’s praise is almost always ambiguous, playful, and even 
                                                        
53 Following the publishing of Los siete locos (Saítta 98). 
 
54 “[…] los temas sexuales enlazan con los de la salud física, pues una función sexual plenamente 
desarrollada tiene que ver – si no con los sentimientos o el placer – con un estado físico armonioso y 
equilibrado. Entre las dos guerras, la “vida deportiva” se convirtió en un ideal generalizado, que 
incluía desde formas de vestir hasta la asistencia a espectáculos hípicos que implicaba, también, el 
cuidado del cuerpo, la gimnasia, la práctica de deportes, la alimentación sana, las costumbres 
moderadas y el ejercicio armonioso de todas las funciones físicas. Es fácil relacionar todo esto con 
preocupaciones sociales más generales. Es clara su vinculación con las campañas contra el alcohol o 
el tabaco, desarrolladas por los socialistas y particularmente por la Sociedad Luz, preocupada 
también por la higiene bucal, las vitaminas o la erradicación de la costumbre de escupir en el suelo” 





skeptical. The trends and aesthetics of sports, health, and hygiene had permeated 
the media in established publications (in both local newspapers and weekly 
magazines such as El Hogar and Caras y Caretas) and had even generated new 
publications dedicated exclusively to physical culture such as El Gráfico. These 
tendencies would have a direct impact on Arlt’s physical and aesthetic development. 
 By the late 1920s modern fitness had become an integral part of everyday life 
in Argentina and no group was left untouched by its influence.  The cultures of 
sports and hygiene functioned locally, nationally and internationally as effective 
tools in the formation of mutually beneficial or antagonistic groups, in the creation 
of collective forms of desire, and in the establishment of real and imagined shared 
enemies.  In his Aguafuertes, novels and several short stories, Arlt describes physical 
culture as a potential tool for the fulfillment of a utopian vision, but he also exposes 
its weaknesses, and occasionally criticizes its adherents. As a journalist both 
competing with and participating in technologies of entertainment, Arlt documents 
the effects of physical technologies on the urban population.  Sports and physicality 
play a central role in the formation and reconfiguration of identities, hierarchies and 
social structures. The body generally, and modern sporting practices specifically, 
serve important aesthetic and ideological functions in Arlt’s literary production.  
 Arlt’s 1932 Amor Brujo uses the aesthetics and imagery of boxing to explicitly 
address the conditions of Argentinean social life in the years prior to the Uriburu 
dictatorship. Desperate to escape the oppressive moral standards of the country’s 
middle classes and the tedium of modern life, Balder, the novel’s main character, 




architect who carries out menial work while dreaming of grandeur, has, from the 
outset of the novel, suffered a rapid process of physical decline: 
[…] el fracaso de sus existencia trascendía hasta a lo físico.  
 Su rostro brillaba de gratitud cutánea. Estaba sumamente 
encorvado, el talle torcido, el trasero pesado, la caja del pecho 
encogida, los brazos inertes, los movimientos torpes. 
 A pesar de que no tenía veintisiete años, gruesas arrugas 
comenzaron a diseñarse en su rostro. Al caminar arrastraba los pies. 
Visto de atrás parecía jorobado, caminando de frente dijérase que 
avanzaba sobre un plano ondulado, de tal manera se contoneaba por 
inercia. El pelo se escapaba por sus sienes hasta cubrirle las orejas, se 
vestía mal, siempre se le veía con la barba crecida y las uñas orladas 
de tinta. 
 Además echaba vientre. (Obras 686-7) 
Greasy, bent over, awkward and overweight; the list of defects establish Balder as a 
caricature of a defeated white-collar worker broken by the noxious habits of 
modern living. However, the novel does not narrate his physical or spiritual 
redemption. On the contrary, the work examines the most intimate details of his 
path to submission and emasculation while utilizing and subsequently upending the 
conventions of the melodramatic love story. Even while it employs the vocabulary of 
the sentimental novel, the romantic and erotic content of the work is ultimately 
violent and graphic. This violence manifests itself explicitly in Arlt’s narration of a 




processes, troubled by a recent encounter with Irene’s mother, are intermingled 
with his descriptions and perceptions of the bout: 
Un hombre se dobla sobre sus rodillas. Se ve el puño del boxeador del 
pantalón verde retirarse del mentón del hombre de pantalón negro. 
Una cara chata y lívida ondula en el aire. 
 “Un minuto antes que me hubiera ido no pasa nada. ¿Y  ahora 
Irene cómo estará?”  […] 
“Si me hubiera ido un minuto antes! ¿Es posible que sea tan estúpido? 
¿Y ahora la pobre Irene? ¡Qué violeta se ha puesto ese ojo!” (Obras 
768) 
The emotional lives of Arlt’s characters are intertwined with descriptions of the 
physical spectacle. As he narrates the match, Arlt intercalates descriptions of the 
fight with the character’s emotional musings, indirectly contrasting his own 
domination and submission with the physical strength of the boxers. The controlled 
violence of the match is textually juxtaposed and compared with Balder’s gradual 
submission to both social conventions and the whims of the novel’s female 
characters. The combination of descriptions of the boxing match and the physical 
interactions of the fighters’ bodies draws an analogy between the brutality of the 
fight and the narratives and conventions of modern romance. The backdrop of the 
boxing milieu highlights Balder’s struggles with social convention – his desire to 
break with the moral hypocrisy of the Argentine middle classes and his incapacity to 
comfortably inhabit traditional gender roles. The spectacle is directly associated 




novel’s characters.  Balder describes his relationship with the young Irene utilizing a 
language as brutal as that he has employed for the boxing scene: “La jovencita,” he 
writes “me haría pedazos, era innegable, pero yo la destrozaría. Y quizá con más 
violencia que ella a mí” (798). Despite the character’s bellicose language, Arlt 
renders Balder as a defeated figure subjected both to the desires of the females 
around him as well as to the moral customs he claims to detest. 
 Throughout the romance Balder occupies a passive role. Irene, his young 
lover, initiates both romantic and sexual contact. When the two meet for the first 
time, for example, the intensity of Irene’s gaze attracts his attention: “La colegiala no 
cambió de postura. Apoyada en un muro, con su mirada tranquila seguía el nervioso 
pasear de Balder. Estanislao permanecía estupefacto. No se mira un joven a los ojos 
sin apartar de él inmediatamente la mirada” […] (Obras 655). Irene stares at Balder 
calmly and even embarrasses him in her refusal to look away. Here she challenges 
not only a certain kind of femininity but also the conventions of interactions in the 
modern metropolis; Irene looks back. She sustains the gaze, dares Balder to engage 
her, and thereby challenges the terms of urban anonymity and feminine decorum. It 
is this unconventionally bold gesture which leads Balder to follow her home, and 
which initiates the couple’s battle for dominance and the novel’s central love story. 
The visual play of this interaction – the activation of desire that comes about as a 
result of Balder’s interpellation by Irene’s gaze – echoes the patterns of cinematic 
desire and domination that repeat throughout the novel. For example, Zulema, 




one time become so obsessed with Rodolfo Valentino that he forbade her from going 
to the movies: 
No quedó lugar en nuestra casa donde no se encontrara un retrato de 
ese cocainómano. Una noche, tanto fastidio me dio el tal Rodolfo, que 
cerré la puerta con llave para impedir que fuera al cine a ver una 
película donde trabajaba ese señor. Entonces, ¿sabe lo que hizo 
Zulema? Se escapó por la tapia, pasó a la casa de una vecina y fue al 
biógrafo. (Obras 820) 
The character’s fascination extends into an actual extramarital affair she has with 
another actor, who, not coincidentally, is also named Rodolfo. Zulema is defined by 
her obsession with the actor, and Balder describes her as a delusional recipient of 
capitalistic propaganda. The feminized Valentino, however, in his role as the passive 
recipient of Zulema’s desires, acts as Balder’s filmic counterpart and seems to be the 
real object of the author’s scorn.55 The actor was an especially problematic figure in 
Arlt’s literary and journalistic production and, given the actor’s fame for dancing the 
tango, indirectly feminized an important national symbol.  On multiple occasions 
Arlt dismissed the romantic affectations represented in the plots of Valentino’s 
films56 - though he also once wholeheartedly embraced the subversively erotic 
charge that the actor himself ignited in young women (Arlt cited in Fontana 61) - 
                                                        
55 “Yo no soy el amor de Irene… soy el objeto con el cual ella satisface sus deseos. ¿De dónde se no ha 
extraído esta técnica para proporcionar placer? Nada en ella revela sorpresa, parece que lo supiera 
todo. Y si lo sabe todo, ¿Quién se lo ha enseñado?” (Obras 781) 
 
56 “Naturalmente, si usted va a buscar trama, amores al estilo barato y porteril de Rodolfo Valentino, 






and condemned the actor’s feminizing tendencies on the nation’s male population.57 
Valentino, in his function as an overtly feminized object of consumption, was a 
negative example of masculine identification.  
 Even though Balder’s character reproaches Zulema’s behavior and claims to 
be immune to such forces,58 he succumbs to the seduction of film and mass culture 
through his young love interest. Irene is even described as penetrating Balder’s 
consciousness in the form of a filmic invasion: “Aunque no quiere verla, Irene filtra 
la película de su rostro bajo sus párpados y Balder renuncia a la voluntad de alejarla 
de la imaginación” (Obras 816). Irene is not just a romantic interest; she awakens 
Balder from the monotony and stupor of his white-collar lifestyle. Before he enters 
into a physical relationship with the girl, love functions for Balder as a kind of desire 
that interrupts the monotony of his existence and the alienation of city life. Like the 
flaneur-poet that Benjamin associates with Baudelaire, Balder is suddenly and 
overwhelmingly infatuated with Irene and yet he resists seeking her out: 
The delight of the city-dweller is not so much love at first sight as love 
at last sight. The never marks the high point of the encounter when the 
                                                        
57 “El fotogénico es por regla general un admirador de Rodolfo Valentino. Yo concibo perfectamente 
que Rodolfo les guste a las mujeres […] Pero que un hombre se pase los días y las noches frente a un 
espejo frunciendo los labios y las cejas para parecerse a Rodolfo… ¡hágame el favor…!” (Notas sobre el 
cinematográfico 40) 
 
58 Balder even lectures about the detrimental effects of the cinema and the type of desire propagated 
by the medium: “El cine deliberadamente ñoño con los argumentos de sus películas, y depravado 
hasta fomentar la masturbación de ambos sexos, dos contradicciones hábilmente dosificadas, 
planteaba como única finalidad de la existencia y cúspide de suma felicidad, el automóvil americano, 
la cancha de tenis americana, una radio con mueble americano, y un chalet standard americano, con 
heladera eléctrica también americana. De manera que cualquier mecanógrafa, en vez de pensar en 
agremiarse para defender sus derechos, pensaba en la engatusar con artes de vampiresa a un cretino 
adinerado que la pavoneara en una voiturette. No concebían el derecho social, se prostituían en 
cierta medida, y en determinados casos asombraban a sus gerentes del lujo que gastaban, 





poet’s passion seems to be frustrated but in reality bursts out of him 
like a flame. […] What makes his body twitch spasmodically is not the 
excitement of a man in whom an image has taken possession of every 
fibre of his being; it partakes more of the shock with which an 
imperious desire suddenly overcomes a lonely man […] love itself is 
recognized as being stigmatized by the big city. (Benjamin Writer 45-
6)  
The character’s refusal to pursue his love interest echoes the poet’s “never” – what 
Arlt’s narrator refers to as a “tortuous passivity,” – a state of inactivity that Balder is 
unwilling to explore: 
Aunque Balder tenía por hábito analizar cuanto suceso se ponía al 
alcance de su inteligencia, en el caso de Irene una pasividad tortuosa, 
escondida, lo apartaba de inquirir qué causas lo inhibían para 
acercarse a ella. Procedía como si le “conviniera” no investigar nada. 
(Obras 682) 
Even when Irene seeks Balder out and the couple is reunited, he continues to 
describe his experience in terms of a kind of shock or awakening from the monotony 
of everyday life. The character writes in his diary: 
Desde la dosificación del café con leche hasta la porción de las 
comidas, todo era distinto. Continuamente mis sentimientos 
estancados en la costumbre se subordinaban contra los hábitos de la 





Balder’s initial shock and sense of transgression end up being nothing more than the 
replacement of one bourgeois family with another. Irene eventually becomes the 
link to the mass cultural world that Balder claims to abhor. What begins as an 
idealistic incursion into the world of romance gradually transforms, for the 
character, into a foray into popular entertainment practices. Initially, Balder 
understands his passionate attachment as an escape from the monotony and 
superficiality of the contemporary urban experience. Eventually, however, the 
actual encounter with the love object submits the character to a cycle of desire 
similar to those of the capitalist cycles of consumption. As Balder’s love interest 
becomes more physically attainable, Irene becomes increasingly associated with the 
impulses and processes of consumer culture.59 The text itself has been described by 
one critic as “una novela rosa pintada de negro” (Lanuza quoted in Gnutzmann 93) 
and represents Arlt’s first and only incursion into the melodramatic genre. Though 
Arlt’s approach was far from conventional, it is not surprising that it received little 
critical response at the time of its publication (Saítta 116), and it is still considered 
one of Arlt’s minor works (Gnutzmann 93). The very genre of the novel, so strongly 
associated with both women’s literature and popular consumption, led to its 
exclusion from the male-dominated literary criticism of his contemporaries. Indeed, 
it seems that the novel’s gendered association with the much-disdained sentimental 
                                                        
59 “Allá, en el fondo de una caja de mampostería con puertas de madera y empapelado floreado, Irene 
comunica los nervios de sus ojos con los nervios de sus ovarios y le transmite una espesa onda corta 
de sensualidad. Golpe opaco de llamado que repercute blandamente en sus testículos y lo aplasta en 
aquel blanco verde, frente al letrero escarlata de Good Year. Sonrosadas y grises las moles de los 
rascacielos parecen respaldadas por un morro perforado de agujeros luminosos.  
 El espacio gira ante sus ojos. Irene lo llama a su sexo con ondas cortas. Balder se sobrepone a 
su emoción y revisa el montaje de un mecanismo que a su lado pone en marcha esa hembra de 





novels popular at the time (Sarlo Imperio), led to its exclusion from serious 
consideration. Much like their European counterparts, the masses in Argentina: 
[…] knocking at the gate were also women, knocking at the gate of a 
male-dominated culture. It is indeed striking to observe how the 
political, psychological, and aesthetic discourse around the turn of the 
century consistently and obsessively genders mass culture and the 
masses as feminine, while high culture, whether traditional or modern, 
clearly remains the privileged realm of male activities (Huyssen 47).  
As much as Arlt uses the novel to critique this kind of literature and the kind of 
eroticism, moralizing, and narratives of romance it tended to promote (Sarlo 
Imperio), the very act of engaging with this kind of aesthetic very likely led to the 
work’s exclusion from the male-dominated spheres of literary criticism. Arlt’s novel, 
written in six months (much like the rapid writing of the fiction it was parodying), is 
certainly a critique of the alienation of bourgeois relationships, conventionality, and 
marriage, as Sylvia Saítta among others has argued (113). Nevertheless, the female 
characters represented in the novel, their destructiveness and their limitless 
sexuality, operate as stand-ins for mass cultural practices and consumption. Arlt 
utilizes this form of popular literature, typically assumed to be a passive form of 
reading, and attempts to explode it – inviting the reader to immerse his or herself in 
the plot while repelling him or her with the physiological excesses associated with 
the experience of love. Irene ends up being identical to “[…] esas “demi-vierges”, que 
emporc[ar]an de líquidos seminales las butacas de los cines de toda la ciudad […]” 




the narration. Irene is the physical aggressor and renders Balder a feminized victim 
of both of their desires: 
Imaginaba la vida consagrada a ella. Trabajaríamos juntos. Quería 
regalarle lo mejor de mí. Pensaba […]: “Cuando ella tenga veinticuatro 
años, todas las mujeres y hombres volverán la cabeza para admirar a 
esta criatura. En ella adivinarán la super-mujer”. Y ya ve, la super-
mujer se me ha convertido en una hembra solapada, que riendo 
maliciosamente pasará de mano en mano. ¿No es espantoso esto? 
(Obras 830) 
Arlt attempts to transform the reader-consumer into a reader participant by 
resemanticizing a traditional genre through the utilization of shock, specifically the 
visceral shock experienced by the human body. 
 Amor Brujo harnesses the language and conventions of the sentimental novel 
in order to critique the cultural conditions that encourage its production and 
consumption. The object of mass culture is essential to awakening the reader-
consumer from his or her critical slumber. The novel was the last that Arlt would 
produce before dedicating himself to writing exclusively theater. This shift is quite 
possibly not coincidental; the kind of shock Arlt hoped to provoke in Amor Brujo and 
the stimulation of reader awareness would become an integral part of Arlt’s 
productions for the Teatro del pueblo. Arlt’s theatrical work situates him in the 
tradition of European authors such as Brecht and Artaud, who saw the theater as a 
space that encouraged the active participation of the spectator by shocking him into 




thought to facilitate the audience’s induction into an active cultural experience, one 
that was naturally opposed to capitalist cultural production. In other words, theater, 
for radical and avant-garde writers, critics, and artists, was “[…] the place where the 
passive audience of spectators must be transformed into its opposite: the active 
body of a community enacting its living principle” (Rancière 5). Arlt also shared a 
fascination with both boxing and physical fitness with many members of the 
international avant-garde, including Brecht. The “impact” of the pugilistic was an 
important metaphor for the mobilizing aesthetic these authors hoped to stimulate in 
their work. Arlt, like many other writers and artists of his time, even trained as a 
boxer. Pugilism was as much a real physical practice for these authors as it was a 
compelling aesthetic model. The experience of boxing was particularly significant 
for Brecht, in that it connected the audience to the materiality of the event and 
engaged the spectator as an engaged and an analytical participant: 
‘Instead of sharing an experience the spectator must come to grips 
with things.’ […]  ‘the theatre must acquire qua theatre the same 
fascinating reality as a sporting arena during a boxing match. The best 
thing is to show the machinery, the ropes and the flies.’ Theatrical 
lighting should be bright and ‘within the spectator’s field of vision’. 
The spectator should see that ‘arrangements have been made to show 
him something . . . No one would expect the lighting to be hidden at . . . 
a boxing match.’ ‘By these means,’ Brecht concluded, one would soon 
have a theatre full of experts, just as one has sporting arenas full of 




Boxing and the repeated invocation of violence in Amor Brujo pit the sterility of the 
sentimental and masturbatory practices of mass culture against the physicality and 
vigorous, integrative aesthetics that Arlt attempts to activate in his literary and 
physical practices. The same holds true in many of Arlt’s writings about sports and 
fitness; vigorous exercise and the visceral response of audiences to spectacles such 
as boxing are presented as potential physical and psychological correctives to the 
ills of modernization and the alienation of urban life. Arlt frequently locates the 
impetus for such action in the tumult of modern relationship, and specifically, 
through the emasculation of a male character by the libidinal energy of a sexualized 
female. In addition to Amor Brujo, several of Arlt’s chronicles and short stores offer 
up a vision of an unhealthy and feminized man who has been betrayed by his female 
partner. Unlike Amor Brujo, however, in several of Arlt’s chronicles and stories 
physical fitness forms an integral part of the male character’s psychological 
rehabilitation or even revenge.  In “Clase de box,” a short story published in El Hogar 
in 1931, the text’s main character, a telegraphist named Simoens, remembers his 
humiliation at the hands of a woman as he waits for his boxing class to begin.  He 
has joined the class to recover both physically and mentally from the trauma 
because “every man has his salvation” (108), and his has come in the form of 
exercise:“Dando grandes saltos, su alma retrepa la noche. Es necesario que él sea 
fuerte y hermoso. Y perpetuamente joven” (108). Arlt is clearly poking fun at the 
character’s vanity, though the real value of his struggle is revealed when he spars 
with his coach. The story details the brutality of the interaction as Simoens is beaten 




[…] el brazo del profesor forma un gancho cuyo extremo le roza la 
nariz. Los ojos se le llenan de lágrimas. Tiene ganas de estornudar, y 
decepcionado, rebaja la guardia. 
 El obscuro mecanismo del instinto que hace maniobrar a su 
organismo, le advierte de la próxima orden de cambio de guardia y 
maneja con timidez el puño izquierdo. Sangra por la nariz. No se da 
cuenta. (“Clase de box” 110) 
Arlt lists the physical reaction with minutia - the eyes filling with tears, the impulse 
to sneeze –describing how Simoen’s organism is forced to respond to the impact. 
The process that Arlt describes is entirely physiological and, as he centers the action 
in the protagonist’s body, Simoen’s attention from both his physical and 
psychological wounds is diverted; he defends himself “instinctually.” Boxing 
techniques rescue the character from the urban, industrialized lifestyle that has 
made him weak. The body is repositioned as an important center, and real physical 
impacts save the defeated and emasculated individual from the cerebral focus of 
everyday life.60 Arlt’s interest in the redemptive qualities of physicality was not 
limited to his fiction. He would also write an even more compelling narrative of 
redemption in an Aguafuerte, describing the collective expression of physical 
activity of a group of workers in a small city to the south of Buenos Aires.  
 In “Gimnasia obrera en Lanús” published in El Mundo in 1931, Arlt shows 
virtually no skepticism when he describes the activities the neophyte worker-
                                                        
60 A similar narrative is maintained in Arlt’s 1930 short story “Gimnasia sueca,” also published in El 
Hogar, in which a relatively young man describes his betrayal and physical regeneration. Even 
though Arlt pokes fun at the vanity of the individual pursuit of beauty and masculinity – he describes 




athletes perform. In the opening lines he writes: “Proletarios que dejan la cama por 
la cancha, y se olvidan de su fatiga y su necesidad de descanso, para ser mejores… 
¡juro que es admirable!” The opposition of fatigue and vigor, of physicality and the 
degeneration that result from the adherence to the rhythms of modernization, is at 
the center of Arlt’s writing. He pits the organic resistance of the body to the 
mechanization of modern life. The workers transform the lethargy induced by 
mechanistic and menial work into productive and regenerative energy.  
Este cuadro abre un nuevo horizonte, respecto a los hombres, a los 
chicos, a las mujeres, al proletariado. Mirándolo, llego a creer que será 
posible algún día la felicidad bajo el cielo. Esta gente y ustedes 
realizan quizá sin saberlo, una obra social extraordinaria, careciendo 
de medios, comodidades y ayuda. Han sacado a los chicos de la calle y 
los han introducido en el gimnasio. A su vez, los hombre [sic] se 
acostumbran a ver en las mujeres compañeras con quienes se 
alternan con naturalidad y sin sensualidad. Hacía mucho tiempo que 
no recibí una impresión de nobleza con la que ahora me ha 
proporcionado tal espectáculo. (N.pag) 
Arlt views the workers’ use of leisure time for physical development as a step 
toward the fulfillment of a utopic promise. By strengthening themselves and their 
communities, the workers eliminate the boundaries between gender, race and age. 
Physical activities and fitness, in other words, become the common thread uniting a 
community of disparate individuals with seemingly incompatible differences 




be too exhausted to exercise). For Arlt, the workers in Lanús become a model 
worthy of emulation: “Cuando todos los obreros y obreras se resuelvan a imitarlos, 
serán una potencia invencible.” Physical regeneration begins to lay the groundwork 
for revolutionary action. Just as U.S. and German armies utilized boxing to 
strengthen their troops, Lanús’s athletes were, in Arlt’s opinion at least, preparing 
themselves for battle. Arlt, through the voice of his interlocutor, makes a clear 
distinction between upper and working class exercise: “Que gente que no hace nada 
en todo el día haga atletismo para que no se le pudran las articulaciones, no tiene 
nada de particular, ya que la gimnasia hasta ahora en nuestro país es casi un lujo de 
ricos […].” 61 As modern technology and industrialization weakened the human body, 
the trends and technologies of physical culture were developing to counter such 
strains. The gym is a “factory of strong men” that churns out sanitized and desirable 
beings, transformed and prepared to combat the machines to whose rhythms they 
have been submitted. Paradoxically, the nervous and psychological impact of fatigue 
is counteracted and corrected by another technological process. 
 For both Arlt and Quiroga, the physically compromised body in confrontation 
with its environment offered a literary space for the critique of the processes of 
modernization. As early as the late 1910s, the harmonious synthesis between man 
and machine, which Horacio Quiroga had idealized when writing about cycling, had 
given way to a more confrontational aesthetic practice. Quiroga employed a 
viscerally engaged aesthetics in his jungle fictions and departed from earlier literary 
                                                        
61 This differentiation is critical as it immediately corrects any misconception that physical activity is 
inherently emancipatory. In fact, physical culture was itself developed as a technology to perfect and 
improve one’s physiological state or, as Arlt writes of his own initial visit to the gym: “¿Saben ustedes 




registers that had almost entirely excluded this kind of brutal materiality. Quiroga 
enthusiastically embraced Luis Ángel Firpo as an expression of Argentine culture 
because the boxer literally embodied shifting social and aesthetic paradigms. The 
boxer was the physical embodiment of the kind of physiological vulnerability that 
Quiroga attempted to foreground in his literary practice. Arlt, very much in line with 
the projects of the international avant-garde, would later deploy pugilistic language 
and imagery for their potentially transformative impact.  Firpo may have been a 
convenient point of identification for a country undergoing significant political 
transformations, but he also successfully exploited a consumer frenzy that valued 
physicality. Firpo earned his nickname “The Wild Bull of the Pampas” during his 
1923 match with the American fighter Bill Brennan. He knocked Brennan out in the 
twelfth round, but only after bleeding all over the ring for a significant part of the 
match. As Firpo himself would write: “La sangre chorreaba por el cuerpo y me llegó 
hasta los botines. La sangre chorreaba por el cuerpo de Brennan todo estaba sucio 
de sangre…” (Estol 147). This “bloody spectacle,” (147) as Firpo’s biographer would 
describe it, was caught on film, circulated in both Argentine and North American 
theaters, and was even animated by Quirino Cristiani (the Italian immigrant and 
Argentine citizen who had created the world’s first feature-length animated film). 
This kind of brutality was a frequent metaphor in Arlt’s literary and journalistic 
practices, which were based on a direct engagement with, and exposure of, the 
waste products of modernity. Arlt’s fiction, chronicles, and eventually his theater 




perceived as their violent repression. In his work boxers bleed, writers and workers 








“Un pobre soñando:” People, Politics and Participation in the Teatro del Pueblo 
 In the previous chapters I examined the way in which the more subtle effects 
of liberalism and consumer culture functioned to mobilize large sectors of the 
Argentine population in an incipient democracy. In this section I move on to study 
an overt attempt to form a community of spectator-participants through cultural 
production, specifically through the Teatro del Pueblo. While the Teatro del Pueblo, 
and Leónidas Barletta in particular, have been repeatedly criticized for their elitist 
position with respect to popular taste and their attempt to bring high culture to the 
working classes, a closer examination of some of the company’s productions reveals 
a more complicated picture. Many of the authors working with the company 
succeeded in infusing the group’s productions with more progressive aesthetic 
elements, even if these works were shaped to conform to Barletta’s political and 
aesthetic criteria. The other extreme has been to uncritically proclaim Barletta a 
trailblazer who modernized national theatrical practice in the country (Larra). 
While Barletta did succeed in stimulating local authors to produce for the theater, 
this approach ignores both the regressive elements of Barletta’s aesthetics while 
blindly praising the processes of modernization. In this chapter, I examine the 
Teatro, several of its productions, Barletta’s rhetoric as well as some of the most 
pervasive forms of popular culture from an alternate perspective. I argue that the 
Teatro attempted to cultivate a symbolically unintegrated space for the production 




means of continuously evading the integration of the project into both the national 
and mass cultural disciplinary frameworks. The main problem with this 
contestatory practice was that its prescriptive and often paternalistic methods 
would alienate or fail to attract the audience it was hoping to educate. 
  The majority of the Teatro’s members had connections with the communist 
party, and in their attempt to evade both the state and the market cultivated a 
deliberately humble aesthetic. Barletta’s marriage of progressive politics and 
conservative aesthetics was coextensive with the literary activity of the so-called 
Boedo school of which he was an active participant.62 The members of the Boedo 
group, which included authors such as Nicolás Olivari, Álvaro Yunque, César Tiempo 
and Elías Castelnuovo, tended to be of immigrant and working class origins and, 
generally speaking, embraced a more militant political position and naturalist 
aesthetics (Sarlo Borges 109). The work of these authors is often contrasted with 
that of the more Creole Florida school - associated with the early work of Jorge Luis 
Borges, Oliverio Girondo, Norah Lange, Ricardo Güiraldes, Leopoldo Marechal, 
Conrado Nalé Roxlo, and Raúl González Tuñón - whose publication, Martín Fierro 
tended to be aesthetically avant-garde and politically conservative (Sarlo Borges 
110). The rivalry between these two groups reinvigorated the Argentine literary 
scene of the nineteen twenties (Barletta quoted in Larra 48), though by the time 
Barletta laid the foundations for the Teatro del Pueblo in 1930, the conflict between 
the two groups had largely died out and several members of the Florida school 
                                                        
62 “Boedo was placed firmly on the aesthetic right since it adopted a programme of naturalism, which 
became ultranaturalism ‘in its most crude and sordid aspects, trying to stir up in the reader not 





would even collaborate with the Teatro. The explicit aesthetic and ideological 
programs of the theater troup, however, remained largely consistent with those of 
the Boedo group. Though the Teatro del Pueblo was open to collaborating with a 
variety of contributors, it refused to admit innovative or traditional material 
elements into its productions. 
 I begin the chapter with a brief examination of the theatrical tradition in 
Argentina in the years leading up to the founding of the Teatro. This section 
analyzes the performativity of Barletta’s claim to have founded the first truly 
autochthonous theater and delineates the reasons for Barletta’s decision to create a 
foundational myth. I continue by examining the group’s relationship to mass 
cultural productions, and particularly to the explosive growth of radioteatro and the 
“ruralism” that still dominated popular cultural production. In the following section 
I look at Roberto Arlt’s relationship to the company’s aesthetic through the analysis 
of one of the first plays he wrote for the company, Trescientos Millones. I go on to 
examine the Teatro’s relationship to avant-garde aesthetic innovation and mass 
cultural motifs through the work of Raúl González Tuñon and Nicolás Olivari. I 
conclude by unpacking Barletta’s employment of a discourse of marginalization – a 
strategy that sought ideological independence but precluded widespread cultural 
impact.  
 The aesthetic and political transformations of the early twentieth century in 
both Argentina and abroad helped to spawn a growing interest in theatrical 
production spearheaded by the international avant-garde.  Upon returning from 




photographer Antón Giulio Bragaglia wrote an entire treatise on the state of 
Argentine theater. The book, El nuevo teatro argentino, was a gesture of solidarity 
with Bragaglia’s Latin counterparts of the Southern Hemisphere. It called upon 
American writers and directors to return to the roots of national theater while 
condemning the tendency to adopt foreign models of theatrical production: 
Justamente en este período, cuando el arte se orientaba hacia las 
formas originarias, como hacia una cura reconstituyente, el teatro 
argentino, que se encontraba naturalmente en un estado si no de 
metamorfosis, en vez de evolucionar hacia una forma noble de drama 
gauchesco, fue provincianamente seducido por la “cocotte” de los 
“Grandes Boulevards”. (Bragaglia 23) 
While Bragaglia’s prescription echoes the oft-repeated call to autochthonous 
regeneration and the abandonment of foreign models, the realization of one of the 
most prominent attempts to create such a “New Argentine Theater” denied most of 
the primary elements of the Italian’s proposal. Founded in 1930 and directed by 
Leónidas Barletta, the Teatro del Pueblo attempted to reinvigorate national theater, 
though it rejected any return to “los orígenes del teatro autóctono: del Mimo 
popular y gauchesco, en el estilo del tango y de la milonga” so praised by Bragaglia 
(26). The group’s project to create a truly popular, Argentine mode of production 
effectively suppressed the country’s most ubiquitous theatrical traditions. Through 
its refusal to allow the gauchesque and other popular modes of expression to occupy 
the position of an “originary” national theater, the Teatro del Pueblo negated the 




much of Argentina’s popular cultural production. Nevertheless, the repression of the 
popular had significant consequences with regard to both the Teatro’s capacity to 
attract the proletarian audience it so desired as well as its ability to effectively 
articulate its proposed emancipatory63 aesthetics. While the Teatro did not have the 
means to attract and convene the audience it hoped to convert, the emerging genre 
of radio teatro embraced Creole expression almost to the point of parody and 
achieved an unprecedented level of popularity while avoiding any explicitly 
politicizing project. In stark contrast with Barletta’s project, the most popular 
programs exploited local cultural forms to their fullest and, Chispazos de Tradición 
in particular, expressed a kind of “‘tipicidad’ […] asociada y convertida ella misma en 
ejemplo de ‘modernidad’ (Garramuño 230) as well as a means of negotiating and 
even escaping that very modernity. Chispazos was one of the country’s first 
radioteatro successes and with its gauchos, chinas, music, and countrified settings 
drew upon some of the Argentina’s most pervasive theatrical traditions. 
 Nearly a half a century prior to the establishment of the Teatro del Pueblo, a 
circus troupe led by José Podestá would premiere their adaptation of Eduardo 
Gutiérrez’s Juan Moreira in Buenos Aires. The play’s resounding success would have 
                                                        
63 Barletta and his collaborators largely identified with the objectives of the Communist party and 
were, according to the director, inspired by the events of the 1917 Russian Revolution: “La crisis 
económica del 29 fue tomada como signo del final del capitalismo por la izquierda. Esta situación 
unida al modelo de la Unión Soviética, y más tarde al de la República Española, alentaba la idea de 
una sociedad sin clases. A los escritores de izquierda la identificación con estos modelos les permitió 
reafirmarse. La idea de “revolución” se convirtió en la motivación de sus prácticas culturales y 
literarias. Problematizaron el rol del intelectual, la función del arte, postulando una literatura de 
compromiso político-social, más o menos militante, según su grado de filiación al Partido Comunista” 
(Pelletieri Utopía 161).  
 
“Ejemplo de un alto grado de filiación constituyeron Elías Castelnuovo y Raúl González Tuñon y más 





wide-reaching effects; the work laid the foundation for the creation of a national 
theatrical system while offering a near unprecedented cultural autonomy from the 
foreign productions that had previously dominated in the country (Pelletieri 
Historia 100).  Though the work was directed primarily at the country’s popular 
classes, Juan Moreira exerted a fascination on groups and individuals from across 
the cultural spectrum. As Adolfo Prieto notes in his foundational study of Creole 
literature: 
Para la novela, la recepción del drama Juan Moreira implicó, entonces, 
una corriente suplementaria de lectores. Y para Gutiérrez, 
indirectamente, una atención más cuidadosa de parte de intelectuales 
y público de los sectores letrados, que habían desdeñado la novela, 
pero que parecían ahora francamente impresionados por la 
posibilidad de que en el colorido espectáculo ofrecido por los 
hermanos Podestá se encontraran los signos fundadores de un 
auténtico teatro nacional. (Prieto 46) 
The same would hold true for the many variations of gauchesque cultural 
production, though for slightly different reasons. With the surge of immigrants in 
the country, gaucho literature provided a point of identification for the Creole elite 
who wished to distinguish themselves from the new arrivals. Paradoxically, it also 
served as a form of assimilation for those same immigrants who wished to integrate 
themselves through local cultural traditions (Prieto 18; Cilento-Martín Rodríguez 
79; Sarlo 38). What’s more, the narratives of rebellious social outcasts had strong 




be of European descent), though in the case of Podestá’s theatrical productions, the 
political content of the pieces was attenuated over time (Pelletieri Historia 105).  
With the popularization of Juan Moreira came the expansion of both local 
forms of production as well as an increase in the number of theaters in the country. 
Between 1880 and 1930 sixty new theaters were built in Buenos Aires alone and 
new theatrical genres also proliferated. The sainete criollo was one of the earliest 
sub-genres and used many of the forms of the Spanish sainete to represent and 
caricature themes and settings of the country’s popular classes (Pelletieri Historia 
201). Specifically, the genre used the circumstances of immigrants living in 
conventillos [Buenos Aire’s tenements] as a symbolic forum to resolve social 
conflicts, while the comedia asainetada validated the morals of the rising middle 
class. The less popular sainete grotesco, on the other hand, tended to be more critical 
of the history and contexts of these classes (Historia 93).  
 Despite the many variations within the growing theatrical circuit and its 
genres, three characteristics of commercial theater would be the primary targets of 
Barletta’s criticisms: the tendency toward commercialization, the importance of the 
capocómico or lead actor/company director, and the neglect of the spectator 
(Barletta). The first two of these complaints were certainly true; the capocómico was 
the dominant force in the theatrical circuit and his decisions were most often 
determined more by profit than by ideological or aesthetic considerations. 
According to Osvaldo Pelletieri however, the neglect of the audience is a problem 




Los dramaturgos escribían generalmente escribían a pedido de los 
capocómicos y sus obras, por lo general, se hacían a medida de las 
necesidades de este último y de las características de la compañía y 
conforme a los gustos del público, que era en definitiva el que con su 
concurrencia decidía el éxito o el fracaso de un espectáculo. (Pelletieri 
Historia 84) 
The capocómicos tended to choose and rework plays precisely on the presumed 
desires of their audiences even if this meant significantly altering a production. 
Barletta, however, denied the public’s supposed desire to consume such 
productions. He was more concerned with giving the people what they needed as 
opposed to what they wanted (though he was not convinced that commercial 
theater provided either): 
El autor de teatro es culpable de haber falseado el pensamiento y la 
emotividad del pueblo, alejándose cada vez más de él poniendo en 
manos de una ridícula minoría las claves de un aparente arte superior, 
que no tiene nada que decir fuera del problema erótico, y dejando que 
se explotase a las masas con un arte menor, denominado "popular". 
(Barletta 20) 
Barletta denied the popular roots of the Argentine theatrical tradition and 
attempted to create a blank slate from which to elaborate the Teatro del Pueblo’s 
project as well as the history of national theater in the country. In other words, he 
replaced one “ridícula minoría” with another. The theatrical circuit in Argentina, and 




works directed at the nation’s upper classes and performed at elite venues such as 
the Colón theater, and works based in the popular tradition produced for the masses. 
The latter were performed in circuses, neighborhood theaters, and less prestigious 
venues. The Teatro del Pueblo hoped to reinvigorate the local theatrical tradition by 
producing works of high culture such as Shakespearian Plays and Greek Tragedies 
alongside socially relevant works written by Argentine authors. Barletta denied the 
legitimacy of the national performances that preceded his and embarked on a 
mission of social transformation based on artistic practice and the pedagogical 
potential of the theater. He invalidated the public’s prior aesthetic education and 
attempted to embark on a project to transform audience perception.64 Before the 
Teatro’s official establishment, Barletta began collaborating in 1926 with Octavio 
Palazzolo, Álvaro Yunque, Elías Castelnuovo, Guillermo Facio Hebequer, Abraham 
Vigo and Héctor Ugazio. The founders of the group attempted to create: “un teatro 
de arte pues el que se practica no es artístico; queremos realizar un movimiento de 
avanzada aquí, donde todo se caracteriza por el retroceso” (Larra 70). For Barletta 
and his colleagues, the state of Argentine theater - both elite and popular – was 
entirely regressive. The only solution was to transform the institution by severing 
                                                        
64 “[...] está tan difundido el error de creer que al vulgo hay que servirle un arte superficial y vacuo, 
que no se advierte que la necesidad y grosería de cierto público han sido cultivadas y precisamente 
provienen de la diversión pública, cuya relación causa estragos. Las deformaciones morales, las 
mutilaciones de los elementales sentimientos, ciertas formas de cinismo en lo religioso, en lo político, 
aun en las relaciones sentimentales y familiares, determinadas tendencias regresivas y otras 
aberraciones mentales provienen principalmente del bajo nivel de la diversión pública. La mayor 
parte de la población no dispone de otra fuente de educación que la que le proporcionan las formas 
de esparcimiento. Generaciones y generaciones han sido quebrantadas en sus nobles impulsos por 
esa educación irrenunciable que proporciona la canción, el baile, el teatro, el cine, los periódicos, los 





any ties with the theatrical past as well as with the increasingly powerful forms of 
mass entertainment.  
 Just as the Teatro del Pueblo was taking shape, the radio was acquiring an 
increasingly important place in the leisure time of the working classes, the very 
social sector that Barletta hoped to interpellate with his project. Through their 
immersive techniques and engagement of the rural imaginary, various radio 
programs, most notably Chispazos de tradición, successfully harnessed the nostalgia 
for a bucolic past purified of the very technology that made these programs possible.  
Given the radio’s situation in the home, these types of programs were perhaps as 
effective as film in providing audiences with the “equipment-free aspect of reality […] 
precisely on the basis of the most intensive interpenetration of reality with equipment” 
(Benjamin “Work of Art” 116). As culture and industry effectively merged in most 
forms of mass entertainment, so too did the desire to rid this technology of its 
mechanized origins. 
The response to the technologization of cultural life manifested 
characteristics similar to those that arose with the industrialization of travel 
through the railroad, wherein the yearning for a return to a “pre-industrial” way of 
life was manifested in a variety of new leisure activities such as the revival of 
coaches and Pleasure Carriages. Referring to the situation across the Atlantic, 
Wolfgang Schivelbusch wrote that: “As the new technology terminated the original 
relationship between pre-industrial traveler and his vehicle and its journey, the old 
technology was seen, nostalgically, as having more ‘soul’” (Schivelbusch 13). In 




network of parks in Buenos Aires beginning in the late nineteenth century. As 
Adrián Gorelik has noted in his exhaustive study La grilla y el parque: 
A tono con la experiencia internacional, en el ciclo en que se 
proyectan y realizan los principales parques de Buenos aires –de 
Palermo a los años treinta- la idea de parque irá superponiendo y 
densificando significados que le dan esta cualidad de espacio público 
por antonomasia: referente higiénico naturalizador de la experiencia 
metropolitana […]; institución cívica de igualación social y libertad 
política […]; polo de agrupación e identidad comunitarios […] (Gorelik 
37) 
The symbolic function of the “naturalizing” and “hygienic” properties of the parks’ 
physical spaces were also reproduced in the pastoral settings of Creole cultural 
production performed on both the radio and the stage. Even though, or perhaps 
because the gauchesque lifestyles became increasingly less of a reality for urban 
inhabitants or for immigrants who had never known it, it became increasingly 
important as a valuable cultural symbol. In contrast to the idyllic spaces of the parks, 
however, the Creole settings reminded cultural consumers of a simpler, more rustic 
way of life. While trips to parks and beaches were valued as a physical escape from 
city life, the imaginary flight to an earlier rural lifestyle otherwise inaccessible at 
that time held a similar appeal to city and country dwellers alike. Equally important 
was the way in which these programs communicated a potent code of civic and 





En un proceso de modernización cuya dinámica es urbana, las 
relaciones tradicionales son afectadas por nuevas regulaciones. La 
vuelta al campo pareciera garantizar que lo conocido y experimentado, 
cuya base son las costumbres legitimadas en razones más 
trascendentes que los intereses individuales enfrentados, recuperan 
un lugar y una vigencia (34).  
The return to a preindustrial state in cultural production offered a sense of 
continuity and community to its consumers and participants even if such continuity 
was entirely artificial. As Argentines began to experience the rhythms and 
consequences of industrialization and urban modernization, they often chose to 
spend their growing leisure time consuming cultural products that mimicked a pre-
industrial way of life. 
 In 1929, the same year the Argentine government enacted legislation to limit 
the workday to eight hours, the country’s first radionovela, La caricia del lobo, began 
broadcasting its particular brand of Creole-style entertainment. The program, set in 
the countryside and replete with gauchos, action and folkloric musical interludes 
(Merkin 58-9), was also a precursor to what would be one of Argentine radio 
theater’s greatest and earliest successes: José Andrés González Pulido’s Chispazo’s 
de Tradition. Chispazo’s eventually became so popular that movie theaters in the 
country altered their afternoon schedule because it affected attendance, while 
department stores installed speakers so that customers could continue to shop 
without missing it (Merkin 69). The two creators of the program were both 




(Karush Culture of Class 66) succeeded in capturing the imagination of a 
considerable sector of the Argentine population through their liberal interpretations 
of an imagined, shared national culture.  While such a situation may seem 
paradoxical, it was not without precedent in Argentina. Indeed, such cultural 
impurities formed an integral part of the materiality characteristic of Creole literary 
expressions. During the latter part of the nineteenth century, Italian printers were 
frequently charged with illustrating Creole publications with visual representations 
of the verbal content of books and folletines which would subsequently circulate in 
Argentina. Often, the images included in these publications had little to do with the 
Argentine landscape, and remitted instead to the landscape, clothing, and 
architecture of the artist’s local, European milieux (Prieto 55). Lacking in a common 
shared past, the popular classes frequently displaced this common absence onto 
that represented in Creole culture: 
[…] el plasma que pareció destinado a unir a los diversos fragmentos 
del mosaico racial y cultural se constituyó sobre una singular imagen 
del campesino y de su lengua; la pantalla proyectiva en que uno y otro 
de los componentes buscaba simbolizar su inserción social fue 
intensamente coloreada con todos los signos y la parafernalia 
atribuibles al estilo de vida criollo, a despecho de la circunstancia de 
que ese estilo perdía por entonces sus bases de sustentación 
específicas: el gaucho, la ganadería más o menos mostrenca, el 
misterio de las insondables llanuras. (Prieto 18) 




auspicious site for the expression of shared experience. Riddled with inaccuracies 
and clichés that continued to meet with the disdain of Argentine intellectuals,65 
Chispazos de Tradición inadvertently perpetuated a tradition based on the equívoco, 
but it was precisely its distance from a tangible reality that excited the imagination 
of its listeners. Associated with a cultural heritage based as much or more on fantasy 
and interpretation as on historical facticity, the misrepresentation and distance 
from the listeners’ everyday reality may have even contributed to the program’s 
popularity. Chispazos channeled a longing for a situation that was at once immersive 
and impossible; not a desire for the thing itself – a return to a rural existence– but 
rather for the possibility that the thing presented – a pleasurable and familiar 
immersion into a fictional reality “purified” of the mechanized and depersonalized 
experience of everyday life. A significant sector of the population was clearly 
satisfied with the surface experience of what was meant to be the cultural roots of 
the country, a characteristic of popular forms of gauchesque cultural production 
since the nineteenth century. As Ángel Rama has noted, referring specifically to 
Eduardo Guitiérrez’s Juan Moreira and the theatrical tradition it would inspire, 
historical accuracy in gauchesque entertainment was often sacrificed for audience 
enjoyment: “Lo importante no es el Juan Moreira histórico, sino aquel que, desde el 
escenario, interpretaba el sentir del público” (Rama 163). Similarly, the creators of 
Chispazos seized onto an established cultural tradition and formulas that had 
                                                        
65 As one contemporary historian wrote: “Tuve occasion de leer ¡Por la señal de la santa cruz!, uno de 
los indirigibles pastiches de González Pulido en que abundan los alardes de inverosimilitud, absurdos 
involuntarios y gruesos patetismos. Escritos, además en un lenguaje plagado de voces anacrónicas y 





already been proven to be commercially successful, and with tremendous results.   
 One of the 1933 programs of Chispazos invited its listeners to “live for a 
moment the life of our gauchos,” and it was precisely this style of immersive, 
nostalgic articulation of an imaginary shared past that was so compelling to its 
listeners. Pulido already had a record of producing commercially viable works for 
the theater where he had learned to capitalize on the formulas of the gaucho 
aesthetic. Though Chispazos utilized many aspects of the format of its predecessor, 
La caricia del lobo, it also borrowed heavily and directly from Pulido’s experience 
with Argentine theatrical traditions. The writer drew upon “la payada, en el 
primitivo folletín, en el dramón circense, en el melodrama mazorquero y todas esas 
formas las cruzó con el sainete” (Merkin 68). The program achieved an 
unprecedented popularity while inspiring and encouraging a frenzied fanaticism 
characteristic of North American popular culture; a confusion of reality and fiction 
similar to that which Adorno would denigrate in his scathing critique of the culture 
industry: 
[…] the elimination of the distinction between image and reality has 
already advanced to the point of collective sickness, that the reduction 
of the work of art to empirical reason is already capable of turning 
into overt lunacy at any moment, a lunacy which the fans who send 
trousers to the Lone Ranger and saddles to his horse already half 
affect. (Adorno 64) 
This degree of fanaticism was also present in Argentine cultural production. For 




he received threatening phone calls and was even physically assaulted by women 
waiting outside of the studio (Merkin 72). Also, “[a]ccording to the program's 
weekly magazine, 114,687 fans voted in a poll to determine whom the character 
Juan Manuel should marry” (Karush Culture of Class 66), while the radio magazine 
Antena dedicated an entire section to correspondence written by the program’s 
audience (Karush Class 66; Merkin 70). Not surprisingly, similar reactions can be 
found in the earliest days of gauchesque entertainment, where it was not unheard of 
for a spectator to intervene in productions of Juan Moreira to attempt to rescue the 
protagonist from altercations (Pelletieri Historia 100).66 
 Leónidas Barletta, the Teatro del Pueblo, and its authors reacted to mass 
culture, and specifically to radio, with a vitriol and dismissiveness equal to that of 
Adorno. In 1942 for example, an article appeared in the group’s magazine, Conducta, 
titled  “El radioteatro: factor de embrutecimiento colectivo,” which proclaims “la 
radiotelefonía es el enemigo público número uno de la cultura [que] rechaza 
sistemáticamente todo intento de arte superior” (Barletta quoted in Borge 276). 
Barletta deliberately subordinated pleasure to education and innovation to realism 
in both his narrative and theatrical productions. In 1930, before the official 
foundation of the Teatro del Pueblo, Barletta published the novel Royal Circo, which 
he intended to be the first in a trilogy dedicated to entertainment. Royal Circo 
recounted the miseries of a group of circus workers and was to be followed by La 
farándula, a novel about lyric, independent and amateur theater, and a third novel 
                                                        
66 “Son conocidas las anécdotas que ilustran el entrecruzamiento entre realidad y ficción en algunos 
de las representaciones del Moreira, como la irrupción de algún integrante del público en el picadero 





about the “theater of the rich” (Larra 63). Though Barletta would never write the 
last two texts of the series, the character of the first work with its “personajes 
marginados, hundidos en miserias y fracasos” (Larra 43) would have inevitably 
informed those to follow. As Jason Borge has noted: “Far from being a nostalgic 
tribute or “playful” recreation […] Royal Circo represents the circus as a vehicle of 
capitalist exploitation” (269).  Barletta claimed to be more concerned with theater’s 
capacity to educate the public about the conditions of exploitation or with its 
general educational intent than with its accompanying ability to entertain. “No es 
correcto”, he wrote, “concurrir a un espectáculo a distraerse, a matar tiempo, a que 
lo diviertan. Es necesario concentrarse antes de alzarse el telón para dejarse atrapar 
por el drama” (62). Occasionally, however, the company, its writers, and even its 
director, admitted elements of popular culture into their productions.  This was one 
of the paradoxes of Barletta’s and the Teatro’s aesthetics and would lead to more 
ambivalent consequences in the group’s artistic praxis. Critiquing mass culture 
occasionally required the integration of its elements into the group’s productions.  
 In 1939 Barletta published an article in Conducta, titled “teatro-deporte”, in 
which he adhered to his usual condemnation of both local theatrical production and 
popular entertainment – in this case sports spectacles. Barletta, however, seems to 
go off script when he recognizes the impulses of the public.67 He writes: 
                                                        
67 Barletta’s affirmation of the “sincerity” of mass cultural productions was not limited to this one 
however. In his Viejo y nuevo teatro he also wrote: “Al salir del teatro el espectador va comentando la 
labor del cómico, no le ha dejado nada de verdad en su espíritu la obra de arte. Es decir, lo que debía 
disimularse es lo único que se le ha mostrado, lo único que ha visto. Así el teatro empieza a cansarle y 






El espectador no ve al personaje creado por el poeta, sino al actor 
fulano. No encontrando otra cosa, se habitúa a considerar la obra 
como un medio para que el actor pueda lucir su habilidad particular. 
Admite que en el escenario se hable con afectación y en tonos que no 
son los de todos, aplaude frenético al actor que declama, aliado del 
autor enamorado de la frase, se conmueve con las melifluidades y se 
admira con los rugidos dramáticos, y el domingo finalmente va a 
purgarse de tanta falsedad a la cancha de fútbol. […] Aquí empiezan 
las tribulaciones del actor, del autor y del director (si lo hay) del 
teatro-deporte, vencido lógicamente por el propio deporte. (n.Pag) 
Barletta’s intent is clearly to criticize the tendency of local theatrical productions to 
focus on the actor - a practice that only furthers the exaggeration of his affectations 
and vanity – and not to validate sporting practices. Nevertheless, he also 
acknowledges the appeal and drama of these spectacles. The artificiality of the 
theatrical performance is corrected by the perceived authenticity of the sporting 
drama and its capacity to involve the audience into the spectacle.  Consciously or not, 
Barletta echoes Bertolt Brecht’s “Emphasis on Sport” in which the German 
playwright attacks commercial theater for removing enjoyment from its 
consumption and production: 
There is not theatre today that could invite one of those persons who 
are alleged to find fun in writing plays to one of its performances and 




glance that there is no possible way of getting any fun out of this. No 
wind will go into anyone's sails here. There is no 'sport'. (7) 
While Barletta would certainly coincide with Brecht in the need to facilitate an 
analytical distance from the spectacle, his corrective to the problem would be quite 
different. Barletta proposed purifying both activities of their “invasive” elements. 
The physicality, dexterity and tendency to glorify a particular actor should be 
removed from theatrical spectacles while sports should leave behind its more 
histrionic aspects of its games:  
Todas las épocas pudieron eludir la solución de estos problemas, pues 
no había otra cosa; pero hoy esta solución es imprescindible si el 
teatro tiene que volver a conquistar al espectador que ha ingresado en 
masa a las canchas de fútbol y crear y renovar en él la vida espiritual 
que reclama el estado actual del mundo. Así solicitado, el jugador de 
fútbol se ha visto compelido a hacer el actor, en vez de practicar 
sinceramente un juego. La necesidad de teatro hizo que el público 
educado deportivamente por el teatro, buscara en el deporte un 
máximo de teatralidad y una pasión verdadera, ausente de la escena. 
[…] Entonces, hemos hallado, concretamente, que la causa 
fundamental de la degradación del teatro y de su abandono por el 
público, proviene de esta derivación hacia el espíritu deportivo, a que 
lo ha conducido la vanidad y la ignorancia de todo los elementos que 
intervienen en el teatro, la más completa manifestación del arte, al 




To a certain extent then Barletta also “pin[s] his hope on the sporting public” 
(Brecht 7), though he does so with the hope of reenchanting the theatrical 
environment, and not entirely through the kind of “fun” or pleasure invoked by 
Brecht. He does acknowledge the formative capacity of modern sports spectacles, 
though he clearly believes, unlike Brecht, that the answer is not to adopt sports’ 
more successful tactics, but rather to reeducate the public on the higher aesthetic 
functions of theater. This is not to say that mass culture was entirely excluded from 
the group’s project. Despite the apparent rigidity of the Teatro’s aesthetic and 
political aims, the form and content of certain plays written by local authors pushed 
the boundaries of the company’s proposed program and even call into question 
some of these values. Roberto Arlt is the author who has been most praised for 
transgressing the company’s aesthetic imperatives, though I would argue he was not 
alone.  
 In the previous chapter I examined how Roberto Arlt’s last novel and several 
of his journalistic works were already foregrounding a physicality, shock and 
visceral contact that presaged his later involvement in theater. While Arlt generally 
adhered to Barletta’s proposed ideological underpinnings in his narrative content, 
the formal qualities of this work make a more straightforward effort to entice the 
“sporting public” desired and criticized by Barletta. Arlt’s plays allow for a 
surprising amount of Brechtian “fun.” The unsympathetic imaginary characters of 
Arlt’s 1931 Trescientos millones, for example, echo the complex and frequently 
contradictory character of Arlt’s relationship to mass culture: 




Azucena. – Verdad. Un pobre soñando imagina los disparates más 
truculentos. 
Galán. – Es la falta de cultura. 
Capitán. – De un tiempo a esta parte el último lavaplatos se cree con 
derecho a tener imaginación. 
Griselda. – La culpa la tiene el cine … créanme. […] 
Azuzena. – Lo que me pregunto desde hoy es en qué va a terminar 
esto. 
Galán – Somos como los actores de una obra de teatro. 
Capitán. – La autora es ella 
The mythology behind Trescientos is often recounted by Arlt scholars. While Arlt 
was working as a crime reporter for the newspaper Crítica in 1927, he was assigned 
to cover the death of a young immigrant woman who was working as a servant 
before committing suicide by throwing herself in front of a streetcar. According to 
the young woman’s boss, it appeared that she had not gone to bed that night and 
instead, Arlt’s imagined, spent the night sitting on the chest she had brought with 
her from Spain (Saítta 126). Moved by the story, Arlt based Trescientos millones, one 
of his first theatrical works, on the tragedy. The protagonist, la Sirvienta or Sofía, 
imagines and conjures the cast of main characters who help her to escape the 
misery of her existence. With the exception of Rocambole, these characters largely 
distain their creator. “La autora es ella” [She is the author], affirms the Captain, and 
this question of authorship and authority is problematized throughout the work and 




the context of the Teatro del Pueblo; the audiences, their fantasy lives and forms of 
entertainment will determine the course of their fate. The work in itself is more 
ambiguous. By allowing the maid to determine the direction of a significant part of 
the narrative, Arlt symbolically transfers authorship to the work’s presumably 
popular audiences. He validates the audience’s capacity to establish its own 
authority though he also undermines it. The Pirandello-inspired characters,68 also 
“in search of an author,” who animate the Sirvienta’s fantasies are archetypes, 
stereotypes or, in the case of Rocambole, figures drawn directly from the pages of 
popular publications or the plots of melodramatic films. The narratives, characters 
and even landscapes that constitute the maid’s fantasy world have all been lifted 
from the pages and images she has consumed in mass cultural forms.69 “La culpa la 
tiene el cine” gripes one of the characters and, as we have seen in an earlier chapter, 
that particular medium was in part responsible for a transformation in perception 
that allowed the popular classes to begin to see themselves as the arbiters of their 
own fate. The crux of the maid’s fantasy rests on a sudden increase in wealth 
characteristic of both Hollywood and rags to riches narratives, or what Beatriz Sarlo 
has termed the “magical economy (Imperio 63).”70 Her fantasy begins when she 
                                                        
68 Despite Arlt’s protestations to the contrary, his critics unanimously concur on the Pirandello’s 
influence in the Argentine’s dramatic works. 
  
69 Capitán – Su imaginación [de la sirvienta]: la base es “Rocambole” y su geografía la estudió en la 
revista “La Esfera”. 
Griselda – Lo único que ha leído y ha visto (264) 
 
70 La ‘economía mágica’ [ascensos milagrosos etc] refuerza también ideas ampliamente difundidas 
sobre la generosidad y el desinterés de los pobres y el engreimiento, soberbia y desaprensión de los 






inherits 300 million pesos. Though the phrase: “Un pobre soñando imagina los 
disparates más truculentos” is charged with irony, particularly in the context of the 
Teatro del Pueblo, Arlt’s play engages with and consciously highlights what the 
author characterizes as the “cruelty” of such “nonsense.” As Sylvia Saítta notes in her 
biography of the author: 
Los lectores representados en la literatura de Arlt, lejos de encontrar 
consuelo en los textos que leen, son traicionados por una literatura 
popular en la cual la resolución feliz de las contradicciones sociales 
sólo señala que los diversos modos de integración social, en el marco 
de una sociedad de clases, con ingenieros y corredores de papel, con 
patronas y sirvientas, sólo conducen al fracaso. (132) 
Abused by her employers and deceived by her fantasies, the protagonist, like her 
real life counterpart, commits suicide at the end of the play. The fantastic characters 
are forced to reenact the servant’s desires and yet, with the exception of Rocambole, 
they feel no sympathy for her and even celebrate her demise. One of the paradoxes 
of Arlt’s articulation of these scenes of desire is that the author is forced to employ 
the characters, techniques, plotlines and narratives of mass culture as a means of 
elaborating a critique of these same objects. The fantasy intertwined in Trescientos 
millones is entirely entertaining and essential to the narrative, yet is meant to be the 
target of his criticism.  Part of the complexity of the work, and of many of Arlt’s 
critiques of mass culture, can be found in this contradiction. The point was not, as 
one character says, that the “poor should be prohibited from dreaming,” but rather 




estimation, more detrimental than productive. In other words, very much in line 
with the project of the Teatro del Pueblo, the play speaks to the right of popular 
audiences to imagine but also questions the elements that constitute this imagining.  
 Where Arlt seems to depart from the Teatro’s and specifically Barletta’s 
conception of theater is precisely in its capacity to entertain. Remember that 
Barletta explicitly dismissed the element of pleasure and distraction in the 
entertainment in theater. Arlt, on the other hand, would exploit the vocabulary and 
techniques of mass culture as an essential mechanism in the articulation of his 
critique. In Trescientos millones Arlt also borrowed from mass culture to develop the 
character of the play’s few sympathetic figures and thereby recognized the 
legitimacy of the maid’s desire to escape her reality: “[…] [L]a Sirvienta es un típico 
personaje arltiano que se evade de la realidad a través del sueño; por medio de la 
imaginación, denuncia las carencias de la realidad que le toca vivir, negándola” 
(Saítta 129). Aside from legitimizing the Sirvienta’s escapism, the mise en scène of 
her desires would afford the audience with a kind of pleasure akin to that which it 
would have experienced when consuming the objects of popular culture themselves.  
Even though Arlt admitted to the play’s technical shortcomings as well as to his own 
low expectations for it, the work was quite successful for a Teatro del Pueblo 
production. After its premiere, Trescientos millones ran for 3 consecutive shows 
(against the Teatro’s tradition) and was performed at least 30 times over the course 
of the company’s existence (Saítta 126). Arlt attributed the work’s success to the 
appeal of its characters, and to a kind of affective tenderness evoked in the audience 




contributes to this appeal. Their fantasies only serve to remind them of the 
impossibility of their fulfillment: “esa negación no suprime la realidad ya que 
después del momento de la imaginación, la situación permanece tan opresiva como 
antes, tornando evidente la ausencia de ese mundo deseado” (Saítta 129). 
 Through the character and imaginary landscape of the Sirvienta, Arlt 
temporarily allows the (in theory working-class) public to place itself in the role of 
the author. This technique indirectly invokes the real change in status that had 
already been playing itself out in the cultural life of Argentina during the first 
decades of the twentieth century and of which Arlt himself had been a beneficiary: 
the emergence of authors from the working and middle classes.71 Unlike Arlt, 
however, many of these authors often produced a kind of sentimental fiction that 
would have fueled fantasies such as the Sirvienta’s and stimulated a: 
[…] tendencia igualadora, en lo imaginario, de escritor y público. Su 
espacio común es el del cultivo del sentimiento, ya sea frente a la 
realidad ‘prosaica’ de la vida cotidiana, ya sea porque la lógica del 
sentimiento es percibida como la más legítima y ‘verdadera’. (Sarlo 
Imperio 100) 
                                                        
71 “Ningún otro espacio de producción cultura contribuyó tanto como los periódicos y las revistas al 
surgimiento de un escritor profesional. Incluso aquellos que eran literatos y publicaban un libro cuya 
tirada en general no superaba los quinientos ejemplares, encontraron en la prensa escrita una 
alternativa para vivir con escritores.” (Eujanian 41) 
 
“Más que una variación en el interés del público, es preciso pensar, en el caso de las narraciones 
semanales, en un cambio de público, en un sector nuevo y ampliado que ocupa su lugar en una 
estructura estratificada. Este cambio […] está acompañado por el crecimiento del número de 
escritores y, también, de una alteración de su perfil y de los rasgos colectivos de 





While Arlt’s play symbolically reenacts a similar procedure, he frames the maid’s 
imaginary narrative in such a way as to simultaneously bestow and revoke the 
public’s right to conceive its own narratives. Arlt attempts to undermine the 
symbolic legitimacy of popular sentimentality by exposing its violence and brutality, 
a process which requires Arlt to enact his own violence on the characters and his 
audience. Before committing suicide, the Sirvienta remarks “A veces los autores les 
tienen envidia a sus personajes. Quisieran destruirlos” (Arlt Trescientos 285). The 
implications of both the statement and the character’s death are multifold. The 
people as writers of their own narratives are given the opportunity to destroy the 
narratives, tropes and desires that dominate their imaginary, but this would also 
constitute a form of self-destruction. The escapism and momentary authority made 
possible by the culture industry does not create the conditions for true mastery by 
the consuming public. On the contrary, the brutality of the fantasy lies in its 
impossibility and ultimately destroys those who buy into its narratives.72 True 
mastery of the culture industry can never be attained because of the inexhaustible 
pecuniary means that would be required to attain its continuous proliferation of 
products (hence the Sirvienta’s exorbitant imagined inheritance of 300 million). 
Beyond the clear social and economic critiques, however, the proposal at the heart 
                                                        
72 The interior rant of the character Balder in Amor brujo makes a similar argument about the 
unrealistic desires popularized by the culture industry; The“El cine deliberadamente ñoño con los 
argumentos de sus películas, y depravado hasta fomentar la masturbación de ambos sexos, dos 
contradicciones hábilmente dosificadas, planteaba como única finalidad de la existencia y cúspide de 
suma felicidad, el automóvil americano, la cancha de tenis americana, una radio con mueble 
americano, y un chalet standard americano, con heladera eléctrica también americana. De manera 
que cualquier mecanógrafa, en vez de pensar en agremiarse para defender sus derechos, pensaba en 
la engatusar con artes de vampiresa a un cretino adinerado que la pavoneara en una voiturette. No 
concebían el derecho social, se prostituían en cierta medida, y en determinados casos asombraban a 





of Arlt’s production lies in the revocation, or at the very least in a reconfiguration, of 
the spectators’ cultural self-determination. Left to their own devices, the 
unenlightened consumers of mass cultural forms would, according to this narrative 
configuration, self-destruct. The author, therefore, must symbolically intervene to 
remove them from the scene of cultural creation. Arlt, and the Teatro del Pueblo in 
general, used theater to reassert the dominance of the author over the creative 
process – an explicit goal of Barletta’s – and attempt to excise its economic drivers. 
It is Arlt who chooses to stage the sacrifice of the Sirvienta – the metonymic stand-in 
for the public – just as Barletta, via the Teatro del pueblo, sought to remove the 
consumer driven tendencies from national theatrical production.  
 This rather neat reading, however, ignores important inconsistencies and 
even contradictions in Arlt’s literary and journalistic production as well as in his 
own biography. Despite his distain for the mass market, Arlt notoriously sought to 
get rich through schemes or inventions such as his attempt to create rubberized 
pantyhose, while writing was, for him, intimately connected with economic gain or 
necessity. Though he sought profit for the sake of his artistic advancement – he 
hoped to use the profits from his pantyhose to open his own theatrical company – 
Arlt critiqued such “magical economies” in his literary productions, while 
attempting to cultivate such a miracle in his own life:  
Robos, inventos, falsificaciones, estafas : enriquecerse es siempre una 
aventura imaginaria, la epopeya de una apropiación mágica y fuera de 
la ley. El dinero está puesto como causa y como efecto de la ficción: 




para ganarlo ; efecto, porque la postergación siempre repetida de ese 
enriquecimiento ilusorio alimenta –con palabras- todo lo que se 
tendrá con el dinero. (Piglia 26) 
The desire for economic advancement is what stimulates the author’s aesthetic 
output, but it is also what drives the suffering and dissatisfaction of many of Arlt’s 
characters, if not the author himself. Arlt, in other words, was also subject to the 
same irrational desires as his readers. Having come from a working class 
background himself, he was fully immersed in narratives similar to those of the 
Sirvienta, particularly the readings of Rocambole. The representation of the maid’s 
suicide, therefore, also reenacts a dramatization of the final removal of the author 
from the creative process. This is the moment when the people might really begin to 
write their own narratives. 
 Even though Barletta promoted a strict ideological and aesthetic program, 
authors such as Roberto Arlt and Raúl González Tuñón did not necessarily adhere to 
a formulaic, “aburrido teatro de tesis, pedagógico, que sólo puede interesar por 
prejuicio de cultura intelectualista” (Barletta 57) that Barletta himself claimed to 
abhor. Rather than the staunch aesthetic formula suggested in even Barletta’s 
proclamations, the actual plays and contributions to the company’s publications 
reveal a varied scope of formal experimentation -certainly in Arlt’s works, but also 
in that of other authors who wrote for the company or its publications. The group’s 
claims to be avant-garde, which critics such as Puga and Fischer dismiss as a naïve 
interpretation of European movements (159), were not entirely unfounded. Surely 




than an aesthetic one. Moreover, El fabricante de fantasmas, the only play that Arlt 
would write for commercial theater, does not differ radically in its narrative 
structure, moral content or formal qualities from the works written for the Teatro. 
In fact, the play’s plot – which tells the story of a playwright who murders his wife, 
makes a fortune from writing about it and is later confronted by his own literary 
creations – attacks the theatrical institution in which it was performed. The work 
represents the theatrical system as concerned solely with profit and launches a 
critique worthy of Barletta. 
  The kind of cautionary tale that allowed for or even elicited pleasure was not 
limited to the works of Arlt. Raúl González Tuñón and Nicolás Olivari’s Dan tres 
vueltas y luego se van, written for the Teatro del Pueblo in 1933,73 uses a fairground 
setting to tell the story of a family whose desire for wealth leads to their downfall. 
Their greed manifests itself in the father, Paolus’, decision to begin dealing drugs, a 
plotline that facilitates a formal literary experimentation in the characters’ 
dialogues that does not interfere with the company’s realist imperative. The play 
makes use of a didactic plotline that punishes the characters for the moral 
compromises they make as they seek economic advancement. It also integrates 
elements of mass culture and entertainment. Dan tres vueltas opens with “una 
musiquilla característica de circo, mezclada a algunos trozos del Saint Luis Blues. 
                                                        
73 Though the play was never actually performed by the company, its authors had no doubt it would 
be performed in short order: “[...]esta obra será representada oportunamente por la compañía de 
Teatro del Pueblo, en donde los escritores argentinos han encontrado, por fin, el escenario adecuado 
a su desinterés y a su pasión. Lo único que que lamentamos, por ellos, no por nosotros, es el hecho de 
ser escritores leídos, poetas premiados, con algún prestigio en el país y en el extranjero, constituya el 
obstáculo insalvable para estrenar nuestra obra en un teatro oficial. Lo que vendría en cierto modo a 
apurar la agonía de ese teatro putrefacto, vencido por el cinematógrafo, que ni siquiera tiene la 





Este motivo se repetirá, más apagado, varias veces durante el desarrollo de la obra” 
(Tuñón 41). These derivations of popular culture serve a dual function in the work; 
they entice and entertain but, simultaneously, are cast as “[…] transient elements 
within an accelerating sequence of displacements and obsolescences, part of the 
delirious operations of modernization” (Crary 13). The work’s first dialogue 
establishes the predicament of a group of carnies whose work is no longer profitable. 
A puppeteer and a carnival announcer, “Monsieur Diablo,” discuss why they can no 
longer attract large audiences and how new technologies of entertainment have 
displaced their own: 
Titiritero: Quieren lo violento, lo epidérmico, el tren, la oruga, el auto-
pista, el aeroplano, el speedway, el box, el disco de la risa. 
Monsieur Diablo: Sí. Ya no se interesan por los experimentos, los 
fantoches. Cuanto menos trabaje la imaginación, mejor (45) 
Though Monsieur Diablo blames the public’s dwindling interest on a lack of 
imagination, the appearance of the play’s protagonist, Paolus, calls into question the 
validity of his argument. Novelty and commercialization were an integral part of the 
spectacle and Paolus has tried to keep step with such advances. 
Monsieur Diablo: Hay cada día menos interés por estos trucos. 
Paolus (bruscamente): ¿Qué dices, estúpido? ¿Menos interés? Las 
máquinas que yo alquilo son la última novedad. ¿Me oyes? La última 
novedad... En los parques de diversiones, en los salones de novedades, 




que pasa es que las tiendas iban mejor cuando yo atendía 
personalmente una tienda. (45-6) 
Paolus claims to be keeping up with the latest novelties without recognizing that the 
machines of his penny arcade were by then an obsolete form of entertainment. A 
man with a megaphone sweeps through the fairgrounds and leads away his 
potential customers. 
El del Megáfono: ¡El gran match de hoy!... ¡Bill Cascarilla, el devorador 
de hombres de Oklaoma [sic], contra el triturador de peñascos del 
Cañon del Colorado!... ¡ ¡Impresionante match a doce rounds! (Sale 
seguido por todos los curiosos, repitiendo el estribillo. Paolus, 
angustiado.) 
Titiritero: Es una prueba... 
Monsieur Diablo: Está como loco... Pobre Paolus. 
Paolus: ¡Aquí señores, aquí! (Desesperado.) ¡La gracia el misterio 
aquí!... ¡La gracia y el misterio!... Aquí, señores... La vida es dura... (Va 
hacia la máquina.) Diviértase individualmente... Eche veinte centavos 
en la ranura... (Echa una moneda.) Con la filosofía poco se goza... Si 
quiere ver la vida color de rosa... (Se inclina para ver, da vueltas a la 
manivela y se vuelve.) (45-46)  
Paolus’ machines reinforce the connection between money, entertainment and the 
spectacle, but they also remind the play’s spectators of the precarious nature of 
desire. The newest forms of mass culture displace their outdated predecessors. The 




they bring dire consequences. Paolus again traffics in escapism when he is enticed 
into selling narcotics, a stand-in for capitalist entertainment characterized by the 
insatiability of desire.  Paolus makes the change, he claims, for his twenty-year-old 
daughter, Edery, whose longings exceed the economic capacities of her father. The 
following scene finds Paolus at home with his wife, Ursula, talking about just that. 
When Edery enters the scene, she pleads with her father to travel, citing a longing to 
travel brought on by the comings and goings of the port – a reminder of the 
movement of goods and capital – but also provoked by the blues: 
Edery: [...] Tú debes conocer un restaurant que se llama "Primero y 
Último". Allí fui con Dan. Pedimos vino y pan y jamón. Y en el mantel 
quedaban los redondeles del vino. Pero tuve una verdadera fiesta 
cuando dos norteamericanos con tipos de fogoneros se pusieron a 
cantar un blues. ¿Conoces los blues? Blues quiere decir tristezas... 
Tristezas de esto, tristezas de aquello... Tristezas del lavadero, 
tristezas del perro amarillo...(Asombro en Paolus.) Sollozos y deseos de 
los negros...Y, sin embargo, algo agradable, una como íntima alegría. 
(Pausa)Papá... Yo tengo blues en el corazón (52) 
Paolus: Y viruta en la cabeza ... (Ríen.) 
Edery: De cualquier maner (Pausa.) Oye, ¿no podremos viajar algún 
día? 
Paolus: Tal vez. Quién sabe. 





The blues in Tuñon and Olivari’s play is intimately associated with North American 
consumerism; a sadness associated with impossible desire. These interactions 
initiate a whole series of tragic and melodramatic events including Úrsula’s murder 
and Edery’s pregnancy and death. Like Arlt’s Trescientos millones however, the 
relationship between narrative tragedy and aesthetic pleasure in this work is far 
from straightforward. Popular and mass cultural forms are equally violent and 
pleasurable; the play’s addicts recite beautiful speeches as their lives spiral into 
tragedy. Both plays seduce their spectators and characters using the mechanisms of 
mass culture and punish them for their desires. Aside from Arlt’s plays, very few of 
the works written for and or performed by the Teatro del Pueblo have received 
critical attention in the context of the company’s project. I believe that a 
comprehensive study of such works would frequently reveal an aesthetic position 
distinct from that of even its director. 
 In their prologue to the work, Tuñon and Olivari produce a variation of 
Barletta’s discourse of marginalization. Citing Federico García Lorca’s success in the 
country, the authors deny that the Argentine public was not entirely resistant to 
experimental theater and the Avant-Garde (35). According to Tuñón and Olivari, the 
Teatro del Pueblo was in their view the only venue for theatrical experimentation in 
the country at the time. Arlt and the other authors working with the company were 
not helpless victims subject to Barletta’s aesthetic whims, but rather found a space 
for experimentation. Given the variation in the aesthetic, and to a certain extent 
ideological, positions of the authors and artists working with the group, it is safe to 




than the exception in the Teatro’s productions. Despite the rigidity of Barletta’s 
discourse, writers from a varied spectrum of aesthetic and ideological positions 
contributed either directly to the company’s productions or their publications. For 
example, the troupe’s magazine, Conducta, published an article by Antón Bragaglia 
in 1939, even though Barletta on another occasion would directly criticize the 
Italian’s “disdain for the public.”74 Another, perhaps more surprising contribution to 
Conducta was the publication of a brief exchange between Barletta and Leopoldo 
Lugones, in which the older writer approves of Barletta’s decision to employ 
Argentine language in his productions (the use of vos vs. tú etc). As Fischer and Puga 
note: “[l]a lista de escritores llevados a escena era muy vasta y ecléctica, lo que nos 
aventura a pensar que, en algunos casos, pesaba más el deseo de mostrar un 
“modernización” que una verdadera selección del repertorio” (Fischer 190). The 
Teatro did not limit the authors it included based upon rigid aesthetic criteria, but 
rather fostered an eclecticism based on their drive toward innovation. Barletta’s 
explicit position toward certain forms of aesthetic experimentation, especially with 
regard to the sets and costumes, however, was quite different and was in part the 
result of his desire to elude the normalizing functions of both the state and the 
market.  
 In his publications and speeches Barletta proposed transforming 
entertainment practices in Latin America, not through an aesthetic of rupture, but 
                                                        
74 “Mientras que el viejo mundo, desmantelado por la guerra los Antoine, Copeau, Pitoeff, Meyerhold, 
Bragaglia y Gual, proseguían la milenaria lucha por la supremacía de uno de los tres elementos 
visibles del teatro: autor, actor, escenista, con absoluto desdén por el público, aquí, en el sur de 
América, se empezaba a comprender por primera vez, que el cuarto elemento, constituido por el 
público, debía tener una participación igual a las otras partes que concurrían al juego dramático para 





rather by extending works of high culture to a wider audience and by refocusing 
cultural production on the social and artistic education of the public. The continuity 
that Barletta espoused deliberately elided the most ubiquitous forms of Argentine 
traditional theater. Instead, he attempted to associate the project with the diffusion 
of universal culture just as the European Avant-Garde was challenging these 
aesthetics. “El arte es para el pueblo, para todos, para elevar la capacidad intelectual 
y sentimental del hombre y conducirlo, finalmente, a su máxima perfección” (20), he 
wrote, and, using a similarly messianic and religious tone, Barletta extolled the 
virtues of the artist: “Si es verdad que el mundo se rige por necesidades, el gobierno 
espiritual del mundo es del artista” (20). The director proposed using the works of 
high culture to educate the people and did not personally carry out any of the 
iconoclastic gestures characteristic of the avant-garde. Aware of the transformation 
of European theater, Barletta overtly rejected the viability of these projects both in 
Argentina and in general: 
La aplastante competencia del cinematógrafo determinó a los 
empresarios más inteligentes de este teatro a adoptar algunas 
providencias para mantener en pie el negocio. Copiaron las 
invenciones salientes de los teatros experimentales de Europa, 
construyeron escenarios de cuatro pisos, recurrieron al tablado 
deslizante y rodante y al ascensor. En las ciudades más adelantadas, 
improvisaron escenarios futuristas, cubistas, simplistas, recurrieron a 
los clásicos, a la máscara, a la estilización. El público siguió 




es el famoso remiendo de paño nuevo en ropa vieja, porque lo que hay 
que cambiar es el espíritu, no el escenario [...]. (Barletta 37) 
Barletta was highly skeptical of any type of attempt to imitate more successful new 
media in a theatrical setting and preferred instead to reframe and reconceptualize 
theatrical practices. The medium, he argued, should avoid the intervention of 
mechanistic interventions, which he claimed would do little to maintain audience 
interest: 
Es el nuevo concepto del teatro lo que permitirá subsistir al teatro, 
afirmándolo más en el corazón de las multitudes. El escenario ha de 
ser común, sin calesitas, sin ascensores, sin deslizantes. El truco 
teatral tiene que basarse en el ingenio, no en la maquinaria. El teatro 
espectacular donde la máquina ocupa el lugar que le corresponde 
íntegramente el actor, es un producto híbrido de los grandes 
admiradores del cinematógrafo. Como puede colegirse fácilmente: ni 
cine ni teatro.  (Viejo 38) 
In addition to his exclusion of mechanistic elements from theatrical production, 
Barletta also refused to admit entirely naturalistic elements, a technique frequently 
employed in the Circo Criollo:  
Se niega a injertar en la escena elementos naturales, que no 
interpretan o no son pasibles de interpretación: caballos, perros, 
comidas, bebidas, bailarines y cantores, etc. Ejemplo: un caballo de 




caballo en sí mismo no es más un elemento extraño porque el animal 
no interpreta, carece de comunicación. (Viejo 60) 
Barletta’s direct reference to the integration of “natural” elements into the 
company’s staging was a reaction to the Creole circus’ tradition of liberally 
integrating live animals, dancers, singers and other natural materials into their 
productions.75 Barletta called for a national theater that was not merely decorative 
or material but rather insisted on a form of local production dedicated to local 
contributions and the intellectual stimulation of its audiences. Neither mechanically 
inclined in its aesthetics nor connected to popular theater traditions, the Teatro’s 
project hoped to avoid the normative terms of both. Rather, Barletta fashioned an 
artisanal aesthetic that grew out of the work of local artists (or even the actors 
themselves who often crafted their own costumes and sets). Yet despite the 
contributions of artists such as Guillermo Facio Hebequer, Antonio Berni, Emilio 
Pettoruti and Norah Borges to the construction of sets and the design of the 
organization’s publications, the sets and costumes made with “burlap bags, straw, 
baskets, crepe paper, painted boxes and some painted lamps”, were notoriously 
“precarious” and “naïve” (Pelletieri Utopía 167). While to a certain extent the 
improvised character of the Teatro’s material aesthetic would have been 
determined by real economic limitations, Barletta’s open dismissal of avant-garde 
                                                        
75 As one anonymous commentator of the magazine Sud-América noted in an article on the 
popularity of theatrical productions of Juan Moreira among the Argentine upper classes: 
 “[…] tal es el realismo de las escenas, que allí mismo se enciende el fuego y se coloca un asador con 
su cordero; por allí, por delante de los espectadores, husmeando la carne que se asa, pasean los 
perros que van a los ranchos y a las pulperías criollas y que son lo que el agua para los patos, 





modes of representation and his preference for his particular version of realism 
suggests that he would not have it otherwise. This was the area where Barletta more 
forcefully imposed his aesthetic and ideological will on the troupe.  The director 
uncompromisingly adopted a position of marginality and refused to admit material 
elements of modernization or concede to the group’s growing acceptance by the 
press or the theatrical establishment. Though the discursive marginalization 
proclaimed by Barletta may have been more widely adopted, the material aspect of 
such asceticism was most likely where Barletta would have differed from many of 
his collaborators. It was also likely an important factor in limiting the troupe’s 
capacity to reach a larger audience. As Mirta Arlt notes when describing her father’s 
differences with the troupe:  
[…] la estética del grupo del Teatro del Pueblo era la del realismo y 
Arlt la aceptaba, aunque lo enchalecaba en un imaginario de 
verosimilitud cotidiana que no le alcanzaba para mostrar los mundos 
de su imaginación. […] En definitiva, su estética como dramaturgo es 
aprovecharse del escenario para dar vida a mundos creados y no a 
mundos reflejados. En consecuencia, el escritor mira al inventor y le 
aplaude los proyectos mientras los dos disfrutan: las mujeres no 
tendrían más remedios que usar sus medias, y allí, en ese magnífico 
terreno, en esa manzana, levantaría un teatro con parrilla, con tablero 
de luces, con escenario giratorio. Acabaría con esos actores a quienes 




trajes de papel crep bueno para las guirnaldas cazamoscas en los 
almacenes […]”. (M. Arlt 10)  
Barletta refused to admit any material evidence of the technologies of 
entertainment even though many of the works he directed were infused with the 
aesthetics of mass culture. This was part of an active strategy he employed to reveal 
the immersive techniques of these forms of entertainment and their tendency to 
pacify the spectator. 
El viejo teatro tiene que ser abandonado y despreciado y el nuevo 
teatro, como misión pedagógica, como cultivo de la sensibilidad y del 
pensamiento, tiene que suplantar a este teatro de cómodas butacas, 
donde se despata el que busca distracción a su aburrimiento o 
voluptuoso complemento de su sensibilidad (Viejo 64). 
Barletta’s invocation of the comfortable seats of commercial theater serves as an 
important reminder of the covering used to conceal the industrial nature of and 
conditions of production characteristic of commercial entertainment.76 Barletta 
crafted an aesthetic that was consciously impoverished and a discourse that 
deliberately situated the Teatro’s activities at the margins of mainstream theatrical 
production. 
 The company’s director, along with the Teatro del Pueblo’s publications 
repeatedly railed against local theater critics, complaining specifically that the press 
                                                        
76 The bourgeois tradition of upholstering furniture followed its use in railroad passenger cars: “Such 
upholstery ceased to be functional when it appeared in realms such as the living room, where there 
were no mechanical-industrial jolts or jerks to be counteracted. Thus the jolt to be softened was no 
longer physical but mental: the memory of the industrial origin of objects, from railway stations or 





consistently and deliberately ignored the Teatro del Pueblo. According to Osvaldo 
Pelletieri, however, even during the group’s early years, this was not always the 
case: “la crítica no ignoró al elenco, si bien las revistas literarias (Nosotros, Cursos y 
Conferencias, Sur) no aportaron artículos sobre sus espectáculos” (Utopía 82). In the 
years following their thousandth production, or what Pelletieri has termed the 
“Teatro del Pueblo’s canonical period” - from 1937 to 1943 - the group would gain 
even more critical attention.  
Diarios como La Prensa, Tribuna Libre y La Razón, dedicaban espacio 
para reseñar las actividades del grupo. Se ha encontrado un gran 
número de notas en este sentido, entre las que se destacan las de El 
Hogar, La Vanguardia, Caras y Caretas y la recepción a las 
representaciones de Edipo Rey, de Sófocles y África de Roberto Arlt en 
La Prensa (18/3/1938), La Nación (18/3/1938), El Mundo (18 y 
19/3/1938), Noticias Gráficas (18/3/1938(, L’Italia del Popolo 
(19/3/1938), Tribuna Libre (20/3/1938) y Señales (1/4/1938). (82) 
Even though the company was indeed ignored by the mainstream literary 
establishment, it remains clear that, from the outset, the company was achieving far 
more critical success than Barletta was willing to admit. How are we to interpret 
Barletta’s continued insistence on the group’s supposed outsider status if not as an 
intentional occupation of such a position? Even after achieving the recognition of a 
wide cross-section of publications, Barletta attempted to elude the normalizing 
procedures of “commercial theater” by critiquing the complicity of reviewers and 




humble sets, costumes, and venues acted as material evidence for Barletta’s 
narratives of marginalization while also serving as a counterpoint to the decadence 
and excesses of commercial theater in both its live and radio performances: “A la 
imagen del sacrificio, la pobreza, la humildad, el trabajo honesto y desinteresado se 
oponía la imagen del derroche de champagne en las fiestas de radio, el lujo y lo 
desmedido [del teatro comercial]” (Utopía 193). Nevertheless, the Teatro’s attempt 
to situate itself on the “outside” of these aesthetic practices impeded its growth as a 
socially mobilizing project. What’s more, the rigidity and normativity of Barletta’s 
own project is readily apparent in his manuals for actors, directors and producers, 
and notably in the title of one of the Teatro’s publications, Conducta.  
 Ultimately, Barletta’s project was concerned with the constitution of a new 
form of subjectivity and agency in the form of the “pueblo” or the “people,” but his 
strategy to do so also confronted a problem inherent in the very question of the 
constitution of the subject. Barletta attempted to use rhetorical and material 
strategies as a means of eluding the subjection concomitant with the process of 
subject formation. As Judith Butler explains: 
There is, as it were, no conceptual transition to be made between 
power as external to the subject, "acting on," and power as 
constitutive of the subject, "acted by." What one might expect by way 
of a transition is, in fact, a splitting and reversal constitutive of the 
subject itself. Power acts on the subject, an acting that is an enacting: 
an irresolvable ambiguity arises when one attempts to distinguish 




power enacted by the subject, that is, between the power that forms 
the subject and the subject's "own" power. (15) 
Barletta’s deliberate attempt to cultivate a community of subjects through cultural 
production was haunted by this problematic and by the very nature of the project.  
On many occasions Barletta claimed to be responding to an overwhelming need in 
local theatrical production: the activation and involvement of a passive audience. 
This call to the reinvigoration of the participatory aspects of theater, reenacts 
almost verbatim what Jacques Rancière has identified as one of the most prevalent 
and repeated accusations against this form: 
Reformers of theatre have reformulated Plato’s opposition between 
choros and theatre as one between the truth of the theatre and the 
simulacrum of the spectacle. They have made theatre the place where 
the passive audience of spectators must be transformed into its 
opposite: the active body of a community enacting its living principle. 
(5) 
For Barletta, as had been the case with the directors against which Rancière levels 
his criticism, the transformative capacity of performance could only operate 
through a reengagement with audience reception.  In his 1960 reflection on the 
Teatro project, the Argentine diagnosed the country’s situation precisely as one in 
which the theater attendee, 
[…] había sido relegado al mero papel de espectador pasivo. Se le 
exhibía en un cuadrado distante, aislado por el fulgor de las candilejas, 




consultaba sus preocupaciones cotidianas. El espectador abandonó el 
teatro y se refugió en el cinematógrafo. (Barletta 8) 
However, Barletta’s objective of reinvigorating audience participation and activating 
the spectator’s critical perception was inherently problematic. First, because his 
efforts to escape the normative pressures of mass culture, the state and the existing 
theatrical institutions and circuits of criticism, led to the group’s near political 
irrelevance. When the Perón’s rose to power, for example, they were more 
concerned with controlling the content of seemingly apolitical radio programs 
(Merkin) than with policing the Teatro whose political objectives often conflicted 
with their own (Utopía). Moreover, by placing the political content of the works 
produced in the Teatro in the hands of artists and intellectuals, Barletta also denied 
the public’s capacity for agency. According to this schema, the true arbiter of the 
wellbeing of the people was the artist or intellectual and not the working classes 
themselves.   
  The Teatro del Pueblo attempted to renew Argentine theater based upon a 
focus on the audience, and its method for interrupting its alleged critical slumber 
was through direct pedagogical interventions and a material reenactment of the 
impoverished conditions of everyday life. Nevertheless, the organization’s desire to 
intervene in the supposed passivity of audience reception was confounded by the 
very aesthetics of poverty (and the resultant poverty of aesthetics) that 
characterized its productions.  In his attempt to hold a mirror to “the people,” 
Barletta effectively denied the critical capacities of the consuming public and 




marginalization. Barletta’s attempt to “sanear el ya existente [teatro], renovarlo y 
vivificarlo para devolverlo al pueblo en toda su pureza" met a critical and practical 
impasse because it worked on “patients whose illness consists in not knowing 
themselves to be sick” (Rancière 40), and thereby ignored the basic alimentary 
necessities of the public and the institution it attempted to heal. Through this 
condition, in combination with the effective repression of the country’s aesthetic 
tradition, the reiterated discourse of critical neglect and the organization’s material 
impoverishment, the Teatro del Pueblo reenacted the cycle of marginalization that it 
hoped to challenge. The Teatro’s material poverty hindered the group’s ability to 
appeal to the broader public it hoped to educate about political exclusion and their 






Conclusion: “Después de nosotros, la felicidad”  
 When Juan Perón inaugurated the República de los Niños in November of 
1951, he repeated a phrase that had already been established as a familiar Peronist 
aphorism: “en la Nueva Argentina los únicos privilegiados son los niños” (“Con 
mucho brillo”). Even though the park was constructed with the explicit purpose of 
forming the future citizens of the nation through recreation, the implications of both 
Perón’s statement and the theme park were just as relevant to the country’s adult 
population. In the same speech Perón invoked the frustrated desires and 
possibilities of his own generation as the raison d’être for the park: 
Hemos vivido ya más de cincuenta años de este siglo. El mundo 
acostumbró a los hombres a crecer en la indiferencia y el abandono. 
Nosotros mismos, cuando niños, hemos sufrido  las inclemencias de 
ese desprecio por lo más noble y por lo más grande que tiene una 
nación: su porvenir. (“Con mucho brillo”) 
Both Juan Perón and Evita emerged from a generation who had learned civics 
through the pleasures of mass culture. They had also experienced the failure of the 
nation’s first attempt at democracy. The future elaborated in Perón’s speech is 
steeped in nostalgia and loss. Neither politics nor mass culture had fulfilled their 
promises for the majority of the population. The park was as compensatory as it was 
hopeful and the Peronist government strategically harnessed the failings and 
promises of a cultural reality set into motion long before its rise to power. In his 




...Perón did not simply adopt a philosophy already formed in mass 
culture of the previous period. Rather, in the specific conjuncture 
opened up by the coup of 1943, Perón was able to appropriate 
discursive elements that circulated in mass culture and refashion 
them into a powerful political appeal. (Karush Peronism 23) 
While Karush focuses on the Peróns’ embrace of melodrama as a means of political 
mobilization, the couple’s adoption of a variety of inclusionary cultural practices and 
narratives were equally as effective in garnering popular support. In addition to 
melodramatic narratives, the Peronist apparatus was able to seize onto a desire for 
economic advancement77 and inclusion in a population whose instruction in civic 
participation was largely informed by commercialized notions of play. Eva Perón 
and her foundation constructed social projects with fantastical underpinnings, such 
as her Ciudad Infantil, while sites meant for leisurely consumption, including the 
República de los Niños, were infused with the bureaucratic functioning of the adult 
world. Politics and social change were bound to forms of entertainment that acted 
upon the nostalgic impulses of adults and the subject formation of children. 
 One of the most prevalent and unsubstantiated myths surrounding the 
República de los Niños, which is even perpetuated on the República’s official website, 
was that the park served as the inspiration for Walt Disney’s Disneyland. The North 
American Park was inaugurated in 1955, several years after its Argentine 
counterpart. However, it is likely that both parks were at least partly inspired by the 
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…[Perón] was able to reconcile the quest for upward mobility with an insistence on collective 





Danish Tivoli Gardens, built more than hundred years before either, or the long 
history of pleasure gardens dating back to the 18th century. Whatever the case, the 
construction of these two aesthetically linked parks at this historical juncture with 
seemingly opposing functions – one political and the other commercial – is 
consequential. They both testify to the culmination of the processes of 
modernization in their materialization of “the increasing tendency to understand 
the “real” only as its re-presentations” (Charney 7), while in practice they also acted 
as correctives to, or even replacements for, these realities.78 Though one park was 
the product of a public initiative and the other of private interests, they both offered 
a fantastic response to the very real needs of their respective consumers. In fact, 
they are testament to a victory of representation over the real worthy of the literary 
imaginaries of both Quiroga and Arlt. Whereas Disney’s park sought to correct for 
“transportation, pollution, overcrowding and the transience and alienation of city 
dwellers in a huge metropolis formed mainly of suburbs without cohesive 
community atmosphere” (King 123), the Peronist project focused intensely on 
inclusion and the formation of political subjects. Children and adults were taught, 
through the República de los Niños, the Ciudad Infantil and other public initiatives, to 
imagine themselves at the helm of the political apparatus through symbolic 
participation. 
 Instead of attempting to correct perceived failings in cultural productions 
aimed at the masses, the Peronist affirmed their desires and even fostered them. 
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Disneyland […] It is no longer a question of a false representation of reality (ideology) but of 





Both Disney and the Perons presented themselves as representatives of their 
respective classes whose prescriptions for social change were based on a direct 
experience with the cultural imaginary from which they had emerged. Even though 
such a strategy might seem to be the rule in a free market economy, Disney’s 
contemporaries testified to what they believed was a real difference in his work: 
“More often we are confronted with the notion of giving the people what someone 
thinks they want. Disney never consciously played down to the public, treating it, 
instead, as deserving of lavish attention” (Hench quoted in King 129). The Peronists’ 
approaches to cultural, social and political reform were remarkably similar. For 
example “[Juan] Perón's famously lowbrow language - his use of lunfardo, the 
popular porteño slang, and his invocation of familiar tango tropes - expressed an 
overt affiliation with popular culture” (Karush Peronism 29), whereas Eva decided 
to use the diminutive “Evita” based on her self-proclaimed association with the 
people: “I have preferred to be Evita rather than the wife of the President if this 
Evita is said to ease a pain somewhere in my fatherland. I prefer to be the 
compañera of all the humble workers than to be the formal wife of the President” 
(Perón quoted in Ballent 158). Such attitudes are relevant to this study for their 
striking lack of ambivalence. In contrast to the intellectuals whose work has 
occupied the majority of this study, the Peronists’ projects were remarkably 
affirmative. They harnessed some of the most effective strategies of the mass 
market to launch a powerful political offensive. They did this, in part, by sanitizing 




identified and most compellingly problematized in the works of Horacio Quiroga 
and Roberto Arlt.  
 Arguably, one of the Peronists’ greatest successes was, following the lead of 
mass culture, to “voraciously absorb, as their “raw material,” areas of human life 
previously bracketed from representation” focusing specifically on “social 
constituencies that had not been considered before as a public” (Hansen, prologue 
xxx). In other words, they translated the most effective methods of the industrial-
commercial public spheres to political praxis. The Argentine public imaginary was 
undoubtedly informed by the transformation in aesthetic paradigm that opens this 
study. Mass culture, and film in particular, offered a space where previously 
unrepresented populations could imagine themselves as actors in making the 
process of making culture. The Peronists would seize onto this tendency and offer 
these emergent subjects a place in their political and cultural imaginaries.  
 In contrast, I would argue that one of the failings of Leónidas Barletta’s 
Teatro del Pueblo, the focus of the third chapter of this study, was his dismissal of 
the sophistication of both mass cultural products and their consumers. As Andreas 
Huyssen notes: “If cultural products were commodities through and through and 
had only exchange value, they would no longer even be able to fulfill their function 
in the processes of ideological reproduction” (22). While Barletta had also formed a 
part of the working classes, as well as many other members of the Boedo group, he 
often refused to acknowledge any place for the needs and desires articulated in the 
cultural products and practices most avidly consumed by this group. What Barletta’s 




formation of citizen-subjects. As I argued in chapter three however, Barletta’s 
attempt to evade the disciplinary function of both the market and the state 
weakened the Teatro del Pueblo’s capacity to impact the nation’s political or cultural 
functioning. Both Horacio Quiroga and Roberto Arlt, on the other hand, were able to 
recognize, at least occasionally that:  
Culture industry, after all, does fulfill public functions; it satisfies and 
legitimizes cultural needs which are not all per se false or retroactive; 
it articulates social contradictions in order to homogenize them.  
Precisely this process of articulation can become the field of contest 
and struggle. (Huyssen 22) 
Nevertheless, both authors were extremely ambivalent in their affirmations of mass 
culture, particularly when they were subjected to its workings. Quiroga and Arlt 
witnessed the material and social transformations taking place in Argentina in the 
early twentieth century and testified to their experiences from what appears to be 
diametrically opposed positions. Quiroga spent many years outside the metropolis 
pioneering in the Misiones, while Arlt often focused on marginal urban spaces and 
activities. As we saw in the second chapter, both authors engaged extensively with 
the residues of modern western capitalism, its marginal people, places, activities 
and objects, each with varying degrees of praise and cynicism. Both also utilized the 
ruins of modernity as a means of critiquing and coming to terms with the processes 
of modernization.  
 Arlt and Quiroga also published in commercial magazines and newspapers, 




fellow author César Tiempo complaining of the difficulty of getting his work 
published because, he claimed, his works were “cosas demasiado serias y sin 
efectismos,” and as such undesirable in magazines such as “El Hogar, […] Atlántida, 
Caras y Caretas y demás [que] están exclusivamente al servicio de la sociedad 
mujeril, y su literatura” (quoted in Rocca 83). In yet another letter lamenting the end 
of his collaboration with Crítica, Quiroga wrote: “Es digno de notar el carácter 
feminista – femenino mejor – de nuestras revistas” (Carta a Ezequiel Martínez 
Estrada) (quoted in Rocca 83). Roberto Arlt also openly distained the affective 
femininity of both popular culture and its spectators, going so far as to renounce any 
further work on the radio when, after just a few appearances, he received a slew of 
amorous, and in his opinion frivolous, feminine correspondence. Furthermore, as 
we saw in the second chapter of this project, much of his novel Amor Brujo can be 
read as a renunciation of the melodramatic affectations of popular feminine cultural 
production. In the abovementioned cases, both authors associated femininity with 
mass culture and explicitly distinguished it from the rational, robust and even brutal 
masculine production they strove to produce. In general however, both also offered 
a more nuanced approach to mass cultural production as a whole.  
 As much as they attempted to distance themselves from mass culture, 
Quiroga and Arlt were subject to the financial pressures of producing for the same 
market they distained. These were not authors who produced lofty literature in 
their leisure time. Literary production was for them a form of work and a source of 




No matter how beautiful a house may be, it is primarily, and before 
one dwells on its beauty, so-and-so many meters high and so-and-so 
many meters long. In the same way, literature, which constitutes the 
most inestimable substance, is primarily a matter of filling up lines; 
and a literary architect whose mere name does not guarantee a profit 
must sell at any price. (Baudelaire quoted in Benjamin Writer 65) 
The shifts in the circulation of both knowledge and goods led to the emergence of a 
particular kind of intellectual who participated in the temporary reordering of the 
grounds of political and social intelligibility.  Roberto Arlt and Horacio Quiroga were 
themselves products of the social and political disordering which accompanied the 
processes of material and cultural modernization, subject to the whims of the public 
for whom they wrote, and the practices of consumption they were quick to critique. 
They occupied multi-faceted and at times contradictory positions as participants 
and critics, as producers and consumers, as educators and observers. Through their 
reflection upon the non-functional, the waste products of modernity, and 
particularly the practices of distraction, both Arlt and Quiroga recognized the way in 
which these activities activated the more subversive aspects of spectatorship. 
 The waste, blood, and sexuality, which Arlt and Quiroga offered up as brutal 
reminders of modernization, and which we examined in more detail in the second 
chapter, were artfully sanitized in Peronist appropriations of mass culture.79 In 
                                                        
79 This was also, not coincidentally, one of Disney’s primary objectives in the construction of his 
parks: “The culmination of years of planning and investment by the WED (Walter Elias Disney) 
subsidiary of the Disney Corporation, the parks are middle-class and family-oriented as opposed to 
the lower-class "carney" atmosphere of traditional amusement parks, which Disney called "dirty, 
phony places, run by tough-looking people." He wanted to replace the risk-taking, sense of danger, 




contrast to the mass cultural strategies from which they had drawn, the Peronists 
could elude such material vulgarity by completely evading the real. The Peronists, 
like Disney, could forgo the upholstery that cushioned the impact of 
industrialization (Schivelbusch) and dissimulated the processes of industrialization 
primarily because they had eliminated any material referents. They had passed, to 
borrow Baudrillard’s terminology, from representation or dissimulation to 
simulation: “Whereas representation attempts to absorb simulation by interpreting 
it as a false representation, simulation envelops the whole edifice of representation 
itself as simulacrum” (Baudrillard 6). They had the advantage of implementing 
social and cultural projects based on simulacra. For example, the Ciudad Infantil, or 
Children’s City founded by Eva Perón’s foundation in 1949 and built specifically for 
low-income children of preschool age, was a fantastical creation80 with clear social 
and political objectives. The Children’s City was built to the scale of the children it 
boarded and educated, and with its bank, government buildings, police station, 
church school and homes was meant to imitate a real city. Yet, as Anahi Ballent 
suggests, the city referred more to a future to come than any material referent: 
What was the "real city" upon which the Children's City was based? 
The picturesque paths and rustic chalets were not reminiscent of 
traditional Argentine cities, but rather of the new urban planning 
                                                                                                                                                                     
rides," barkers, concession stands, games of chance played for prizes, and sex and freak shows, with 
safety, wholesomeness, patriotic and educational values” (King 119) 
 
80 "[It is] something like a small capital of a make-believe nation... where at every twist you expect to 
see a circle of dwarves or a princess in a crystal carriage. A chimerical but real city that constitutes 
the vigorous expression of a new sense of children's education... Mrs. Perón longed to create a strict 
and at the same time kind institution that would unenerringly guide children's first steps. A special, 





endeavors of Peronism, such as Ciudad Evita or Barrio General Perón 
in Buenos Aires (now known as Barrio Saavedra), which although 
linked to the foundation were designed by the Ministerio de Obras 
Públicas. In other words, children were to learn to live in the new type 
of city that Peronism was creating. The Children's City was a scale 
model in a double sense, since the new Peronist neighborhoods were 
themselves intended to be alternatives to the "real city." The 
Children's City was a "space of illusion" built on another "space of 
illusion." (154-5) 
 In retrospect, Eva’s attempt to solve poverty in part through the construction 
of a miniature city seems wildly naïve, optimistic or even frivolous. 81  However, the 
very fantastic nature of this kind of project is perhaps the source of its appeal. 
Works such as these seemed to make the impossible possible and even materially 
tangible. Projects such as the Ciudad Infantil and eventually the República de los 
Niños were an extension of a widespread program of inclusion, and children were 
certainly not the only ones who Eva would welcome into the political life of the 
country. The Peronists also welcomed feminine constituents and culture so often 
dismissed by both Quiroga and Arlt.  
 Before assuming a more directly political role, Eva was a radio and film 
actress. She even played “a woman of the people” in the 1944 radio propaganda 
                                                        
81 This criticism was also launched by some of Eva Perón’s more critical contemporaries: “Because of 
its oddity as a miniature city, the Children's City was seen as a symptom of the arbitrariness and 
impulsiveness typical of the leaders of Peronism. One foreign observer described the city as Eva's 





program Hacia un futuro mejor (Merkin 163). While at this point no one could have 
foreseen the very active role that Eva would play in national politics, the title of the 
program forebode an important characteristic that would emerge in the Peronist 
cultural and political programs. The past and the future were the only temporalities 
invoked in this schema, while the present was a future under construction.  It is 
probably not coincidental that “Eva Perón played her first public political role” over 
the radio as she advocated for female suffrage (Guy 157): 
Eva delivered in January 1947 a series of radio speeches advocating 
suffrage, but not from a feminist perspective. Instead she described 
herself as Perón's most dedicated servant. In March Eva exhorted 
women to take to the streets to demand their rights and defend their 
homes, thereby providing a Peronist underpinning for the women's 
march to the congressional building on September 3. Furthermore, 
she explicitly identified herself with the mass of working-class women 
[...]. (Guy 157) 
While Eva’s identification with working-class women was based on her actual 
upbringing, it is likely that the fictional characters she played in Hacia un futuro 
mejor functioned equally or even more effectively in convincing listeners to head 
her calls to mobilization. The association of Eva’s voice with fictional characters of a 
radio program was an effective mode of making this reality more “real” and could 
also bring about a more widespread identification with her narrative that would 
result in the interpellation of this group. Politics, in other words, continued to be 




implement similar strategies for interpellation in their construction of spaces 
explicitly intended to teach the basics of democratic participation.  
 Juan Perón was reelected on November 11th of 1951. This was the very first 
national election in which women would be officially allowed to vote, and though it 
was a far cry from beauty contests to which they had send their ballots and coupons 
in the first half of the century, the kind of feminism espoused for the purposes of 
attaining the vote was also far from radical. Rather, it was based on a kind of 
feminine subservience carried over from the nineteenth century (Guy). On 
November 26th, just over two weeks after his victory, Perón inaugurated the 
República de los Niños. By this time Eva was too weakened by her cancer to attend, 
though the spirit of the Ciudad Infantil persisted. One of the most curious 
characteristics of the theme park’s functioning was its right to self-governance. The 
children would elect officials to run the República. Citing the famous phrase 
attributed to Luis XV before the French Revolution, Perón declared in his inaugural 
speech: 
Una vez un rey exclamó: "Después de mí, el diluvio". Nosotros, los 
hombres de esta época, queremos borrar en los tiempos la aberración 
de ese egoísmo exclamando, para nuestro país, para nuestra patria, 
para nuestros hermanos argentinos: "después de nosotros, la 
felicidad". Y para que en esa república, a semejanza de la que 
representa los objetivos de nuestros sueños, rija siempre una justicia, 
una libertad y una soberanía, hemos de empeñarnos desde el 




todos iguales; aprendiendo a ser libres, teniendo ellos mismos en sus 
manos el gobierno de su república. (4) 
A self-contained world with its diminutive size (also reduced to the scale of the 
children who would be using it), fairytale basis82 and functional government, the 
park was a peculiar mixture of politics and play. Perón’s assertion that República 
was made “in the semblance of that which represents the objectives of our dreams” 
is telling. The República has no referent. It is the copy, a semblance of a 
representation of a dream, that no longer idealizes reality but rather, creates it. 
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